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ABSTRACT 

The postulated characteristics of double-negative (DNG) materials - i.e., 

materials with simultaneously negative permittivity and negative permeability 

(e <0, ju <0) - and recent attempts to realize those characteristics with synthetic 

metamaterials are briefly reviewed. Investigations into the causality of signal 

propagation in a DNG medium are then presented. Previous research in this topic is 

examined, and it is verified that a DNG medium must be dispersive in order to be causal. 

An accurate time-domain description of propagation in a DNG medium is shown to be 

elusive due to the presence of dispersion, though approximate solutions and 

recommendations for future analytical research are provided. The results of numerical 

investigations into this topic are then discussed, and the anticipated combination of causal 

signal transmission and a negative phase shift are observed in the numerical data. 

Potential applications of DNG metamaterials to antenna systems are then 

presented. A DNG shell is observed to reduce the intrinsic reactance sensed by an 

infinitesimal electric dipole, thereby increasing the dipole's radiated power. Analytical 

expressions for the fields in the dipole - DNG shell system are derived, and nimierical 

results for a variety of DNG shell configurations are discussed. The presence of a DNG 

shell is shown to increase the dipole's radiated power by orders of magnitude in some 

cases. A circuit model of the dipole - DNG shell system is additionally presented and 

used to interpret the system's physical behavior. 
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The scattering properties of nested metamaterial shells are then analyzed. Various 

layering combinations of DNG, double-positive (DPS) and single-negative (SNG) shells 

are observed to produce resonant scattering of an incident, fundamental radial transverse-

magnetic (TMr) wave. Reciprocity between the metamaterial configurations that exhibit 

TMr scattering resonances and those shown to maximize the power radiated by the 

infinitesimal electric dipole is demonstrated. Several additional metamaterial 

configurations are shown to produce both resonant TMr scattering and resonant dipole 

radiation. A resonant configuration with one epsilon-negative (ENG) shell is especially 

appealing due to its manufacturability. The effects of a DNG layer on the creeping waves 

scattered by a small metal sphere are also discussed as a minor yet curious offshoot to the 

scattering analyses. 
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1. CHARACTERISTICS AND SYNTHESIS OF DOUBLE-NEGATIVE 

METAMATERIALS 

1.1. Veselago's theoretical predictions 

Interest in double-negative (DNG) materials, i.e., materials with simultaneously 

negative permittivity and negative permeability (£•<0,//<0), began in 1968 when 

Veselago theorized on the properties that such a material would have and whether it 

could be produced [1]. A simple diagram categorizing a material's potential permittivity 

and permeability values is shown in Figure 1.1. Most natural dielectric materials have 

positive permittivity and positive permeability (> 0, // > 0). These materials are 

sometimes termed double-positive (DPS) media and are the most thoroughly analyzed 

due to their natural abundance. Plasmas, including those induced when electromagnetic 

(EM) waves interact with materials like metals, are known to have a combination of 

negative permittivity and positive permeability (£-<0,//>0) below a given cutoff 

frequency. These materials have recently been termed epsilon-negative, or ENG, media. 

Similarly, materials with positive permittivity and negative permeability (£->0,//<0) 

have recently been termed mu-negative, or MNG, media. Both ENG and MNG media 

have an imaginary wave number and imaginary index of refraction such that an incident 

signal is exponentially damped in these media and is strongly reflected back into the 

original medium. At the time of Veselago's initial research into the potential 

characteristics of DNG media, some anisotropic (gyrotropic) magnetic materials were 

known to have MNG characteristics in certain directions. Veselago hypothesized that. 
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i 

ENG Material DPS Material 

(£<0,/ i>0) (f>0,/ />0) 

Plasmas Dielectrics 

DNG Material 

W 

MNG Material 

(£:<0,/ /<0) (£>0, / /<0) 

Not found in nature Some gyrotropic magnetic 
materials 

Figure 1.1. General characterization of a material's permittivity and permeability values. 

given the state of materials research at that time, the production of gyrotropic DNG 

media with simultaneously negative permit t ivi ty and negative permeabil i ty (^<0,  / /<0) 

along a particular direction might be possible, but he predicted that the realization of an 

isotropic DNG substance was still far from reach. Even so, Veselago's theoretical 

analyses of the properties that such a material would have were intriguing. 

Given the relation for the index of refraction (where SQ and //„ represent the 

permittivity and permeability of free space, respectively), 

n  =  e/j. 

V 

(1.1) 

or any relation where the negative signs of the permittivity and permeability cancel each 

other, one might at first assume that the behavior of EM waves in DPS (£->0, //>0) and 

DNG (£<0,//<0) media would be identical. On the other hand, intuition might guide 
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one to question whether a sign reversal in the two material parameters that determine the 

behavior of EM wave propagation would truly have no impact on the wave's behavior. 

This intuition guided Veselago's study. 

Veselago found that in equations where s and // are separated, i.e., in cases 

where the simultaneous sign reversals in e and /u still alter the equations, one can 

analytically verify that EM signals should propagate differently in DPS and DNG media. 

As a simple example, consider the following subset of Maxwell's equations for a 

homogeneous, source-free medium: 

Vx± = -f idkldt  (1.2)  

VxH = £-5E/5r,  (1.3)  

where E and H represent the electric and magnetic field vectors, respectively. For the 

case of a plane wave propagating in the z direction, E and H will contain the term 

(engineering convention), such that Eqs. (1.2)-(1.3) will take the form 

k x E  =  f y / i H  ( 1 . 4 )  

kxH = -ft)£-E,  (1.5)  

where k and co represent the wave number and angular frequency, respectively. For a 

DPS medium, where s>0 and // >0, these equations reveal the well-known property 

that the vectors E, H, and k form a right-handed triad. For a DNG medium with e  <Q 

and // < 0, however, the equations indicate that E, H, and k form a left-handed triad. 

More sophisticated proofs have demonstrated the right-handed triad / DPS and left-

handed triad / DNG correlations under more general conditions [1]. For this reason. 
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researchers have often used the terms "right-handed media" and "left-handed media" as 

labels for DPS and DNG media, respectively. This practice has diminished recently due 

to the previous use of those terms in describing chiral media, however. 

In analyzing the relationship between the vectors E, H, and k, Veselago also 

noted that the time-average power flow, S = ^Re^ExH*j, forms a right-handed triad 

with E and H in both DPS and DNG media. Therefore, while the power flow and wave 

number vectors, and hence the phase velocity vector, will all point in the same (right-

handed) direction in DPS media, the power flow vector will point in the opposite 

direction as the negative, or left-handed, wave number and phase velocity vectors in 

DNG media. From these observations, Veselago anticipated several other unique 

properties of EM wave propagation in DNG media. For instance, he noted that the 

negative phase velocity would reverse the Doppler effect: Signals would appear to 

decrease in frequency as an observer moved towards a signal source in DNG media. 

Veselago also noted that Cerenkov radiation would be emitted backwards, i.e., away ft'om 

the particle's propagation direction, in DNG media. In addition, the momentum of each 

photon in an EM wave would be directed "backwards" - towards the source - in DNG 

media. 

Though these observations were intriguing, it was Veselago's prediction that 

DNG media would be characterized by a negative index of refraction, and could therefore 

potentially be used to focus low frequency EM waves, that primarily drove the recent 
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interest in DNG materials. Upon analyzing the boundary conditions at an interface 

between two media (termed Regions 1 and 2), 

E,=E, ,  H,  =H,  ,  '1 h M h 

' (1-6) 

Veselago noted that the fields' normal components (subscript n) would change sign as a 

signal transitioned between DPS and DNG media, as demonstrated graphically in Figure 

1.2. Given this result, Veselago anticipated that the index of refi^action should also 

change sign as an EM wave passed between DPS and DNG media. Veselago and 

subsequent researchers have accounted for this sign change by assuming a negative index 

Region 1, DPS 

Propagation Direction 
& Phase Velocity 

E 

H 

Region 2, DNG 

Phase Velocity 

Propagation 
Direction 

Figure 1.2. The tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields remain constant 
as an EM wave passes from a DPS to a DNG medium, while the normal components and 
the phase velocity change sign. The result is a negative index of refraction in the DNG 
medium. 
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of refraction in DNG media - that is, they state that the negative branch of the square root 

function in Eq. (1.1) should be taken for DNG media. 

The anticipated change in direction when an EM wave transitioned between DPS 

and DNG media further led Veselago to consider the use of DNG materials in focusing 

systems. An example system is shown in Figure 1.3. As mentioned previously, this 

potential use of DNG media has been a driving force behind the recent flurry of DNG 

research. Some of the key post-Veselago research findings are discussed in the following 

sections. 

DPS 
Medium 

DNG Slab DPS 
Medium 

Source ^ linage 

Figure 1.3. Example use of a DNG material's negative index of refraction to focus EM 
signals. 
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1.2. Pendry's metamaterial designs 

Though intriguing, Veselago's predictions about DNG materials were not widely 

explored until recently due to the lack of suitable DNG media. In the late 1990s, Pendry 

and his colleagues made advancements in DNG research possible through their 

investigations into the effective permittivity and permeability of arrays of metallic 

structures [e.g., 2-4]. In particular, they improved a researcher's ability to create 

metamaterials with user-specified permittivity and permeability values. In one set of 

investigations, Pendry built upon modem research in photonic band gap structures and 

earlier work in ionospheric plasma models [5] to design an array of very thin wires that 

collectively behaved like a low density, neutral, low loss plasma at the giga-hertz (GHz) 

frequencies of interest. The effective permittivity of these wires was estimated by a 

Drude model such that [2, 3] 

O)^ 
I. (1.7) 

where is a loss term, and the plasma frequency of the electrons, , is given by 

col=-^, (1.8) 

where , e, and nieff represent the effective electron density, electron charge, and 

effective electron mass, respectively. The effective electron density and mass are found 

from the wire geometry to be [2, 3] 

Tcr^ 
(1-9) 

a 
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^ Ha!O, (1.10) 
in 

where represents the electron density in the wires, is the wire radius, and a 

represents the distance between parallel wires. (See Figure 1.4.) Substituting Eqs. (1.9) 

and (1.10) into Eq. (1.8) gives a relation that allows a researcher to specify the plasma 

frequency purely as a function of the wires' geometry: 

2nc\ 

a' ]n{alrj 
< =  2 , , .  ° 0-11) 

where represents the speed of light in a vacuum. 

Note that induction effects are included in the calculation of rrieff and that these 

effects lower the resonant frequency significantly. The need for the thin wire 

approximation is seen in the above equations - thin wires reduce the resonant frequency 

so that the wavelength near resonance is large compared to the lattice spacing, making 

a < 

i 

i 

k 

V 

i 

i 

i 

/ / 

/ / 

1 
i 

r y 

~v~ 
a 

Figure 1.4. Example geometry for one cube in an infinite array of thin wires used to 
model a plasma with negative permittivity. 
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diffraction less significant so that the effective material properties are valid. In addition, 

the damping or dissipation term, , in Eq. (1.7) is typically a few orders of magnitude 

smaller than the frequencies of interest so that the effective permittivity is essentially real 

and negative - and EM signals are primarily reflected - for frequencies below . 

Pendry's following set of investigations was even more critical to the progress of 

DNG research. While investigating the magnetic properties of composite structures, 

Pendry designed a periodic array of metallic, nonmagnetic elements that produced a 

negative effective permeability (< 0) within a specified frequency range. One key to 

this advancement involved the development of elements that, when combined into a 

composite array where they would interact strongly, would possess both large inductive 

and capacitive components at frequencies where the wavelength was much larger than the 

element's dimensions. The effective permeability of the composite array was expected to 

resonate strongly when the array's capacitive and inductive components were matched, 

and the capacitive effect was expected to strongly enhance or oppose the inductive effect 

at either side of that resonance. 

One of Pendry's elemental structures that possessed the requisite properties and 

that is used often in DNG research is the split-ring resonator (SRR) shown in Figure 1.5. 

This structure is appealing in part because of its 2-D nature, allowing it to be 

manufactured relatively easily and to be placed on all edges of a cube to simulate an 

isotropic medium. The split in each ring avoids the continuity requirement and the 

resulting half-wavelength limitation for current flowing in the rings, allowing currents to 

be induced at much lower frequencies. A second ring is embedded within the first to 
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®H 

(a) 

It 

\ 

(b) (c) 

Figure 1.5. The split-ring resonator (SRR) structure that, as a composite array, produces a 
negative effective permeability near the array's resonant frequency, (a) A change in the 
magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the SRR induces currents that may be 
enhanced or opposed by the element's capacitance. The balance between the overall 
capacitance and inductance leads to the composite's resonant behavior. Critical 
dimensions of an individual element are shown in (b), while (c) shows the important 
dimensions of the composite array. 
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generate a large capacitance between the two rings, which further lowers the resonant 

frequency. (See Figure 1.5a.) The effective permeability for an array of these structures 

was estimated by Pendry as [4] 

f^eff ~ Mo 

Trr, SRR 

1 - -
a 

1-7 
21 a 3lcl 

^^SRRMO ^^2 
'SRR \ u y 

(1.12) 

where , h, and d are the SRR dimensions shown in Figure 1.5b; a is the length of 

each cell in the array; and I is the separation between each plane of resonators as shown 

in Figure 1.5c. The term cr represents the resistance per unit length around the ring's 

circumference. Note that Pendry made the following assumptions in deriving Eq. (1.12): 

r » b, r » d, 1 < r, hi(b/d) » k, and r ~ 0{d). 

The array's magnetic resonant frequency, , is given by 

fom 
CO, Om 1 3/c' 

Itt 2n \n:\a. 
^2b^  

\d J 

(1.13) 

SRR 

while its "magnetic plasma frequency," , is defined by 

f = 
J mp 

CO, mp 1 3/c' 

271 2n 2 ^ 
^ ^^SRR 

a 
/rln 

^ 2b^ 
(1.14) 

'SRR 
\ U J 

The effective relative permeability, , for an example SRR configuration is 

plotted as a function of frequency in Figure 1.6. The following dimensions and material 
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Figure 1.6. The real and imaginary components of the effective relative permeability, 
Mr -  Meff !  Mo •> for an array of split-ring resonators with dimensions a = 1.0 cm, 

6 = 1.0 mm, J = 0.1 mm, I = = 2.0 mm, and cr = 200 Q / m . The effective 

permeability is seen to be negative in the narrow band between the magnetic resonant 
frequency, , and the magnetic plasma frequency, . 

parameters, based on Pendry's work [4], were used in generating the plot: a = 1.0cm, 

Z) = 1.0mm, fi? = 0.1mm, / = = 2.0 mm, and <j = 200Q.lm. For this case, the 

resonant frequency, was nearly 13.5 GHz, while the magnetic plasma frequency, 

fmp' was calculated as 14.4 GHz. The effective relative permeability of this typical SRR 

array deviated from //^ = 1 in a fairly localized band of frequencies near . At 

frequencies very near the resonant frequency, the effective permeability can become 
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significantly enhanced, depending upon the rings' resistance - the sharpness of the 

resonance is increased as the rings' resistance decreases. Most importantly for DNG 

research, the effective permeability is seen to be negative in the frequency range between 

and . Note, however, that the permittivity is highly dispersive in the mu-negative 

(MNG) region, and losses become significant for lower ("more negative") permeabilities 

- issues that continue to concern those who attempt to manufacture realistic DNG 

metamaterials. 

1.3. Experimental validation and other recent research 

Investigations of DNG materials became a mainstream activity in the year 2000, 

when Smith et. al. numerically and experimentally verified DNG characteristics for a 

composite metamaterial [6]. The Smith group utilized Pendry's results to generate 1) a 

periodic array of metallic rods with negative permittivity below a plasma frequency of 13 

GHz, and 2) a periodic array of SRRs that possessed a negative permeability over a small 

bandwidth near 5 GHz. The group interlaced layers of the rods and SRRs in an attempt 

to obtain a composite DNG metamaterial with simultaneously negative permittivity and 

negative permeability within a specified bandwidth. The group verified that the 

metamaterial allowed the transmission of EM signals over a small frequency range where 

the permittivity and permeability were both expected to be negative, and it rejected EM 

signals outside that range, where the permittivity was negative but the permeability was 

positive. With this result, the race to prove Veselago's other predictions and to discover 

new applications for DNG materials began. 
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Subsequent investigations have analyzed the behavior of EM signals at interfaces 

between DPS and DNG media {analytical [7-10], numerical [10-15], experimental [13, 

16]), EM propagation through DNG media {analytical [8, 17-20], numerical [8, 18, 21, 

22], experimental [23, 24]), the focusing capabilities of DNG materials {analytical [18, 

20, 25-27], numerical [14, 15, 18, 28], experimental [29, 30]), other physical phenomena 

associated with DNG media [31-33], and variations on DNG metamaterial components 

[34] including the use of transmission lines to simulate DNG media [35-38]. The number 

of investigations related to DNG metamaterials continues to increase and broaden in 

scope. Details of investigations that are relevant to the work presented in the following 

chapters will be included as necessary therein. 
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2. FIELD BEHAVIOR AND CAUSALITY IN DOUBLE-NEGATIVE MEDIA 

2.1. Introduction 

Some researchers have questioned the causality of signal propagation in DNG 

materials, including possible causality violations when a signal is generated within a 

DNG medium and when a signal transitions between DPS and DNG media [7]. 

However, recent experiments have demonstrated the physical existence of certain DNG 

characteristics - including a negative refraction angle and a negative phase shift - and 

have, as a result, apparently verified the causality of these processes [e.g., 6, 13, 16, 23, 

35-37]. A more formal or mathematical description for the causality of signal 

propagation in DNG media has largely been neglected, though, leaving room for claims 

that the experimental DNG results were invalid or were produced by other phenomena. 

Analytical studies that utilize pulsed input signals or time-domain expressions have been 

particularly scarce. Researchers have noted that the frequency-domain expressions for 

fields in DNG materials indicate a positive and therefore causal energy flow despite the 

negative phase property [1, 17, 21], but this fact alone is an insufficient proof for 

causality. 

Our investigations into the topic of causal signal propagation in DNG materials 

are presented below. First, some characteristics of the electric and magnetic fields in 

DPS and DNG media and at DPS-DNG interfaces are discussed, to help the reader 

develop an understanding for certain DNG characteristics that have previously confused 

the causality issue. An overview of the constraints imposed by causality on signal 

propagation and on material properties is then presented, and previous research regarding 
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causality in DNG media is examined. These discussions may be a bit lengthy, yet they 

also help to clarify the confusion that has surrounded this controversial topic. Following 

these discussions, possible time-domain, analytical expressions for the propagation of 

electromagnetic signals in DNG media are explored and compared to full-wave 

numerical results. Possibilities for further research are also discussed. 

2.2. Field behavior in DPS and DNG media and at DPS-DNG interfaces 

This section is presented to help the reader develop an understanding for certain 

DNG characteristics that have previously confused the causality issue. In particular, 

certain characteristics of the electric and magnetic fields in DPS and DNG media and at 

DPS-DNG interfaces will be discussed. As an illustrative example, consider the 

frequency-domain expressions for the fields produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole 

in a DPS medium, i.e., for the fields produced by the fundamental radial transverse-

magnetic mode, TM^{n = \,m = Qi) [39], 

Lnr 
(2.1) 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 
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where 77 and k represent the impedance and wave number, respectively; I J represents 

the strength of the dipole; hf\kr) represents the spherical Hankel function of the second 

kind, with order « = 0; and the spherical coordinates r, 9, and <j> represent the location 

of the observation point. (Note that the engineering convention for spherical coordinates, 

where 0 and ^ are measured from the positive z- and x-axes, respectively, is used 

throughout this dissertation.) 

These fields can be written explicitly in terms of their real and imaginary 

components as 

-1 >^0 (kr) + Jo (kr) + j [kr (kr) - (^r)]} (2.5) 

£9=- !^  ^ \ - k r  J  a  ( k r )  +  y^  ( k r )  +  +  j  
Anr kr 

kr yoikr) + j^(kr)-
ypikr) 

kr 
(2.6) 

( ^ )  +  +  j  [k r  Jo  ( k r )  +  7o  ( ^ ) ] } ,  (2.7) 

where the terms ( k r )  and ( k r )  represent spherical Bessel functions of the first and 

second kind, respectively, with order « = 0. The real and imaginary field components in 

this case could also be written in terms of simple sine and cosine functions as 

Inr kr 
sin(^) + 

cos(^) 

kr 
(2.8) 

k IJ sm 0 
Eff =V— 

4;rr 

. ^ cos(Ar) sin(^) 
sm(^ r )+  ;  ^ \ 2  +J  

kr ( k r )  
cos (k r ) -

sin(^r) cos(^) 

kr { k r f  
(2.9) 

k l J s inO . . cos(^r) 
H ,  = — y s m ( ^ r )  +  — -  +  J  

Anr kr 
Q.os(kr)-

sin(^) 

kr 
(2.10) 
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When the substitutions 7^+|7| and A:—>-|^| are made in Eqs. (2.8)-(2.10), or 

equivalently in Eqs. (2.5)-(2.7), to represent the fields produced in a DNG medium, one 

can see that the real parts of the dipole's fields remain unchanged while the imaginary 

components are the same in magnitude but have changed in sign. (For a further 

discussion of the DNG variable substitutions, see Chapter 3 of this dissertation or Ref 

[18].) The electric and magnetic fields produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole in a 

DNG medium therefore have the same magnitude but opposite phase as the fields 

produced in a DPS medium, i.e.. 

In addition, since the radial component of the complex Poynting vector in a DPS medium 

with E^=Hg=0 is given as 

we then have the following relation between the real radial power produced by an 

infinitesimal electric dipole in DNG and DPS media: 

(2.11) 

^ DNG ^ DPS • (2.12) 

(2.13) 
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As mentioned in the introduction, this frequency-domain result indicates that the dipole's 

energy is transmitted in the forward, or outward, direction in both the DNG and DPS 

media, which supports the prospect of causal propagation in DNG media. We also have 

Combining the real and imaginary components, the following relation between the 

Poynting vectors in DPS and DNG media is obtained: 

In summary, at a particular observation point, the real power flow and field 

magnitudes produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole would be the same regardless of 

whether the dipole was embedded in a double-positive or a double-negative medium, but 

in the DNG case, the phase difference would make the signal appear to propagate 

"backwards" towards the dipole even though the power was flowing outwards, and the 

reactance would change sign. The negative phase shift property, which has sometimes 

been confused as a violation of causality, is illustrated in Figure 2.1 for the case where 

^ = 90°, / = 10GHz, and /g/= A/500A-m, and where {sdps^/^dps) = {^o'<Mo) 

{^dnc^Mo) • Note that time-domain representations of the electric field, 

given by Eg (t) = Re (0) • ], are presented in the figure. 

(2.16) 
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Figure 2.1. The electric fields (Eg) produced by an infinitesimal electric dipoie, as 
observed in (a) a DPS and (b) a DNG medium at selected points in time. The negative 
phase shift observed in the DNG case is sometimes confused as a violation of causality, 
though the power flow is outward in both cases. 
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Though the derived parameters and discussions presented above were based on the 

simple case of an infinitesimal electric dipole for illustrative purposes, the positive power 

flow and negative phase shift properties in the DNG medium hold in general, and the 

perception of an apparent backwards propagation - caused by the negative phase shift 

property - has been misinterpreted as a violation of causality in various problem 

configurations. 

As a side note, observe that the usual boundary conditions that require tangential 

fields to be continuous along an interface still apply for transitions between DPS and 

DNG media. From the discussion above, however, one might anticipate that the phase of 

these fields would be discontinuous across the interface. Indeed, Figure 2.2 shows an 

example case of an infinitesimal electric dipole surrounded by a DNG shell (described 

fiirther in Chapter 3), where the phase of the electric field is discontinuous at the DPS-

DNG interfaces. This behavior has also produced some confusion regarding the causality 

of transitions between DPS and DNG media, as discussed in more detail in the following 

sections. 
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Figure 2.2. The electric field {Eg) produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole at selected 

points in time when the dipole is surrounded by a DNG shell with inner radius 
rj = 3.0cm and outer radius = 6.0cm, which in turn is embedded in a free space 

medium. At r, and , the interfaces between the DPS and DNG media, the tangential 

electric field is continuous as required. The phase of the electric field changes at the 
interfaces, however, as the positive phase of the DPS field is matched to the negative 
phase of the DNG field. This behavior, along with the behavior observed in Figure 2.1, 
has sometimes been confused as a violation of causality. (See Chapter 3 for a detailed 
description of the dipole - DNG shell system.) 
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2.3. Causality constraints on signal propagation and material properties 

An investigation into the causality of electromagnetic signal propagation often 

begins with an assumption of what is termed "primitive causality," i.e., that an effect 

caimot precede its cause [40]. In the case of dielectric materials, one generally assumes 

that the material cannot react to an electromagnetic field before that field arrives. Put 

another way, the charges or dipoles within a material cannot react to an electric field E, 

thereby creating a displacement field D, before E arrives. Along with this causality 

restriction, the following assumptions are typically made in determining an appropriate 

relation between D and E : 

• The displacement field D depends not only on the instantaneous value of the 

electric field E, but also to some extent on previous values of the electric 

field. (This assumption is of greater importance as the frequency increases 

fi-om DC to the resonance regimes.) 

• The relation between D and E is linear, i.e., the principle of superposition 

applies. This restriction is typically satisfied when the fields are small. 

• The relation between D and E is shift invariant. If the "input" field E is 

delayed in time, the "output" displacement field D is similarly delayed 

without any change in its original shape. 

• The effect of the magnetic field H on D can be neglected, i.e., any bi-

anisotropic effects in the medium can be neglected. 
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Given these conditions, a general causal relationship between D and E can be written as 

[41] 

D(0 = ^0 E(0+ \ f {T) t i t -T)dT (2.17) 

where /(t) represents the response of the medium to an impulse electric field. The 

causality restriction is met by excluding negative r, i.e., by excluding electric fields that 

have not yet reached the location. The first E(^) term is separated for convenience in 

subsequent equations. 

After a Fourier transform, the relation (2.17) can be written as 

D(ffl) = fQ£-^(<y)E(®), (2.18) 

where the dispersion relation for £"^(<»), the relative permittivity, is defined as 

00 

sX(o) = 1 + J/(r)e-^"Vr. (2.19) 
0 

Note that the engineering time-harmonic convention, e""', and the following shifting 

property of the Fourier transform [42] 

00 

d{Eit - r)) = I E(^ - T)e-""'dt = e-'""E(ca) (2.20) 
-00 

were utilized to obtain Eq. (2.19). Note also that the fields and the impulse response 

00 

should be square integrable, e.g., d t<K,  where ^ is a positive constant, to 
—CO 

ensure that the Fourier transform is well defined. 
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In the short sequence of relations shown above, which were based on the 

assumption of primitive causality, we already observe a strong link between causality and 

a material's dispersion relations. Note, for instance, that the primitive causality 

constraint limited the permittivity dispersion relation shown in Eq. (2.19) from the 

original range -oo < r < oo to the range 0 < r < QO . Now we assume a complex 

permittivity, i.e., we assume material losses such that 

= + (2-21) 

where the real component of the permittivity, affects the signal's propagation speed 

and refraction angle while the imaginary component, , affects the signal's attenuation. 

We then see from Eq. (2.19) that the primitive causality limitation on r has imposed the 

following conditions on the permittivity of a causal medium: 

£^{-a)) = s]i(o) (2.22) 

^Re(-®) = <?Re(«) (2-23) 

= (2-24) 

That is, the real and imaginary permittivity components should, respectively, be even and 

odd functions of frequency in a causal medium. In the more general case of a complex 

angular frequency 

® = (2-25) 

the permittivity condition becomes 

eX-(o) = sl{Q)). (2.26) 
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A more specific permittivity dispersion relation would need to be obtained 

through an equation of motion that describes a material's microscopic response to an 

electric field for a given frequency range. Before developing such a model, however, we 

can first determine additional constraints that should apply to any dispersion relation that 

describes a causal material. Some of these properties can be seen by substituting Eq. 

(2.25) into Eq. (2.19) to obtain the following dispersion relation: 

First, it should be noted that the material's impulse response, /(r), must be finite for all 

r in order to satisfy conservation of energy, i.e., to have finite displacement field energy 

for finite input electric field energy. The impulse response must also satisfy /(r) 0 as 

r -> 00, that is, the material is expected to return to its original state some time after the 

impulse electric field has passed. Under these conditions, we see that for < 0, the 

strength of the displacement field D will decrease as r ^ oo, which implies that the 

stored energy will dissipate in time. For co^ > 0, we obtain the unphysical result that the 

displacement field D and the stored energy will increase in time after the electric field 

has passed. Therefore, we can see from Eq. (2.27) that the permittivity obtained from a 

dispersion relation for a causal dielectric should be single-valued and finite for co^ < 0, 

i.e., s^co) should be analytic (regular) in the lower half of the «-plane. In contrast, in 

the upper half-plane {co^ >0), can only be defined by analytic continuation from 

the lower half-plane and will likely have singularities. The types of these singularities 

(2.27) 
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and their proximity to the real axis will be determined by the equation of motion for a 

particular material and will affect the material's resonances and other behaviors. 

Conservation of energy also dictates that the permittivity should be finite along 

the real (o -axis (i.e., at observable frequencies), except perhaps at the origin to represent, 

for instance, a perfect conductor at DC frequencies. From both physical and 

mathematical arguments, we also assume that £:,(<»)->1 along the real axis as 

©Rg ±00. Physically, at frequencies far beyond the plasma frequency, materials caimot 

integrate to zero for high frequencies. At these frequencies, the rapid oscillations of the 

exponential term will quickly integrate to zero, assuming that the material's response, 

/(t) , is finite and slowly varying. Note that the restriction that (co) ̂  1 as —> ±oo 

is additionally required for the validity of the Kramers-Kronig relations, as discussed 

below. However, we should also note that recent research into exotic materials has 

brought this restriction into question [43, 44]. 

The Kramers-Kronig relations, which relate the real and imaginary components of 

the permittivity to each other, represent another set of conditions that are obtained from 

the causality restrictions outlined above. These relations are derived by taking the 

contour integral of the function \s^{co)-\y {^co-cOQ) over the lower half-plane, as shown 

in Figure 2.3. (Note that the conductivity is assumed to be negligible for our purposes 

here, avoiding the potential pole at <y = 0.) Since the function s^co) was shown to be 

react to such a fast rate of change. Mathematically, the term 
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w" 

_00 
00 

Figure 2.3. Contour integral used in deriving Kramers-Kronig relations. 

regular in the lower half-plane, the complete contour integral will be zero such that [41, 

45] 

tSr{(a)-\ 
-dco -

 ̂ (O-CO  ̂

0)„-S r £^(ffl)-l f £ (C0) - \  e  £ ( co ) - \  J  e8 (Q}) - \ ,  .  ^o^  
—  d c o +  d o ) +  —  d c o +  '  — =  0 . ( 2 . 2 8 )  

i s; 0>,is si ^-^0 

The integral along the infinite semicircle, , will also be zero since, as shown above, 

^1 there. We then have 

- —do}= —do)+ —d(o. (2.29) 
si i 

The left side of this equation represents the counter-clockwise integration along the 

infinitesimal semicircle, , used to avoid the pole at co = cOQ, and it equals 
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7;r[£^(<»Q)-l] [46]. The right side of Eq. (2.29) represents the principal value of the 

integral from -oo to oo, so that Eq. (2.29) now becomes 

-jTT [eX(a,)-\] = p] da). (2.30) 

After substituting (0 = c0Q to indicate that the relation holds for any real a>, integrating 

over a dummy frequency variable ^, and as before assuming a complex permittivity of 

the form sXo}) = £^^(o}) + , the real and imaginary components of Eq. (2.30) can 

be equated to obtain a familiar form of the Kramers-Kronig relations: 

= (2.31) 
^  g -0 )  

—00  ̂

= (2.32) 
TT •' C-O) 

—00 ~ 

(Note that the sign differences between the physics and engineering forms of these 

equations represent the sign difference in brought about by the different physics and 

engineering time-harmonic conventions, given by e~""' and e""', respectively.) The 

Kramers-Kronig relations, again derived from the primitive causality restriction, have 

proved very helpful experimentally - particularly for optical frequencies. The attenuation 

of light through a dielectric material is generally much easier to measure than its phase, 

so researchers can obtain by experimentation and then use Eq. (2.31) and a few 

approximation techniques to obtain a reasonable estimate for [47]. 

The Kramers-Kronig relations are also an important factor in many analytical 

studies of causality because the dependence between causality and the Kramers-Kronig 
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equations is two-sided: When causality is satisfied, the Kramers-Kronig relations hold, 

and when the Kramers-Kronig relations are satisfied, causality is guaranteed [40, 48]. 

Similarly, if the frequency-domain permittivity, e^(co), is analytic in the lower half of the 

complex CO -plane and is square integrable along the real frequency axis, causality and the 

Kramers-Kronig relations are satisfied. Care should then be taken to ensure that the 

dispersion relations used to model DNG materials meet the Kramers-Kronig conditions. 

Note that all of the arguments presented above were general in nature, i.e., they 

did not depend on a specific material model, and therefore they could be applied to a 

permeability relation as well. Consequently, we can also place the following restraints on 

a causal material: 

Mr(-<y) = Mr (®). Mr (-®*) = mI (®) (2-33) 

= jUr.((o) (2.34) 

= (2.35) 

= - -P  (2.36) 
TV •' C-(0 

—CO ~ 

P.37) 
7t •' C-O) 

—00  ̂

In addition, juXfo) should be analytic in the lower half of the «-plane <0), and 

/Li^ {(o) -> 1 along the real axis as ± 0 0 .  

A few other conditions are typically applied to the permittivity and permeability 

relations in the name of causality, though these restrictions are more closely allied with 
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physical concerns such as the principles of conservation of energy and the increase of 

entropy. For example, the power per unit volume entering a material is given by [41] 

dt dt 
(2.38) 

If a realistic signal (i.e., one that is finite in space and time) interacts with a material, we 

assume that the energy that entered the material must eventvially be dissipated. To 

interpret this assumption mathematically, we would integrate Eq. (2.38) over all time to 

obtain 

J-V-S(Oi/^= J 
dt dt 

d t ,  (2.39) 

If the fields are expanded as Fourier integrals with dummy integration variables <y, and 

5 we have 

1 °° 
E(0 = — fE(0,)e^">' 

In •' 
(2.40) 

aD(0 _ d 

dt dt 

1 
— do)^ 
In 

= — J dco2 j(02s(ci>2)E(c02)e^'"'' dco. 

(2.41) 

Itt 2n 

and similar relations for H and B such that Eq. (2.39) becomes 

00 

J-V-S(Oc/? = 

00 00 CO 

4;r' 
J J J[£(®2)E(®i)-E(<y2) + >"(®2)H('i'i)-H(fy2)]<y^^*'"''^'"'^'dco^dco^. (2.42) 

—00 —00 -co 

The integration over time on the right-hand side gives 
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S(co,+co^), (2.43) 

so that Eq. (2.42) becomes 

J-V-S(Oc^^ = 

^ I I[^^(®2 )E('i>i) • E((»2 ) + >"(6^2 )H(<yi) • H(<y2) j <J(®, + ^2) • (2-44) 

The delta function then sifts the integration over o), to obtain the following expression: 

J-V-S(0 dt = ̂  Jj^£-(02)E(-<y2)'E(«2) + >"(^2)H(-<y2)'H(<y2)]<y2 • (2-45) 

Replacing the dummy variable Oj with co and using the following Fourier transform 

property 

E(-<y) = E* (<y), H(-®) = H* (co), (2.46) 

we then have 

£(co) E(co) + ju(co) H(fi)) codo). (2.47) 

Upon substituting the relations e{co)^£f^eX(o) = eQ\e^Xco) +js^^{co)\ and 

//(®) = //o//, (co) = //Q [//Re (co) + jju^ (co)], Eq. (2.47) becomes 

J -V•  S (0d t  =  : ^  \  ̂o^Re(®)[^ (w) ! '  +  MoMrc(®) |H(<y) | '  \ co  dco  

2 ~ 2 
j ^o^im(<y)|E(<y)| +y"oy"ta(®)|H(<y) CO dco .  (2.48) 
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It was shown previously that to satisfy causality, the real parts of the permittivity and 

permeability relations, and ju^, must be even functions of co while the imaginary 

components, and ju^, must be odd. The terms and 

in Eq. (2.48) will then integrate to zero, so that Eq. (2.48) becomes 

00 -| 00 

(®) E(®) + MoMM (<«) H(») a> dot). (2.49) 
In ̂  

The left side of Eq. (2.49) is interpreted as the total energy per unit volume that entered a 

dielectric material over time, as a result of its interaction with a finite signal. The right 

side of Eq. (2.49) is interpreted as the total energy dissipated in the material over all time, 

which should equal the total input energy. 

By the law of increase in entropy, assuming that the material has not been excited 

in some sense like a laser system, the energy dissipated (i.e., the heat produced) in the 

dielectric material must be positive. Therefore we can state that and , as defined 

in the manner of Eq. (2.21) and under the engineering time-harmonic convention 

must be negative or zero for > 0 and positive or zero for < 0. Another common 

assumption is that and must be non-zero for all frequencies except co = Q, 

because the fields at any non-zero frequency will oscillate charged particles in the 

material and will therefore produce some dissipation, however small. The Kramers-

Kronig relations support this physical assumption for materials other than free space - as 

observed in Eq. (2.31), the permittivity relation must have an imaginary component to 

obtain any real permittivity value other than the free space value, £,=l • 
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Though it is perhaps farther afield, one final assumption concerning the 

permittivity and permeability relations in dielectric materials is included here due to its 

fi-equent use in the DNG research community. In this case, the absorption / dissipation in 

a small fi-equency range is considered to be negligible (i.e., f« 0 and « 0). This 

low loss frequency region is termed a "transparency range." The input signal is 

additionally assumed to possess a narrow range of frequencies around a mean frequency, 

»(,, in the range where the absorption is negligible. The particular form of the input 

signal used in the standard "transparency range" derivation is given as [41] 

where EQ(0 and Ho(0 vary slowly with respect to co^. The average rate of change in 

the energy stored in the dielectric medium per unit volume is then found by substituting 

Eq. (2.50) into the right side of Eq. (2.38) and averaging over the period 2n I cOQ. (Note 

that if the signal were purely monochromatic, the average rate of change in energy over 

one period would be zero.) After several steps as presented in [41], the mean value of the 

electric and magnetic stored energy per unit volume for this case is given as 

Once the signal is terminated, this stored energy will eventually be dissipated. (Recall 

that, although it was considered to be negligibly small, some dissipation will always be 

present.) Therefore, again using the law of increase of entropy, another restriction 

sometimes assigned to dispersion relations - when the material meets all of the 

conditions for transparency regions outlined above - is the following: 

E(0 = Eo(Oe^"'»', H(0 = H„(0e^'"»', (2.50) 

(2.51) 
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^^0. (2.52) 
dco dco 

These restrictions correspond to a situation that is termed "normal dispersion," where 

signal components with higher frequencies are dispersed more than lower frequency 

components. The phenomenon of svinlight being separated into its component colors by 

passing though a prism, with blue light being refracted more than red light, is a 

consequence of normal dispersion. When lower frequencies are dispersed more than 

higher frequencies, the situation is termed "anomalous dispersion," though it is not an 

uncommon phenomenon. 

In simunary, primitive causality and fundamental physical laws have imposed the 

following conditions on permittivity and permeability relations, and these conditions 

need to be considered when causal DNG materials are modeled: 

From primitive causality: 

• Given the definition {co) = {co) + (co), primitive causality implies that 

sX-o>) = el{Q)) so that and s^{-co) =-s,^{co). For 

complex frequencies, where co = + jo)^, this condition becomes 

{-0) ) = £•* {co). Similarly, we have = //* («), or {-(o ) = /^' (co), 

with //r, (-CO) = (CO) and (-co) = (co). 

• The ftinctions e^(co) and //^(co) are analytic / regular in the lower half-plane 

where cOj^ < 0. These fimctions can only be extended to the upper half-plane 

through analytic continuation and are expected to have singularities there. 
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• The real and imaginary components of s^oj) and are linked through 

the Kramers-Kronig relations. The dependence between causality and the 

Kramers-ICronig relations is two-sided: When the permittivity and 

permeability functions satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relations, causality is 

ensured, and vice versa. Note that to obtain any real permittivity value other 

than the free space value, s^(o)) = 1, losses must be present, i.e., (co) ̂  0. 

• Along the real co -axis, where = 0, the relative permittivity and 

permeability approach one as the frequency approaches infinity (i.e., 

and /y^(®)->l as Physically, this condition 

represents the expectation that the material cannot react to changes in the 

incident field at such high frequencies. 

From physical considerations: 

• The relative permittivity and permeability, and //,(«), cannot be 

infinite for real co due to conservation of energy, except possibly for perfect 

conductors at a> = 0. That is, infinite stored energy for a finite input energy is 

not allowed for observable frequencies. 

• From the law of increasing entropy, we have the conditions < 0 and 

< 0 for >0, while >0 and for coJ^^<0. Considering the 

fact that friction is present at all non-zero frequencies, and ju^ are further 

limited to non-zero values for all frequencies except a) = 0. 
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• From entropy and other energy considerations, the restrictions > q and 
dco 

d{cof^) ^ found for transparency ranges, given certain assumptions 
dco 

about the input signal. That is, the dispersion must be normal for transparency 

ranges. 

Care must be taken in using the restrictions listed above to prove causality in DNG or 

other materials. The underlying assumptions upon which these relations were derived 

must not be forgotten. In addition, the relations that were derived from physical 

considerations alone typically do not serve as a sufficient proof for causality. 

2.4. Previous research into the causality of signal propagation in DNG media 

This section reviews earlier research into the causality of signal propagation in 

DNG media. The first subsection represents a general, largely qualitative overview of the 

progression of researchers' thoughts about what might support or counter the idea of 

causal propagation in DNG materials. The second subsection focuses more specifically 

on the physical models for permittivity and permeability relations that have previously 

been used in studies of causal signal propagation in DNG media. As a guidepost for the 

reader, tables summarizing the earlier researchers' viewpoints (or material models) - and 

the research community's current understanding of whether those viewpoints or models 

are valid - are presented near the beginning of each subsection. Table 2.1 introduces the 

first subsection. 
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Veselago [1], Smith & 
Kroll [17], Pacheco et. 
al. [9] 

The Poynting vector / propagating 
energy is positive in DNG materials, 
supporting causality. (Veselago [1] and 
Smith & Kroll [17] in frequency domain, 
Pacheco et. al. [9] in time domam.) 

Yes, this supports causality but is 
not a proof of causality. 

Veselago [1], Smith & 
Kroll [17] 

A causal DNG medium must be 
dispersive, because negative energy is 
unacceptable (Veselago [1]), and the 
plane-wave solution for non-dispersive 
DNG materials is non-causal (Smith & 
Kroll [17]). 

Yes, a causal DNG medium must 
be dispersive. In principle, all 
materials but free space must be 
dispersive, as observed in Eq. 
(2.19). 

Veselago [1], Smith & 
Kroll [17] 

The permittivity and permeability 
relations for DNG materials must meet 
the transparency range restrictions to be 
causal: d(ffls)/dffl > 0 and d(o)n)/d(B > 0. 
(That is, the dispersion must be normal.) 

Not necessarily. Some strong 
assumptions were used in 
deriving the fransparency range 
restrictions. Also, these 
restrictions by themselves do not 
guarantee causality. 

Ziolkowski & Heyman 
[18] 

Causality restrictions on permittivity and 
permeability relations imply that the 
index of refraction should be negative 
and the impedance should be positive in 
DNG materials. 

Yes, and the research community 
has verified these findings in 
several ways. 

Ziolkowski & Heyman 
[18], Cummer [12], and 
many others 

Signals have been shown to propagate 
forward in time in FDTD simulations of 
DNG materials, implying causality. 

Yes, this implies causality, but 
FDTD results are not a sufficient 
proof for causality. 

Valanju et. al. [7] 
(Response by Pacheco et. 
al. [9]) 

Geometric optics / ray diagrams of 
refraction at a DPS-DNG interface 
indicate that relativistic causality is 
violated. 

No. In DPS-DPS refraction, all 
points on an incident wave front 
are mapped to a single transmitted 
wavefront. In DPS-DNG 
refraction, those points are 
mapped to numerous wavefronts 
in the DNG medium at non-
relativistic speeds. 

Valanju et. al. [7] 
(Response by Pendry, 
Smith, et. al. [49]) 

The "group index of refraction" and 
therefore the group velocity and 
direction of energy refraction are 
positive in DNG materials. 

For these and other reasons like 
expected sfrong dispersion, experiments 
that indicated causal signal propagation 
with DNG characteristics were invalid. 

No. While interference fronts 
may appear to refract positively, 
the group velocity and energy 
refraction are negative in DNG 
materials. 

A number of high quality and 
diverse investigations appear to 
have demonstrated causality, 
though analytical, time-domain 
proofs are still incomplete. 

Ziolkowski [43] Superluminal fransmission of signals in 
DNG media appears to be possible and 
causal. 

Under consideration and further 
investigation by the broader 
research community. 

Table 2.1. A synopsis of earlier researchers' viewpoints regarding the causality of signal 
propagation in DNG materials, and the research community's current interpretation of 
those viewpoints. The row ordering is roughly chronological. 
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2.4.1. General overview 

Veselago, who originally theorized about the properties of DNG materials, was 

also the first researcher to consider the causality or dispersion of signals in DNG 

materials [1]. First, Veselago noted that the frequency-domain Poynting vector, S, still 

formed a right-handed triad with the fields E and H in DNG media, indicating a 

positive power flow in accordance with the principles of causality. Veselago also noted 

that the average energy stored in a non-dispersive medium, given by the relation 

would be negative for a DNG material. He found the concept of negative energy to be 

unacceptable and therefore stated that any DNG material must be dispersive and as a 

result must be governed by an energy relation other than Eq. (2.53). He used the 

transparency range relations, as presented earlier in Eqs. (2.51)-(2.52) and repeated here 

for convenience 

as the conditions that a dispersive DNG material must satisfy for positive energy and 

implied causality. As mentioned earlier, however, these relations were derived under 

significant assumptions about the input signal and the material, including a narrow 

frequency range and negligible dispersion / absorption, and they do not necessarily imply 

causality. Therefore, other causality restrictions may be better suited for DNG materials. 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

d(0 ' d(0 
(2.55) 
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A few decades later, Smith and Kroll repeated Veselago's assertion that a DNG 

material must be dispersive to be causal, and they again stated that the causality of signal 

propagation in DNG media would be met with the "transparency range" constraints listed 

in Eq. (2.55) [17], which, as mentioned above, are not by themselves a sufficient proof of 

causality. These authors strengthened Veselago's statement that DNG materials must be 

dispersive with a second argument. They observed that the solution to the one-

dimensional wave equation (i.e., the current sheet, plane wave generation problem) in a 

non-dispersive medium is represented by a delta function of the form 

or similarly J |x - jc^ | - coit - )] • The electric and magnetic 

fields, E and H, in a non-dispersive medium would then depend on this delta fiinction. 

In the DNG case where « < 0 and A: < 0, the delta function and therefore the electric and 

magnetic fields are zero for all times indicating that a non-dispersive, DNG 

medium does not allow causal signal propagation for this case. This work utilized a 

signal that did not meet the square integrable requirement in the time domain, however, 

and it does not represent a complete proof of the link between causality and dispersion in 

DNG media, though it does support that link. 

Smith and Kroll also supplemented Veselago's argument regarding positive 

energy flow. They noted that the current sheet in their example case, which generated 

plane waves v^th negative phase into a medium with a negative index of refraction, did in 

fact perform positive work (i.e., the energy propagated outward), in agreement with 

causality. The authors used this fact to reassure readers that the plane waves which 

appeared to propagate "backwards in time" from plus and minus infinity toward the 
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source were causal, though the authors had assumed a non-dispersive medium (which 

they claimed was non-causal) in this proof. 

Ziolkowski and Heyman utilized the properties of a causal dielectric relation, as 

discussed in Section 2.3 above, to justify their choice of the square roots for the index of 

refraction and the impedance in DNG media, and 7^^^, = +^|/i/£-| [18]. 

These sign choices have since been broadly accepted. Ziolkowski and Heyman's Finite-

Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) simulations of signal propagation in a DNG slab also 

indicated that causality was upheld. 

Valanju and colleagues presented some arguments against the causality of signal 

propagation in DNG media [7]. One argument was more qualitative in nature and 

questioned how negative refraction could physically occur at a DPS-DNG interface. The 

Valanju group stated that the geometrical optics / physical ray diagrams used by earlier 

investigators to depict negative refraction (e.g., by Veselago in [1]) implied that sections 

of the incident signal front must propagate instantaneously to the other side of the 

interface, violating "relativistic causality" which states that no signal can propagate faster 

than the speed of light in a vacuum [40]. See Figure 2.4 for a graphical illustration of this 

issue. (The response to this concern will be discussed below.) 

Valanju and colleagues fiuther stated that the "group refractive index" and 

therefore the group velocity must be positive in any dispersive DNG media. Since other 

researchers had stated that DNG materials must be dispersive to maintain causality, this 

claim implied that no causal DNG medium could exhibit negative refraction. The 

Valanju group, like many researchers of DNG materials, began their study by assuming 
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DPS Medium DNG Medium 

V > c ? \k 

Figure 2.4. An illustration of one of Valanju's concerns regarding the causality of signal 
propagation in a DNG medium [7]: If the ray diagrams drawn by Veselago [1] and others 
that depict signal refraction at a DPS-DNG interface are valid, does a portion of the 
incident wavefront "jump" to the DNG side of the interface instantaneously? 

that the input signal was quasi-monochromatic (i.e., containing a narrow frequency range 

but finite in energy) and that the DNG material had low loss and normal dispersion 

characteristics in the selected frequency range. If in addition the angle of incidence, 6-, 

was small, the Valanju group found that the equation for the group refractive index, , 

reduced to 

where represents the standard "phase" index of refraction. The Valanju group argued 

that since most DNG phenomena occur in an area of normal dispersion near a resonance, 

the term 'R.Q{dnp Ido)) should be positive and much larger in magnitude than n^. 

Therefore, they claimed that the overall group index of refraction and hence the group 

drip 
(2.56) 

dco 
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velocity should be positive in DNG media, implying that negative refraction of the 

incident signal could not occur. 

The Valanju group also analyzed the behavior of a few narrow-band signals as 

those signals transitioned into a DNG medium. They used the method of stationary phase 

to find a locus of points where the transmitted electric field would be maximum. They 

took this locus of points to represent the group front and stated that the direction of group 

velocity would be normal to this front. In this manner, they again anticipated a positive 

group index of refraction in DNG materials. 

Since the phase velocity and phase index of refi-action, , were still assumed to 

be negative in DNG media, a positive group velocity and index of refraction, , implied 

very strong signal dispersion in DNG media. The Valanju group stated that the 

experiments that claimed to show DNG effects with relatively undistorted signals had 

only produced such results because they utilized DNG slabs that were thin enough to 

allow tunneling, which is not properly described by geometrical ray optics. In this way, 

the Valanju group questioned the claim that the apparently successful results of earlier 

DNG experiments had demonstrated causality along with negative refraction. 

In response. Smith and colleagues [20, 49] stated that the Valanju group had only 

identified the component of the group velocity perpendicular to the interference fronts, 

while the total group velocity was negative and correctly identified the "crablike" motion 

of the interference fronts as the signal was negatively refracted. They demonstrated this 

effect through the refraction of a modulated, finite beam at a DPS-DNG interface. The 

finite beam was seen to refi-act in a negative direction, while the interference fronts were 
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aligned at a positive angle [20]. Causal signal propagation again appeared possible. It 

should be noted, however, that both Smith's group and Valanju's group equated the 

direction of energy propagation with the group velocity vector, which Sommerfeld and 

Brillouin warned against, particularly near a material resonance since the interpretation of 

group velocity can become unclear in such regions [50]. 

Pacheco and colleagues responded to the Valanju paper by noting that the 

interference fronts generated when a modulated signal is transmitted through a standard 

DPS interface are aligned at a negative angle [9]. If the Valanju group's method for 

determining the direction of group velocity and energy propagation were correct, the long 

understood DPS interface problems would then be producing negative refraction, while a 

DNG interface would produce positive refraction. The Pacheco group also showed that 

the time-domain Poynting vector indicated negative energy refraction for a variety of 

example signals as those signals transitioned through a DPS-DNG interface. 

With regards to the Valanju group's concern about relativistic causality at a DPS-

DNG interface, Pacheco's group noted that when a signal is transmitted through a DPS-

DPS interface, all points on an incident phase front are mapped to one phase front in the 

transmitted region. At a DPS-DNG interface, however, all points on an incident phase 

front are mapped to different phase fronts in the transmitted region, in a sense like a 

cheese grater. Transmitted wave fronts in the DNG medium then develop as shown in 

Figure 2.5, and the relativistic causality constraint for signal speeds is not violated. Full-

wave simulations of signal propagation at a DPS-DNG interface (i.e., the behavior of the 

front of a pulsed signal) have since demonstrated this anticipated behavior [11, 12, 15]. 
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DPS Medium DNG Medium 

S ,k  X \s 

Figure 2.5. The Pacheco group's impression of how the phase fronts at a DPS-DNG 
interface should evolve, as compared to the Valanju group's depiction, illustrated in 
Figure 2.4. In contrast to the typical DPS-DPS case where points on one incident phase 
front are mapped to points on one transmitted phase front, incident phase fronts at a DPS-
DNG interface are mapped onto a series of different transmitted phase fronts. Relativistic 
causality does not appear to be violated under this "cheese grater" scenario. 

Most recently, Ziolkowski has conducted some analj^ical and numerical (FDTD) 

analyses indicating the possibility of superl\miinal propagation in DNG materials [43]. 

As seen in the section summary presented in Table 2.1 and observed in the 

discussion above, many research findings have supported the prospect of causal signal 

propagation in dispersive DNG media, and most of the specific claims against causality 

in DNG media have been refuted. However, many of the pro-causality arguments have 

also contained flaws, and analytical, time-domain proofs supporting the causality of 

signal propagation in DNG materials, particularly the propagation of pulsed signals in a 

dispersive DNG medium, are lacking. 
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2.4.2. Physical models previously used to simulate DNG materials 

Before discussing the specific material models that have been used in studies of 

causality in DNG materials, some models that are commonly used in standard materials 

research will be briefly reviewed, as they are well understood and variations of these 

models are typically used in DNG metamaterial research as well. The models of interest 

are derived from the equation of motion for a damped oscillator, in this case representing 

the motion of an electron as described by 

where m^ and e represent the electron's mass and charge, x is the electron's 

displacement from its rest position, represents a damping term, and is the 

resonant fi-equency of the electron-ion system without damping. The electron 

displacement found from Eq. (2.57) gives the dipole moment, which in turn provides the 

material's polarization factor. 

where N represents the electron density. A permittivity relation is then found by utilizing 

the following relation for the displacement field: 

When all terms in Eq. (2.57) are included and the engineering time-harmonic convention 

is used, we obtain the fi-equency-domain Lorentz model for the relative permittivity. 

m. (2.57) 

P =  Nex ,  (2.58) 

D(<y) = £qE(o)) + P(<y) . (2.59) 

(2.60) 
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where 0)^^, the plasma frequency, is given by 

• (2.61) 
Ne" 

Note that this permittivity relation ensures dispersion. 

When free rather than bound electrons are assumed, there is no ion restoring 

force, so = 0 in Eq. (2.57). In this case we obtain the Drude model, also called the 

plasma model, with the following relation for the relative permittivity: 

s,(co) = \ (2.62) 

The Lorentz and Drude premittivity relations (and the corresponding permeability 

relations) meet all of the causality and physical restrictions discussed in Section 2.3 

above, as expected from their extensive use in materials research. Approximations of 

these two models have commonly been used in the study of DNG materials as well. 

Some of these approximations still meet all of the causality and physics-based restrictions 

presented in Section 2.3, while others do not. A discussion of the model variations used 

previously in DNG research is presented below, and a summary of that discussion is 

given in Table 2.2. 

As noted in Chapter 1, the metamaterial most often used to simulate a DNG 

medium consists of arrays of thin wires and split-ring resonators (SRRs). A variety of 

earlier and more recent research has shown that, at the GHz frequencies of interest, an 

array of thin wires can be modeled as a low density, neutral plasma with low loss. The 

effective permittivity can then be estimated by the lossy Drude model given in Eq. (2.62). 
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Pendry [2, 4], 
Ziolkowski [43, 44] 

Lossy Drude 

Lorentz-like / 2TDLM 

/^r 2 -I-. 2 

This permittivity model meets all causality and 
physics-based restrictions mentioned in Section 2.3. 
The lack of a resonant frequency, , depends on 

wire continuity. 

This permeability model meets some restrictions, 

like n^{-co*) = /i,{co) and //, analytic for co^ < 0, 

but it  does not satisfy fi^{co)^\ as t»^±co.  

UCSD Group #1 
(Smith & Kroll [17]) 

Plasma / Lossless Drude 

CO 

Modified Lorentz 

u =1 r'r ^ 2 'T- 2 (o 

This permittivity model meets most restrictions, 
aside from the restriction that all materials but free 
space should be lossy. The lack of a resonant 
frequency, co^^, depends on wire continuity. 

This permeability model meets all causality and 
physics-based restrictions. It approximates Pendry's 
m o d e l  f o r  t h e  S R R s  n e a r  r e s o n a n c e ,  c o  « .  

UCSD Group #2 
(Shelby et. al. [23]) 
and Pacheco et. al. 
[9] 

Modified Lorentz 

= 1 5-
co 

/ 'r=l  2 -T. 
0} -J^n.0}-0}an, 

This permittivity model meets all restrictions. It is 
also a better model for a discontinuous wire array. 

This permeability model meets all causality and 
physics-based restrictions and approximates 
Pendry's model for the split ring resonators when 

0)' «col„«col„. 
UCSD Group #3 
(Smith et. al.), 
Cummer [12], 
Ziolkowski [15,  51] 

Lossy Drude 

F =\ 

Colm 
A = i —  

J ^ m )  

These models meet all of the causality restrictions. 
They were used generally in analytical or numerical 
studies rather than as specific models for fabricated 
metamaterial arrays. Note that these models assume 
free particles with no restoring force. 

Pendry [25] Plasma / Lossless Drude 

e =\-^  '^r ^ 2 0) 
colm 
CO 

These models meet most restrictions, aside from the 
restriction that all materials but free space should be 
lossy. Pendry used these relations to model a lens 
and was criticized for the lossless assumption. 

Ziolkowski & 
Heyman [18] 

Lorentz 

CO -jT^co-cOo, 

^^r ^ 2 1 

These models meet all of the causality and physics-
based restrictions. They were used by the authors in 
analytical studies. 

Table 2.2. A synopsis of the relative permittivity and permeability relations used 
previously in DNG research, with comments on the validity of these models for 
investigations of causality. The row ordering is roughly chronological. 
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The plasma frequency for the typical wire configuration was found to be a 

function of the wire's geometry (shown in Figure 1.4) such that 

T IttcI 

2, , ; (2-63) 
a \n{alrj 

where represents the speed of light in vacuum, a is the spacing between parallel wires 

(i.e., the cell size), and is the wire radius. Recall that this derivation depended on thin 

wires so that the frequencies used to simulate a negative permittivity - frequencies lower 

than the plasma frequency, cOp^ - would have a wavelength significantly greater than the 

lattice spacing a. The array could then be modeled as an effective homogeneous 

medium, and diffraction would be negligible. Also recall that the derivation assumed that 

the damping term, , was dependent on the wire material and was significantly smaller 

than the frequency of interest. Otherwise, the relative permittivity would become 

primarily imaginary. 

Pendry's model for the relative permeability of the SRR array was also given in 

Chapter 1 as [4] 

^^SRR 

. 2/. 
1 -7  

2i f  26^ SRR/^0 r '  'SRR 
V " y 

where , b, and d are the dimensions of the SRRs as shown in Figure 1.5b (Chapter 1); 

a is the length of each cell in the array and / is the separation between each plane of SRRs 
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as shown in Figure 1.5c; and <7 is the resistance per unit length around the ring's 

circumference. This equation can be written in a more generic form as [22] 

Fo}^ 
i— ^. (2.65) 

where F is the fraction of the cell area occupied by the split ring, q)Q^ represents the 

resonant magnetic frequency, and is a magnetic loss factor. The variables and 

in this case are then given by 

}lcl 
coL= 7^ (2.66) 

\  d y 
r '  'SRR 

r .=  —.  (2 .67 )  
^srr/^0 

Note that the permeability relation derived by Pendry is similar to the Lorentz form 

shown in Eq. (2.60), but with rather than in the numerator. This form has been 

termed the "two time derivative Lorentz material" (2TDLM) model by Ziolkowski (e.g., 

[43, 44]), who originally derived the model using the following magnetization relation, 

(5 '  +r„ d,  +® o. ) M  '  ( 2 . 6 8 )  

where M represents the magnetization, and the terms Zam^ Xym represent, 

respectively, the coupling of the magnetic field and its first and second time derivatives 

to the local magnetic dipole motions. The "two time derivative" notation becomes clear 

when comparing Eq. (2.68) with Eq. (2.57). Though the 2TDLM relation satisfies 

several of the causality constraints listed in Section 2.3, such as = //'(<») and fj.^ 
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being analytic for co^ <0, it does not satisfy the condition as <w->±oo .  

However, using analytical and numerical results, Ziolkowski has stated that the 2TDLM 

model still represents a causal medium and that it models the behavior of the SRR array 

well, so he has continued to utilize the 2TDLM model originally suggested by Pendry in 

some subsequent investigations [e.g., 43, 44]. Ziolkowski and Heyman utilized the true 

Lorentz forms of Eq. (2.60) in their analytical study of the correct sign choices for the 

impedance and index of refraction in DNG materials [18], and some other researchers 

have also chosen to modify Pendry's permeability model in order to meet the restriction 

jU^(o)) ^ 1 at infinite frequency, as indicated in Table 2.2 and discussed below. 

The University of California San Diego (UCSD) group began their causality 

investigations by modeling the relative permittivity of a DNG material as a lossless 

plasma (i.e., the Drude model of Eq. (2.62) with = 0) and the relative permeability as 

a modified Lorentz medium, giving [17] 

s ,= \ - ^  (2 .69 )  
CO 

Fg)̂  

2 2 • (2-70) 

The removal of the imaginary component of the permittivity relation, though perhaps a 

good approximation, goes against the Kramers-Kronig relations and the physics-based 

assumption that some loss must exist for all non-zero frequencies, as described in Section 

2.3. 
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The UCSD group's relation for the relative permeability, , was altered from 

Pendry's formulation to have col^ rather than co^ in the numerator. The authors stated 

that this was done purposefully to ensure that 1 as ® -> oo. The Pendry and UCSD 

permeability relations would clearly match best for frequencies near , so the UCSD 

model would likely suffice for studies of the split-ring resonators in the narrow, mu-

negative frequency range near . As a side note, a possible typo in the UCSD paper 

[17] indicated that the authors used the incorrect, non-causal sign for the magnetic loss 

factor, given their use of the physics time-harmonic convention, e~""'. This discrepancy 

was corrected in Table 2.2 above. On a more important note, these authors were the first 

to assume that the arrays of thin wires would not affect the behavior of the SRR arrays 

and vice versa, implying that the relative permittivity and permeability relations used to 

represent the individual arrays could also be used when the arrays were overlaid to 

simulate a DNG medium. 

In a subsequent paper [23], the UCSD group suggested that the following 

modified Lorentz relations should be used to model the relative permittivity and 

permeability of DNG media: 

(2.71) 
Q) -Y^(0-C0^^ 

2 2 COnrr, - 0)r,^ 
2 '1 2 ^ (2-72) 

« -Fn,(0-CO, Om 
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where, as mentioned in Chapter 1, cOp^ is the "magnetic plasma frequency." These 

relations meet all of the causality and physics-based constraints discussed in Section 2.3. 

Note that the permeability relation is similar but not equivalent to the group's previous 

relation given in Eq. (2.70), since in Pendry's work the quantity 

~ ^Im - ^0- ~ • Also notc that the UCSD authors stated that the permittivity 

relation had to be altered in this case to account for the difference between continuous 

wires, as assumed by Pendry, and discontinuous wires, which tended to occur in practice. 

If the wires were continuous and the loss factor was very low, as in Pendry's derivation, 

the permittivity would remain negative down to almost DC frequencies, and the 

assumption - 0 would hold. When the wires were broken (either by design or by 

accident), however, a resonant frequency > 0 was introduced. 

Pacheco's group also chose to use Eqs. (2.71) and (2.72) in their work [9], but the 

UCSD group more recently switched to the lossy Drude form given in Eq. (2.62) 

(sometimes termed the "plasmonic form") to model both the relative permittivity and the 

relative permeability of DNG media [20]. Cummer and Ziolkowski have also chosen the 

Drude model for some of their work [12, 15]. In all cases, these groups were conducting 

more general, mostly numerical studies of DNG materials that were independent of 

Pendry's specific metamaterial designs. In some of these papers, the authors indicated 

that their use of the lossy Drude form, which meets all of the causality and physics-based 

restrictions outlined in Section 2.3, combined with the fact that the output simulations 
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produced signals that propagated forward / outward in time, implied causality of signal 

propagation in DNG media. 

Pendry himself later used the lossless Drude model of Eq. (2.69) to represent both 

the relative permittivity and permeability relations in his study of a perfect DNG lens 

[25]. The fact that he violated the constraint requiring material losses was the source of 

some criticism [52]. 

2.5. Verification of the dispersive requirement for causal DNG media 

As mentioned previously, the DNG research community has generally accepted 

the requirement that DNG media must be dispersive in order to satisfy causality, though 

the proofs given for this requirement have often been incomplete or even inaccurate. 

This situation led us to further investigate the link between causality and dispersion in 

DNG media. 

In principle, the proof that DNG materials must be dispersive in order to be causal 

is straightforward: The most fundamental, causal permittivity and permeability relations 

imply that any medium besides free space must be dispersive to some extent, as observed 

in Eq. (2.19). Intuitively, it makes sense that materials would respond differently to 

electromagnetic signals with different frequencies, even if those differences were minor 

in some regimes. Why, then, has the requirement for dispersion in DNG materials been a 

relatively hot topic, finding prominence in debates and publications? The answer to this 

question may reside in the only non-dispersive solution to the causal permittivity and 

permeability relations - the free space solution. The existence of this solution in turn 
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provides for the existence of a non-dispersive, free space solution to Maxwell's 

equations. For decades, researchers have been conditioned to utilize the free space 

solution to Maxwell's equations to obtain approximate solutions for the propagation of 

electromagnetic signals in real, dispersive materials, and in this manner they have often 

additionally assumed that a material's permittivity and permeability values remained 

constant with frequency. (As Brillouin stated, "Many textbooks on electromagnetic 

theory...assume e and /j. to be constant, and this is a physical impossibility." [50]) This 

conditioning is certainly understandable since closed-form, time-domain solutions for 

signal propagation in dispersive media are unavailable [58], approximate solutions are 

only available for a subset of input signals and material models, and the speed and 

accuracy of modem software programs makes numerical investigations more attractive 

and practical. Perhaps the "short cuts" for obtaining approximate or numerical solutions 

have become so ingrained that some researchers have simply forgotten the fundamental 

link between causality and dispersion. Now that we are working with a type of material 

that has no corresponding "free space - like" solution to Maxwell's equations that can be 

built upon, we find ourselves surprised to be forced to consider the more appropriate, but 

much more complicated or even unavailable, dispersive solutions to Maxwell's 

equations. 

The following example illustrates how researchers can become stymied by the 

lack of a "free space - like" DNG solution, and resultingly become concerned about 

causality issues, as they follow a typical procedure for solving Maxwell's equations that 

builds upon the free space, non-dispersive DPS solution. The solution to Maxwell's 
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equations for a general current distribution embedded within an unbounded, DPS region 

is often obtained via the Green's ftinction, G{x,y,z,t), that satisfies the following non-

dispersive relation [53]: 

= <2-73) 
OX dy oz at 

where , y^,  z^ ,  and represent the initial conditions. The substitutions X = X-Xg,  

Y = y-yQ, and Z = z-z^ are used to simplify Eq. (2.73) into the following intermediate 

form: 

f f 'C ri^C rf 'C 
—T + —7 + —y-jU£^ = S(X)S(Y)S(Z)S(t  -L) .  (2.74) dX^ dY^ dZ^ df  V y V 7 V ^ V 0^ V 7 

The solution of Green's function for this equation is typically obtained by first taking the 

Fourier transform, which is defined for these purposes as 

= (2.75) 

where ^ is a dummy space variable and the inverse Fourier transform is given by 

f(?) = -~'\F(k)ei'Uk. (2.76) 

Multiplying all terms in Eq. (2.73) by —AKx*i:yr*k^z) integrating over all 
(2^) 

space, the following relation for the Fourier-transformed Green's function is obtained: 

^ 02 ^ 
- P  - P  - P  -  U P  —  '^x '^y '^z G(k^,k^,k„t) = -^S{t-t,). (2.77) 

( 2 K )  
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A Laplace transform is then taken by multiplying each side of Eq. (2.77) by the term e 

and integrating from 0 < / < oo to obtain the form 

(2.78) 

where K = + k], . One can then solve for the Fourier- and Laplace-transformed 

Green's fimction: 

G{K,s)  = 
-1 

(2;r)^'^ 
(2.79) 

When the inverse Laplace transform is taken, the following relation for Green's function 

in the wave number and time domains is obtained: 

G{K,t)  = sm 
K 

i f - Q  (2.80) 

where represents the step function. Taking the inverse Fourier transform (using 

the process outlined in [53, p. 623]), a solution for Green's function in the original space 

and time domains is found to be 

G{R,t)  = U( t - t o )  1  
( t - t ,  

J/JS 
l + R 

\ / \ 
t- t ,  
-T=^-r (2.81) 

where R = + +Z^ = •<J{x-XQf +[y-  )^ + (z - . This relation can be re

written in more standard terminology as 

G{R,t)  = -  ^  \^[d[co{t  - t^)  + KR]-5[coit  - /„)  -  iCi?]} 
R 

(2.82) 
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For a DNG medium, we have ^fju£ < 0 and K <0 so that Eq. (2.81) becomes 

= + (2.83) 

In the usual solution process. Green's function represents the response of the system at 

time t and location ix,y,z) to an impulse delivered at time and location (jCo,>'(,,Zq) . 

In electromagnetics, Green's function would be integrated against the source distribution 

to obtain the potential, which in turn would be used to determine the electric and 

magnetic fields. We can see immediately that the second delta function in Eq. (2.83), 

which would represent the negative phase shift behavior associated with DNG media in 

the final solution, is zero for all positive time, / > . Since the step function is zero for 

all negative time, t the solution for the DNG version of Green's fiinction given in 

Eq. (2.83) indicates that there will be no time when the expected negative phase shift 

behavior will be observed in the resulting electric or magnetic fields as they propagate 

through a non-dispersive DNG medium. 

Other techniques for solving Maxwell's equations for non-dispersive DNG media 

have also been utilized, including methods where particular poles and their associated 

residues were accepted or rejected depending on their expected causal contributions to 

the resulting solution. A non-dispersive solution that contains both a positive-time step 

function, U{t-tQ), and a negative phase shift property has not been found, however, 

regardless of which time / frequency or space / wave number poles have been selected. 

In short, Maxwell's equations do not appear to have a non-dispersive, causal solution that 

would produce the expected negative phase shift behavior for signal propagation in DNG 
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media. This resuh has stymied progress in developing analytical solutions for signal 

propagation in DNG materials and has caused some to wonder whether causal signal 

propagation in DNG media is possible - although, as stated above, causality restrictions 

in fact dictated the lack of a non-dispersive DNG solution to Maxwell's equations. 

2.6. Possible time-domain descriptions for signal propagation in DNG media 

Since time-domain approximations for signal propagation in one kind of 

dispersive DPS material have been the subject of much research over the past several 

decades (e.g., [50, 57]), the formulation of a valid analytical description for signal 

propagation in a dispersive DNG medium was deemed unrealistic within the time frame 

of this dissertation. However, we developed some approximate analytical descriptions 

for signal propagation in DNG media and found that they compared reasonably well to 

numerical results. For the first approach, we used relations that we expected would be 

produced if Maxwell's equations had a non-dispersive solution for DNG media. In the 

second approach, we compared the numerical DNG results with the uniform asymptotic 

approximation for signal propagation in a dispersive Lorentz (DPS) medium. We 

additionally identified a potential direction for future research in this area. 

2.6.1. Approximations for a non-dispersive solution 

Based on the behavior we had observed in numerical simulations of signal 

propagation in realistic, dispersive DNG materials, we expected that a time-domain 

representation of this propagation could be modeled as a combination of an "on-off' 
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pulse (such as a square wave or envelope function) that propagated forward in time, 

along with an infinite-extent signal that demonstrated a negative phase shift. For one 

example case, we assumed that an electric current sovirce in the plane z = 0 was fed by an 

excitation signal of the form 

'^(0 = ^(Osin(6)oO- (2.84) 

The forward-propagating envelope function, g{t) , in this equation was defined by 

git)  = 

0 for ? < 0 

g o n i t )  for  0<t<5T 

1 for 5r<?<15r , (2.85) 

goff iO for ^5T<t<20T 

0 for 207 < t 

where the variable T represented one period as given by Inlco^,  and the functions 

g„„{t^ and gq^(0 smoothed the pulse edges via the following relations: 

goSt) = 10xi(0-15xl(0 + 6xi(0 (2.86) 

«#(') = l-[lO;cf,(0-15xl(0 + 6i(f)], (2.87) 

where l{5T) and x^j^{t)  = { t- \5T ) l{5T).  The result was an input sinusoidal 

pulse with smoothed 5-cycle ramp and decay times, a 10-cycle unaltered central region, 

and a center frequency of f^=o}^l2n. 

We expected that a non-dispersive approximation for the resulting fields 

generated in a DNG medium could be modeled as follows: 

£,(z,/) = .5g(^-^o)sin[ffl(,(^ + ̂ o)] (2.88) 

Hy {z,  t )  = {.5lri)  sgn(z) git  - )  sin [co^ (^ + /«)], (2.89) 
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where sgn(z) represents the sign or direction of the propagation distance, z, and the 

variable represents the signal's initial arrival time at the location z, given by 

(2-90) 

Note that when these approximations are put into Maxwell's equations, they do not result 

in a valid solution, as expected due to the non-dispersive assumption. In particular, the 

locations where the signal turns on and off are problematic. 

Dr. Richard Ziolkowski conducted a one-dimensional finite-difference time-

domain (FDTD) numerical simulation for the fields produced when the source current 

sheet described above was embedded in a DNG medium. A detailed description of the 

FDTD parameters used for this simulation can be found in [54]; only the specifications 

relevant to the present discussion are included here. The source's center frequency was 

set at /o = 30.0 GHz . The DNG medium was modeled by a causal, lossy Drude material 

as described in Section 2.4.2, and it was matched to fi-ee space at the center frequency 

through the following relations: 

,(».)= it = (2.91) 
V V ^0 

«(®o) = = -1 • (2-92) 

These relations required that ® =<y =2;rV2/o =2.67x1 O^'rad/s, and, hence, that 

= r^  =3 .75x10 ' ' f t )  .  The  r e su l t i ng  r e l a t i ve  pe r mi t t i v i t y  r e l a t i on  i s  show n  a s  a  
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function of frequency in Figure 2.6. The permittivity is seen to be dual that of free space 

near = 30.0 GHz, as specified above, and it becomes positive near = 42.4 GHz. 

As observed in Figure 2.7, the FDTD simulation demonstrated the expected 

negative phase shift behavior for causal, forward signal propagation in the modeled DNG 

medium. Figure 2.8 compares the FDTD predictions for the electric field values 

observed at the locations z-3.0 mm and z = 10.0 mm to the non-dispersive, analytical 

estimates given by Eq. (2.88). As may be expected, the FDTD and analj^ical estimates 

agree best for locations closest to the source, i.e., for smaller propagation distances and, 

hence, less dispersion. The signal's initial arrival time is identical in the FDTD and 

analytical estimates, although dispersion in the FDTD simulation continually erodes the 

strength of the signal's leading edge. The trailing edges of the FDTD-predicted signals 

most dramatically demonstrate the increased effect of dispersion with propagation 

distance. These results indicate, as may be expected, that the non-dispersive 

approximations for signal propagation in DNG media would be most appropriate for 

steady state conditions and would be least appropriate for describing the propagation of 

short, broadband pulses or the characteristics of signals at greater distances. 
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Figure 2.6. The relative permittivity values used in the FDTD simulation of signal 
propagation in a DNG medivim. The permittivity is seen to be dual that of free space near 
/o = 30.0 GHz, as expected, and it becomes positive near / = 42.4 GHz. 
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Figure 2.7. The leading edges of the FDTD-predicted electric field values at 
z = 10.0 mm and z = 12.0 mm in (a) DPS and (b) DNG media. The signals are observed 
to propagate causally, i.e., in the forward direction with v<c. The expected negative 
phase shift behavior is observed in the DNG medium, while the usual positive phase shift 
is observed in the DPS medium. Dispersion in the DNG medium is seen to erode the 
strength of the signal's leading edge. 
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Figure 2.8. Comparison of the FDTD-predicted and the non-dispersive analytical 
approximations for the electric field values in a DNG medium at (a) z = 3.0 mm and (b) 
z = 10.0 mm . The results become less similar at greater distances from the source, where 
dispersive effects are more prominent. 
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The dispersion of the FDTD-predicted signal at the location z = 10.0 mm is 

additionally visualized in Figure 2.9 using a spectrogram. The spectrogram was 

generated by taking Blackman-windowed Fourier transforms at every fourth sample in 

the signal data [42, 55]. The number of signal samples analyzed by each transform step 

was determined such that, after the data selection was windowed, the selection would 

represent at least a few and at most several wavelengths, depending on its frequency 

components. As a result, 512 signal samples were used in the transforms for the data 

presented here. Note that when a smaller number of samples was used, the Fourier 

transform data became too noisy for interpretation, and a larger number of samples 

resulted in broad areas of the spectrogram where the entire signal spectrum was 

displayed. The use of larger signal slices also shifted the relative arrival times of 

dispersed frequency components to earlier times. The Fourier transforms were zero-

padded to a size of 4096 to obtain sufficient resolution (<1 GHz sample spacing) near the 

signal's center frequency, 30.0 GHz. 

The resulting spectrogram shown in Figure 2.9 then indicated a good 

approximation of the frequency components present at the location z = 10.0 mm at 

various points in time. The strongest signal component, signified by a deep red color, is 

observed at the center frequency, = 30.0 GHz, as expected. Frequency components 

with increasingly less intensity are indicated by bright red, then yellow, and so forth until 

the dark blue region represents essentially no signal intensity at the corresponding 

frequency / time combinations. The spectrogram shows a negative slope, with the very 

highest frequency components (40-50 GHz, indicated by a light blue color) arriving at the 
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Figure 2.9. Spectrogram of the FDTD-predicted field values in a DNG medium, 
measured at the location z = 10 mm . The higher frequency signal components are 
observed to arrive earlier than the lower frequency components. 

earliest times and the lowest frequency components (between 10-20 GHz) arriving last. 

That is, the highest frequencies experience a lower index of refraction / higher phase 

velocity and therefore propagate faster and arrive sooner than the lowest frequency 

components. This makes sense given the anomalous dispersive behavior of the 

permittivity and permeability relations in this frequency range, as observed in Figure 2.6. 

Note that the very highest signal components, above = 42.4 GHz, experience a DPS 

medium and shape the front edge of the pulse. 

Results for a few additional pulse shapes were presented in [54]. Those results 

are not included here as they are similar to the results presented above, and they do not 
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affect the conclusion derived from the above discussion - that although our approximate 

time-domain representations for signal propagation in a theoretical, non-dispersive DNG 

medium may be useful for estimating field values close to the source or for estimating 

steady-state fields, the predicted field values for broadband pulse propagation in more 

realistic, dispersive DNG media will be less accurate. 

2.6.2. Approximations for a dispersive solution 

As mentioned previously, the development of an accurate uniform asymptotic 

approximation for signal propagation in one kind of dispersive DPS medium - the single-

resonance Lorentz dielectric medium - has progressed over several decades. The 

analysis began in 1914 with the seminal work of Sommerfeld and Brillouin [50], who 

investigated the evolution of a unit-step-modulated sine wave as it propagated through 

the Lorentz medium. The relative permittivity of this medium was given by Eq. (2.60), 

and the relative permeability was assumed to retain its free space value, = 1. The 

index of refraction for the single-resonance Lorentz dielectric medium was then given by 

assuming the engineering time-harmonic convention. The task was then to find an 

approximate time-domain solution for the scalar field components of the stated signal as 

it propagated through this medium. The scalar field components are described 

analytically by the following integral relation; 

(2.93) 
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2n ^ CO-6)^ 
(2.94) 

where the initial signal is assumed to propagate in the +z direction, co^ represents the 

center frequency of the sinusoidal variation, and the wave number, k, is dispersive and 

redefined for convenience here as 

Various approaches have been taken to approximate the integral described by Eq. (2.94) 

for different frequency and space-time regimes. Sommerfeld identified a suitable 

approximation to the integral for small values of t-z/c. His result and subsequent 

modifications to his result are now known as the Sommerfeld precursor, or the first 

precursor, which precedes the main signal as it propagates through the dispersive Lorentz 

medium. Brillouin utilized the method of steepest descent to approximate the integral in 

Eq. (2.94) for larger values oi t-z/c. He initially identified what is now known as the 

Brillouin or second precursor, and he additionally approximated the arrival time, or 

similarly the signal velocity, of the signal's main component. 

Additional corrections or refinements to Sommerfeld and Brillouin's initial 

analyses continue to be developed, with some additional input signals being considered 

as well (e.g., [56-58]). The most recent work has shown promising agreement between 

numerical - specifically Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) - results and the latest uniform 

asymptotic approximations to Sommerfeld and Brillouin's stated problem, although 

k(G)) = —n(co). 
c  

(2.95) 
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researchers have chosen to calculate the requisite saddle points numerically due to 

inaccuracies in the analytically approximated values [58]. 

As a future research effort, we would recommend the development of a uniform 

asymptotic approximation for a double-Lorentz medium, where both the relative 

permittivity and permeability would take the form of Eq. (2.60) such that the index of 

refraction would be represented by 

n{co) = \- , / (2.96) 
C O  - j Y  C O - ( O q  

with cOp = , cOQ = , and F = . This form would model a DNG 

medium in the frequency range where n{(o) < 0 while still meeting all of the causality 

requirements discussed in Section 2.3. This form would additionally possess the same 

zeros and poles as the standard Lorentz relation, perhaps allowing the new analyses to 

build upon previous research. Note that the standard input signals analyzed in previous 

studies, for example the unit-step-modulated sine wave, would probably need to be 

utilized in the DNG investigations as well, since the relatively simple spectral 

representations of these signals facilitate the asymptotic analysis. Also note, however, 

that these standard input signals tend to be broadband, and this will produce mixed DPS 

and DNG signal components in the double-Lorentz analysis. 

As mentioned in the introduction, the development of a novel asymptotic double-

Lorentz solution was deemed beyond the scope of this dissertation, given the lengthy and 

complicated development of the standard Lorentz solutions. We wondered, however, if 

we might build upon the standard Lorentz solutions for specific DNG scenarios. 
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Observe, for example, that the characteristics of a DNG medium could be approximated 

by the following relations: 

in regions where nXco) is negative. Note that the permittivity relation in Eq. (2.97) is 

non-causal, though it could approximate the lossless plasma model in a localized 

frequency range below the plasma's cutoff frequency. The permeability relation in Eq. 

(2.98) represents a Lorentz model, which is causal and simulates the behavior of split-

ring resonators. The index of refraction for this approximated DNG medium would then 

be given by 

under the engineering time-harmonic convention. Comparing this result to the index of 

refraction for the standard Lorentz medium, distinguished here as {co) for clarity, we 

observe that when = co^, , and - T, = T, 

e^{co) = -l (2.97) 

(2.98) 

(2.99) 

""dng- H = 
(2.101) 

(2.100) 

(2.102) 

such that 

(2.103) 
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boNG' («)] < 0 Im [ Vg- (6>)] < 0, (2.104) 

as required. The two indices of refraction are compared in Figure 2.10 for the standard 

Brillouin parameters: 

<yo =4.0x10''rad/s (2.105) 

fflj =20.0x10''rad/s (2.106) 

r = 0.28x10''rad/s. (2.107) 

Note that the behavior of signal propagation in the standard Lorentz and 

approximated DNG media would be quite different at most frequencies, in spite of the 

simple relationships expressed above. However, in reviewing the above equations in 

relation to Eq. (2.94), we noted that at frequencies where the magnitudes of the real and 

imaginary components of the index of refraction were equal, i.e., when 

the DPS and DNG signals would possess the same 

attenuation and phase velocity. That is, the frequency components near 

- 4.0x10" rad/s and « 6.0x10"'rad/s would arrive at a particular 

observation point, z, at the same time and with the same magnitude in both DPS and 

DNG media, though the phases observed in the two media would be opposite. The 

possibility of using a uniform asymptotic approximation for signal propagation in the 

standard Lorentz medium to estimate the properties of narrow-band signals with = cô  

or Q}̂  = 0)/̂  in the stipulated DNG medium was therefore explored. 

There were several complications to this investigation. First, the available 

uniform asymptotic approximations typically utilized broadband signals, and the wide 
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Figure 2.10. The real and imaginary components of the index of refraction for (a) the 
single-resonance Lorentz dielectric medium, labeled (<y), and (b) an approximated 

DNG medium with (®) = - j  ( ® ) .  
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range of signal components representing frequencies where (o^co^^coi, were expected 

to complicate the analysis. Second, the dispersion properties of the standard Lorentz and 

approximated DNG media had different slopes near the frequencies of interest. Near , 

the DNG medium was normally dispersive while the DPS medium experienced 

anomalous dispersion, and the opposite was true near . In addition, the materials' 

dispersion and absorption levels were greatest near o)^. 

In spite of these complications, a uniform asymptotic approximation for the 

propagation of a unit-step-modulated sine wave in the standard Lorentz medium was 

compared to numerical FDTD simulations of the signal's behavior in the stipulated DNG 

medium. A recent software implementation of the uniform asymptotic approximation 

was graciously provided by Oughstun and Cartwright [58]. The updated asymptotic 

relations used in this software are provided in Appendix A. Dr. Richard Ziolkowski 

conducted the FDTD simulations. Brillouin's choices for the material parameters, listed 

in Eqs. (2.105)-(2.107) above, were utilized in both cases, and the observation location 

was specified as z = 5.0x10"^ m. The "turn on" portion of the input signal had to be 

smoothed in the FDTD simulations to ensure numerical stability. The smoothing 

function described by Eqs. (2.85)-(2.87) was again employed, once with 5 cycles of 

smoothing to represent a more narrow-band signal, and again with V2 cycle of smoothing 

for a broadband comparison. A causal permittivity relation was also required by the 

FDTD algorithm, so the non-causal DNG approximation mentioned above, 

could not be used. The lossless plasma or Drude model was therefore applied with 
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s^(co) = l-^. (2.108) 
CO 

The plasma frequency in the FDTD simulation was then specified as 

(2.109) 

to obtain the desired value of e^=-\ at the input signal's carrier frequency, co^. Away 

from this frequency, the value of the permittivity would obviously deviate from that 

assumed by Eqs. (2.97)-(2.104). 

Spectrograms of the resulting signals are presented in Figures 2.11-2.16. The 

spectrograms were generated using the general process outlined in Section 2.6.1 above. 

That is, the FDTD spectrograms were generated by taking Blackman-windowed Fourier 

transforms at every fourth sample in the signal data. Sections of 1024 signal samples, 

representing approximately 1.62 fs of data, were input to the transform, and the transform 

was zero-padded to 4096 samples to obtain sufficient frequency resolution. The output of 

the uniform asymptotic approximation software had higher resolution, so 8100 samples -

again representing 1.62 fs of data so that the spectrograms would be comparable - were 

input to the Fourier transform, and the transform was zero-padded to 2^^ samples. 

The spectrogram results for an input signal with co^ =6)^ = 4.0x10'^ rad/s are 

presented in Figures 2.11-2.13, while the results for = 6.0x10'^ rad/s are 

presented in Figures 2.14-2.16. Each figure compares data from the DPS uniform 

asymptotic approximation, the DPS FDTD simulation with 5- and V2-cycle smoothing, 

and the DNG FDTD simulation with 5- and l/2-cycle smoothing. The first figure in each 

set shows the complete frequency and time ranges that contained relevant data, and the 
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Time Time 

(d) (e) 

Figure 2.11. Spectrograms of a unit-step-modulated sine wave with center frequency 
=4.0x10'^rad/s, observed at z = 50nm in a standard DPS Lorentz medium 

using (a) the uniform asymptotic approximation, and (b-c) FDTD simulations with 5-
cycle and y2-cycle smoothing. Plots (d-e) represent FDTD simulations of propagation in 
a DNG medium, where (d) 5 cycles and (e) V2 cycles of smoothing were used. 
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Figure 2.12. Closer view of the spectrograms shown in Figure 2.11 near the frequency 
range of interest. Note the symmetry between the DPS and DNG spectrograms. 
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Figure 2.13. Relative arrival time of the central frequency component for the signals and 
media described in Figure 2.11. Less signal smoothing is correlated to an earlier arrival 
time. 
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Figure 2.14. Spectrograms of a unit-step-modulated sine wave with center frequency 
=6.0x10'^rad/s, observed at z = 50nm in a standard DPS Lorentz medium 

using (a) the uniform asymptotic approximation, and (b-c) FDTD simulations with 5-
cycle and y2-cycle smoothing. Plots (d-e) represent FDTD simulations of propagation in 
a DNG medium, where (d) 5 cycles and (e) Vi cycles of smoothing were used. 
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Figure 2.15. Closer view of the spectrograms shown in Figure 2.14 near the frequency 
range of interest. 
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Figure 2.16. Relative arrival time of the central frequency component for the signals and 
media described in Figure 2.14. Less signal smoothing is correlated to an earlier arrival 
time and increased similarities with the uniform asymptotic approximation in (a). 
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following two figures in each set focus on the results near and precisely at = co^. Note 

that the color scales for the third set of figures, which focus on the arrival time of o) = a)^, 

were modified to enhance local variations. The DPS FDTD data representing input 

signals with less smoothing (i.e., broadband input signals) are observed to better match 

the DPS asymptotic results, as expected due to the improved similarity in the input 

signals. Similarly, the arrival times of the signal components near the frequency of 

interest, o)^, match best when the FDTD input signals have a broader bandwidth. It 

should be noted here that the broadband input signal with '/2-cycle smoothing set the 

stability limit for the FDTD algorithm, however, so the resulting FDTD data likely 

contain some inaccuracies. 

The mirrored behavior of the DPS and DNG spectrograms about the center 

frequency in the a)^=co^= 4.0x10'^ rad/s case, and the similarities in the arrival times of 

the center frequency components for the =0}f, = 6.0x10'*" rad/s case, encourage the 

possibility of developing an analytical solution for causal signal propagation in a DNG 

medium by building upon an existing solution for a dispersive DPS medium. 

As an additional comparison, a second numerical approximation for the signal's 

propagation behavior in a dispersive DNG medium - in this case the exact medium 

described by Eq. (2.99) - was obtained via an FFT implementation of the integral 

equation presented in Eq. (2.94). The FFT software used in this investigation was 

originally created by Oughstun and Cartwright as a test for their uniform asymptotic 

approximations [58], and it was subsequently modified to support smoothed input signals 
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and the stated DNG medium. (The DNG FFT algorithm appeared to be numerically 

unstable for a non-smoothed input signal, so the 5- and '/2-cycle smoothing algorithms 

were again employed.) 

The resulting DNG FFT data are compared against the DPS asymptotic data and 

the DNG FDTD data in Figures 2.17-2.22. The figures are organized and ordered in a 

manner similar to those presented above. The DNG FFT data are observed to more 

closely mirror the DPS asymptotic results around the frequency of interest, particularly 

for the cases with less smoothing. The arrival time of the central frequency in the DNG 

FFT data also provides a better match to the arrival time observed in the DPS asymptotic 

data, particularly for the case where =4.0x10'''rad/s. The DNG FFT data 

additionally lend more credibility to the DNG FDTD results, due to the similarities in the 

results and the fact that the signals appear to propagate causally in both cases. 

2.7. Conclusions and future research 

The topic of causality in DNG media is complicated and has been the source of 

considerable controversy and confusion. The lack of a "free space - like" DNG solution 

to the causal permittivity and permeability relations and, hence, to Maxwell's equations 

has been a primary complicating factor - it forces the use of a dispersive DNG medium 

and invalidates the usual approaches to developing analytical, time-domain descriptions 

of causal signal propagation. Approximate time-domain relations for signal propagation 

in a non-dispersive DNG medium were developed and were found to produce the best 

correlations to numerical FDTD simulations for short propagation distances and narrow-
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Figure 2.17. Spectrograms of a unit-step-modulated sine wave with center frequency 
=(2)^ =4.0xl0'®rad/s, observed at z = 50.0nm in (a) a standard DPS Lorentz 

medium using the uniform asymptotic approximation, and (b-e) a DNG medium using (b-
c) an FFT and (d-e) an FDTD algorithm. Five cycles of smoothing were used in plots (b) 
and (d), and V2 cycles of smoothing were used in plots (c) and (e). 
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Figure 2.18. A closer view of the spectrograms shown in Figure 2.17, enhanced near the 
frequency range of interest. The FFT and FDTD approximations for a DNG medium are 
similar, with the FFT data in (b) and (c) more closely mirroring the uniform asymptotic 
DPS data in (a). 
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Figure 2.19. Relative arrival time of the central frequency component for the signals and 
media described in Figure 2.17. Less signal smoothing is correlated to an earlier arrival 
time. The FFT results in (b) and (c) show a greater correspondence to the uniform 
asymptotic approximation data in (a). 
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Figure 2.20. Spectrograms of a unit-step-modulated sine wave with center frequency 
co^=(o^= 6.0 xlO'® rad/s observed at z = 50.0 ntn in (a) a standard DPS Lorentz medium 

using the uniform asymptotic approximation, and (b-e) a DNG medium using (b-c) an 
FFT and (d-e) an FDTD algorithm. Five cycles of smoothing were used in plots (b) and 
(d), and Vi cycles of smoothing were used in plots (c) and (e). 
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Figure 2.21. A closer view of the spectrograms shown in Figure 2.20, enhanced near the 
frequency range of interest. The FFT and FDTD approximations for a DNG medium are 
similar, with the FFT data in (b) and (c) more closely mirroring the uniform asymptotic 
DPS data in (a). 
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Figure 2.22. Relative arrival time of the central frequency component for the signals and 
media described in Figure 2.20. Less signal smoothing is correlated to an earlier arrival 
time. The arrival times estimated by the various algorithms match best for this case. 
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band signals, i.e., for cases with low dispersion, as expected. Since a closed-form, time-

domain solution describing signal propagation in a dispersive DPS medium is not yet 

available, and since uniform asymptotic approximations for a dispersive DPS solution 

have progressed over the course of several decades, the development of an explicit time-

domain solution describing propagation in a dispersive DNG medium was considered 

beyond the scope of this dissertation. A uniform asymptotic approximation for the 

propagation of a unit-step-modulated sine wave in a single-resonance Lorentz dielectric 

medium was found to provide an approximate signal arrival time and mirrored frequency 

dispersion characteristics for propagation in a dispersive DNG medium near specified 

frequencies, however. In addition, FDTD and FFT simulations were observed to support 

the prospect of causality in dispersive DNG media. These and other numerical 

investigations have effectively utilitzed the causal Drude, Eq. (2.62), and Lorentz, Eq. 

(2.60), material models to simulate, respectively, DNG materials with broad and narrow 

bandwidth. The development of a uniform asymptotic approximation for signal 

propagation in a double-Lorentz medium - a dispersive, causal medium that models 

DNG characteristics in a specified frequency range - is recommended as the next step in 

the analytical line of this research. 
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3. MATCHING ANTENNAS WITH DOUBLE-NEGATIVE METAMATERIALS 

3.1. Introduction 

This investigation began rather coincidentally while analyzing the equation for the 

time-average radial power produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole [39], 

IJ 
2 . . 1 0 

A 
I - J  r 
. 

where rj is the characteristic impedance of the surrounding medium, / is the strength 

of the infinitesimal electric dipole, X and k represent the signal's wavelength and wave 

number in the surrounding medium, and r is the radial distance from the dipole. Recall 

that in a double-positive (DPS) medium, the permittivity and permeability are both 

positive (£• > 0, // > 0), while they are simultaneously negative in a double-negative 

(DNG) medium (£• < 0, // < 0 ). Also recall that a DNG medium can be modeled as a 

material with positive impedance rj and negative wave number k and, hence, with 

negative phase velocity. That is, under the assumption that s and fi are real, the 

following branches of the square root function should be taken for DNG media [18]: 

We observed that if one "blindly" made the substitutions 7^/7 and k^-k in 

Eq. (3.1) to represent the radial power produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole when 

it is embedded in a DNG rather than a DPS medium, the power's reactive component 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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would transform from being capacitive to inductive in nature. This observation 

stimulated the following research question: Could the real power radiated by an 

infinitesimal electric dipole be increased by matching the dipole's intrinsic capacitive 

reactance in free space with the inductive reactance of a surrounding DNG shell? 

The research stimulated by this question will be presented and discussed in the 

chapter's subsections below. First, the proper signs of the exponents used in deriving the 

electric and magnetic field equations vsdll be clarified. Then the derivation of the field 

equations for the dipole - DNG shell system will be presented, followed by a numerical 

analysis of the change in the power radiated by an infinitesimal electric dipole when it is 

surrounded by DNG shells of various sizes and material properties. As postulated, the 

DNG shell was found to increase the power radiated by an infinitesimal electric dipole. 

In some cases - specifically in cases where the DNG shell was very close to the dipole 

and had strong material parameters - the increase in the radiated power was dramatic, on 

the order of tens of decibels. More practical, "manufacturable" cases were also observed 

to significantly increase the dipole's radiated power, typically by a few orders of 

magnitude. After the presentation of the radiated power data, a circuit model will be used 

to interpret the DNG shell's effects. 

3.2. Appropriate frequency-domain exponential terms for DNG media 

The formula given in Eq. (3.1) for the radial power generated by an infinitesimal 

electric dipole - the formula which prompted this study - was derived fi-om the 
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frequency-domain equations that represent the electric and magnetic fields produced by 

an infinitesimal electric dipole when it is embedded in a DPS medium [39] 

IJ cos 0 

E s = j V —  

Inr 

klJ sm 6 

jkr 
-jkr 

Anr 
1 + -

jkr [kr) 
^-Jkr 

.kl^lsmO 
^ 4 =  J  —  

4n:r jkr 
O-Jl^ 

V J'" / 

— ^r ~ ' 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

where the standard spherical coordinates as defined by the engineering electromagnetics 

community have been used, such that 9 represents the angular position from the +z axis 

{0<G<7r) and ^ represents the angular position in the xy plane, measured counter

clockwise from the +x axis (0<^ <2;r). The other parameters are defined as in Eq. 

(3.1). Note that the "blind" (yet expected) substitution of Ti—>rf,k^-k in these 

equations to represent the fields produced in a DNG medium would alter the exponential 

DPS term, to in a DNG medium. Since the equations for the electric and 

magnetic fields listed above are generally assumed to possess a time-harmonic 

dependency of the form (engineering convention) in both DPS and DNG media, the 

use of the term to represent propagation in DNG materials raised concerns about 

causality and therefore could not be taken lightly. (As mentioned in Chapter 2, the 

S(kx + o)t) term in the time-domain solution to Maxwell's equations for a non-

dispersive DNG medium was found to be non-causal.) Therefore, the implications of 
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using the terms and in the frequency-domain field equations to represent 

propagation through a DNG medium had to be investigated before the question of 

matching an infinitesimal electric dipole with a DNG shell could be pursued fiirther. 

The proper selection of the exponential terms, and , was determined by 

first finding the fields that would be generated by each choice of exponents and then 

analyzing the resulting radial power flow. The real component of the radial power flow 

was required to be positive, or outward, in accordance with causality. Note that all 

instances of the parameters o) and k in Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6) come from derivatives of the 

exponential terms, and e~^'^, as seen in the following derivation sequence: 

where the term A in this case represents the magnetic vector potential for the 

infinitesimal electric dipole. Reorganizing Eqs. (3.4)-(3.6) slightly to emphasize the 

individual contributions of a and k caused by the derivatives in Eqs. (3.8)-(3.10), and 

taking only the field components that contribute to the radial power, the following 

modified DPS field equations are obtained: 

(cos 9k^- sin ̂  ) (3.8) 

H = VxA 

VxH, 
dA ' 

(3.10) 

(3.9) 

. k kLlsinO . 
1 1 + 

jkr (^krf 
(3.11) 

cos 47rr 

(3.12) 
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The radial component of the complex Poynting vector for this case is then given by 

1 1 e 
s = - e , h : = —  

2 ' ^ 2 cos 

/(,/sin^ 
Anr 

1-7 
(^) 

(3.13) 

and the time-average radial power can be determined through integration as 

1 I t: ^ 1 

P = J sin 9 d9d^ = — 
0 0 yae J A tt 

1-7 
{kr)' 

(3.14) 

The effects of the exponential terms, and e~'^, on the radial power produced by an 

infinitesimal electric dipole embedded in a DNG medium can then be analyzed by simply 

substituting s^-s, co->+(0, and k-^±k into Eq. (3.14). Note that the choice of 

s^+s, 0)^ +(o, and k^+k gives the familiar DPS result, Eq. (3.1), with positive 

(i.e., outward) real power flow and capacitive reactance. The anticipated selection of 

CO ^ +6), and k -^-k for DNG media indeed produces a positive real power 

f l o w  a n d  i n d u c t i v e  r e a c t a n c e .  T h e  r e m a i n i n g  c h o i c e s  o f  ( £ • - > - £ • ,  c o ^  - c o ,  k  ̂ - k )  

and (£•->-£•, CO+co, k^-\-k) cause the real component of the radial power flow to 

be negative (i.e., inward) and therefore represent selections that contradict the principles 

of causality. Therefore, although the results presented in Chapter 2 indicated that a 

causal, time-domain solution to Maxwell's equations is not available for a non-dispersive 

DNG medivim, and a non-dispersive, lossless DNG medium was assumed in the above 

derivation, the positive exponents in the terms and still appear to be the most 

appropriate choices for frequency-domain analyses of causal signal propagation in DNG 

materials. As also discussed in Chapter 2, the results for cases such as those presented 

below, i.e., for monochromatic signals propagating through a non-dispersive, lossless 
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DNG medivim, will not be entirely correct but will still serve as fair approximations for 

steady state conditions. These approximations will allow for progress in DNG research 

while more exact solutions to Maxwell's equations for dispersive DNG media are 

investigated. 

3.3. Fields produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole - DNG shell system 

The example case of an infinitesimal electric dipole surrounded by a DNG shell 

was used to investigate the possibility of matching an antenna's natural, free space 

reactance with the opposing reactance produced in DNG materials, thereby increasing the 

real power radiated by the anteima. Although an infinitesimal electric dipole represents a 

canonical problem that cannot be fully realized experimentally, it is an appealing 

analytical choice because it provides closed-form solutions for the electric and magnetic 

fields at all distances from the antenna. In addition, since the reactance sensed by an 

infinitesimal electric dipole increases significantly - as \l{kdf - as the dipole's radius a 

decreases, it represents a problem where matching would be very beneficial. 

The configuration used for this problem is shown in Figure 3.1. An infinitesimal 

electric dipole of strength /(, / is embedded in a DPS sphere with £"i, //, >0 (Region 1), 

which is in turn surrounded by a DNG shell with £2,^2 < 0, inner radius r,, and outer 

radius (Region 2). The external DPS region (Region 3) again has positive permittivity 

and permeability, e^, /u^>0, and is generally assumed to be free space. Region 1 will 

contain the source fields generated by the infinitesimal electric dipole as well as the fields 
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Figure 3.1. Configuration used to investigate the possibility of matching an antenna with 
a DNG material. In this case, an infinitesimal electric dipole of strength I is embedded 

in a DPS medium with £"i, //, >0 (Region 1), which is in turn surrounded by a DNG shell 

with S2, /J-2 < 0, inner radius , and outer radius (Region 2). The external DPS region 

(Region 3) again has positive permittivity and permeability £'3,//3 >0, and is generally 

assumed to be fi"ee space. 

reflected by the DNG shell. Region 2 will contain the fields transmitted from Region 1 

through the interface at as well as reflections from the DPS-DNG interfaces at /-j and 

rj. The fields transmitted fi-om Region 2 to Region 3 through the interface at Vj will 

propagate radially outward, decaying to zero as r ^ 00 . 

Before deriving the equations for the total electric and magnetic fields in each 

region, it is worthwhile to first analyze the characteristics of the source fields, as they will 

impose several simplifying restrictions on the reflected and transmitted fields at each 

interface. The fields produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole, given by Eqs. (3.4)-
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(3.7), are transverse-magnetic in the radial direction (), i.e., the magnetic field has no 

radial component. In fact, the infinitesimal electric dipole produces the fundamental 

radial transverse-magnetic mode, the TM^{n = \,m = Qi) mode. Now, given the 

geometrical symmetry of the stated problem, where the shell interfaces are perpendicular 

to the radial variable, r, the radial transverse-magnetic and transverse-electric modes, 

TM^ and TE^, will be uncoupled. Therefore, the dipole's source TM^ fields will only 

produce transmitted and reflected TM^ fields, so we can immediately simplify the 

problem by assuming that the fields in each region will have only TM^ components. 

As another consequence of the dipole's TM^ characteristics and the problem's 

spherical symmetries, we find that the electric and magnetic fields in each region can be 

obtained simply through the use of a radial magnetic scalar potential, , using the direct 

relations listed in Appendix B. The radial magnetic scalar potential that is used to derive 

the fields generated by an infinitesimal electric dipole is, in fact, given by [59, corrected] 

represents the spherical Hankel function of the second kind, of integer order « = 1, and 

represents the Legendre function of the first kind with integer order n = \. The 

substitution of Eqs. (3.15)-(3.17) into Eqs. (3.9)-(3.10), or similarly into the direct 

[krhl^\kr)]P^(cos0), (3.15) 

where [59, 60] 

(3.16) 

P^(cos0) = cos0 (3.17) 
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relations given in Appendix B, indeed results in the same representation for the fields 

produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole as already shown in Eqs. (3.8)-(3.10). 

As alluded to previously, some properties of the dipole's magnetic scalar potential 

will fiirther simply the potentials that will be used to derive the other fields in the dipole -

DNG shell problem. First note that, in general, any radial magnetic scalar potential must 

satisfy the following Helmholtz equation [59] 

(V'+A:')—= 0. (3.18) 

The substitution of the magnetic scalar potential into a more general form, given by 

'V = AJr, (3.19) 

is typically made in order to obtain the standard scalar Helmholtz equation in spherical 

coordinates, 

+e)^> = \—[r^ —1 + -(sin6'^l + ^ ^ ^ + ̂ ^ = 0, (3.20) 
V ^ J r sinO dG dd r sin 0 d(j> 

with known solutions [59] 

4- = «(r) ©(()) ®(^) = X E • (3-21) 
m n 

The „ terms in Eq. (3.21) represent constants, while the ^^ „ terms have the form 

- Kikr) lycosO) h(m</>), (3.22) 

where the b„(kr) term represents a spherical Bessel function of integer order n, the 

Z^(cos^) term represents an associated Legendre function, and h(m^) is a harmonic 

function with components . 
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A comparison of the infinitesimal electric dipole's radial magnetic potential, 

given by Eq. (3.15), and the general form of the potential given by Eqs. (3.19) and (3.22) 

shows that the dipole produces the m = 0 solution to the ^ term (i.e., the dipole produces 

no variation in the (j) direction) and the n = \ solution to the 6 term. In addition, the 

dipole's 9 term is limited by the requirement that the resulting fields must be finite at 

0 = Q and 6 = n. This requirement constrains the B term to be an associated Legendre 

fimction of the first kind, i.e., Z"(cos^) =/'„'"(cos^), which in this case becomes 

i^°(cos^) = cos^. 

Since the incident source fields and the transmitted and reflected fields must be 

matched in phase along the interface at r, (i.e., along the surface of the shell at ), all of 

the fields in Regions 1 and 2 must possess the same ^ and 6 variations as the source 

fields. Similarly, phase matching at rj will constrain the fields in Region 3 to vary in (j) 

and 9 with the fields in Region 2. Therefore, the fields in Regions 1-3 will all have the 

same ^ and 9 variations as the source fields. Combining this information with the 

knowledge that all of the fields will be TM^, we find that the fields in every region can 

be derived fi^om magnetic scalar potentials of the form 

m n 

= C rb^{kr) Py{cos9) h{0) = C rb^{kr)cos9, (3.23) 

where the coefficient, Cg j = C , and the specific type of spherical Bessel fianction, b^{kr), 

will be determined by additional constraints in each region, as discussed below. 
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The fields reflected into Region 1 by the interface at r, must be finite at the 

origin, r = 0, so spherical Bessel functions of the first kind, are required in 

Region 1. Given the additional constraints already described above, the magnetic scalar 

potential that will be used to calculate the fields refiected by the DNG shell into Region 1 

is then found by setting 

6i(V)"=yi(V) p-24) 

in Eq. (3.23) to obtain 

4. refl =C,r J\ (k,r) cos 0 , (3.25) 

where the coefficient, Cj, will be found by applying boundary conditions. 

Region 2 will contain fields transmitted through the interface at r, as well as 

reflections from the interfaces at rj and r,. The flelds in Region 2 will therefore be 

composed of radial standing waves (i.e., both inward and outward propagating waves). 

In addition, since Region 2 does not contain the origin, it will not be limited by the 

restriction of finite fields at r = 0. Therefore, spherical Bessel functions of both the first 

and second kind (i.e., and y^ik^r)) should be included in the Bessel fimction term 

shown in Eq. (3.23) for this region. The magnetic scalar potential for Region 2, from 

which the fields in Region 2 will be derived, will then be given by 

A]=C2r[h{k^r) + C^y^{k^r)]co%e, (3.26) 

where the coefficients Cj and C3 will be determined by the boimdary conditions. 
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The magnetic scalar potential in Region 3 will possess a radial variation in the 

form of a Hankel function of the second kind, , to meet the requirement that the 

fields approach zero as r ^ cx) and that the fields be outward propagating. Making this 

substitution for the Bessel function term in Eq. (3.23), the magnetic vector potential for 

Region 3 will then be given by 

Al=C,r[Ui'\k,r)\co^9, (3.27) 

where the coefficient will also be found through the boundary conditions. 

The fields in each region can now be determined explicitly. The total fields in 

Region 1 can be obtained by adding the source fields, given by Eqs. (3.4)-(3.7), to the 

scattered fields, which are found by substituting the magnetic scalar potential of Eq. 

(3.25) into the relations shown in Appendix B. The fields in Regions 2 and 3 can 

similarly be calculated through their magnetic scalar potentials, given by Eqs. (3.26) and 

(3.27), respectively. The equations representing the total electric and magnetic fields in 

each region are then given by 

Region 1 

^ cos^ 

2nr 
1 + -

yV 

2Ccos^ . ^ 

JCOS/ 
(3.28) 

= 
^9 

j ri^k^ I J sin^ 

4;rr 
1 + -

1 1 

Jk^r (k,r) 
-jk^r C, sin^ 

jae/ 
[kr j,{kr)\ 

k=k. 

(3.29) 

jjx ^ JK V sin^ 
A ttt 

1 + -

iV 
e sin^ (3.30) 
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Region 2 

El=^ii^{jAK'-) + C,y,(Kr)] (3.31) 
jcoe^r 

El =-^^^{^U(^) + C3 j,(^)]} 
jae^r 

(3.32) 
k^k-Y 

Hi = Cj sin G [y'l (k^r) + Cj >^1 (k^r)] (3.33) 

£r = 

Region 3 

C2cos^ 

7<y£'3r -• k=k-. 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

where all derivatives (denoted by the primes) are to be taken with respect to kr. The 

coefficients C, - are then foimd by applying the electromagnetic boundary conditions, 

i.e., by making the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields, in this case 

Eg and H., continuous across the boundaries at and . The coefficients then take 

the following forms: 

Q = - (3.37) 
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C,=  X^+Cj,{k,r^) 

7I(Vi) + Q>'I(VI) 
(3.38) 

^ _ -iK^2 ) M ) + (^1 - 1) h (^2^2 ) 

(.Kh) {k^r^) - (^1 -1) J^i (^2^2) 

a = _ ^2 \ jx ^3 yi (^2^2)] 

where the following additional coefficients were used to improve readability: 

^ i= - (V2) 1 + 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 

^2 = 
0) rj^k^ I J. 

A tt 

1 + -
1 1 

JK^i iK^i) 
,-An (3.42) 

^3 = A hi 
Anr^ 

1 + - -Ar\ (3.43) 

X ,= l  +  -
Vi 7i'(VI) + QJ'I'(VI) 

/i(Vi)+Q>'i(Vi) 
(3.44) 

Some of the key Bessel function relations used in deriving these results are included in 

Appendix C for reference. 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, the time-average radial power produced by 

the dipole - DNG shell system would be determined at a particular radius, r, through the 

following relation: 

ITT TT •» 
= J \-EgHl sin (9 d9 d<t>. (3.45) 

0 0 
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Since, as observed in the equations above, the Eg and fields in Regions 1-3 are 

independent of (p and contain a sin^ dependence, the (f) and 6 integrations in Eq. (3.45) 

can be carried out independently of the region to obtain the form 

' 3 vs in ' ^y  
(3.46) 

where Eg and in a particular region are given by the equations listed above and are 

normalized by sin^ 6 to indicate that their 6 dependencies have been removed through 

the integration process. Note that the real component of Eq. (3.46), i.e., the radiated 

power, should be independent of the observation radius, r, while the reactive component 

of the radial power is expected to vary significantly with r. 

With the explicit relations for the electric and magnetic fields in each region given 

by Eqs. (3.30)-(3.44) above, and with the radial power at a particular radius given by Eq. 

(3.46), the effects of surrounding an infinitesimal electric dipole with a DNG shell could 

be investigated numerically. 

3.4. Numerical analyses of various dipole - DNG shell configurations 

The relations for the electric and magnetic fields in Regions 1-3 of the 

infinitesimal electric dipole - DNG shell system, given by Eqs. (3.30)-(3.44) above, and 

the relation for the time-average radial power given by Eq. (3.46) were implemented into 

a MATLAB software program. Analytic continuation was utilized to calculate the 

requisite spherical Bessel functions with negative arguments, i.e., to obtain the values of 

the Bessel fimctions in DNG media [59]: 
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7i i-kr) = -J\ (kr); (-kr) = +>;, (kr) . (3.47) 

The accuracy of the equations derived in Section 3.3 and their MATLAB software 

implementation were verified by comparing the software's output to known analytical 

results, particularly for cases where Regions 1-3 had free space characteristics, that is, for 

(£•,,//j) = (fj,//j) = (^3,/"s) = (£"o,Mo)- Once the software's performance was verified, the 

effect of a DNG shell on the power radiated by an infinitesimal electric dipole was 

analyzed for several cases. Three of these cases are discussed below: 1) The "dual" case, 

where the DNG shell had material properties dual to those of free space, 

{£2,Ml) = i~^o'~Mo) '•> 2) The "supergain" case, where a DNG shell with stronger material 

parameters, {£2,Mi) - (.~'^^o^~^Mo) ^ produced a dramatic increase in the dipole's radiated 

power; and 3) The "manufacturable" case, where a DNG shell with parameters 

{£2,Ml) = (~3£"o,-3//q) and more manufacturable shell dimensions increased the dipole's 

radiated power by a few orders of magnitude. 

A parameter termed the "radiated power gain" will be used frequently in 

interpreting the results below. The radiated power gain was defined as the power 

radiated by the dipole - DNG shell system normalized by the power radiated when all of 

the regions were composed of a DPS, free space material, such that 

The radiated power gain therefore provided a relative measure of the effectiveness of a 

particular DNG shell configuration. 

gain 

rea\{P^ jjfjQ ) ^ Prad,DNG 

real(-Pr £,P5 ) ^rad^DPS 
(3.48) 
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3.4.1. The "dual" case 

The following parameters were used for analyzing the "dual" case; 

~ (^35/^3) •" (^o'/^o)' (^2') ~ (~^o' —10.0 GHz — c / , and 

/o/ = 2Ao/1000 A-m with /o=1.0A. The permittivity and permeability values were 

specifically chosen to achieve matched, or "dual," media across the boundaries at r, and 

^2, i.e., /7i = ?72 = V3 with rjj = , in order to simplify comparisons to the known 

free space results. It was assumed that since each region was matched, any change 

observed after adding the DNG shell would be caused mainly by changes in the wave 

physics inside the DNG shell, rather than by interface scattering effects. The frequency 

(/ = 10.0 GHz) and the inner radius of the DNG shell (r, =100//m = /lp/300«4mils) 

were chosen to correspond with typical values used in DNG research. The dipole length, 

I = AQ / 500 = 60.0jum, and resultingly the dipole radius a = l/2 = A^/\000, were chosen 

to be well within the infinitesimal electric dipole limit, I <\/50 [39]. 

The radiated power gain for the dual case is plotted as a function of the outer 

DNG shell radius, rj, in Figure 3.2. The radiated power gain reached a maximum value 

of « 74, corresponding to an actual radiated power of P,ad,DNG «1 • 16 x 10"' W, for an 

outer DNG shell radius of «750//m?»0.025or wO.16. The combined dipole 

- DNG shell system might still be considered infinitesimal at this radius, though the 

combined system is large when compared to the dipole alone, which had 

^0 = 2;r/1000 « 0.006. As seen in Figure 3.2, a significant improvement in the radiated 
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Figure 3.2. The gain in the power radiated by infinitesimal electric dipole surrounded by 
a dual DNG shell as compared to the free space case, plotted as a function of the shell's 
outer radius, , when the inner radius was set at r, = 100.0//m. 

power could be obtained for a much smaller DNG shell size. For example, 80% of the 

maximum possible radiated power could be obtained at half the optimum outer radius, 

that is, for « 375//m « 0.0125/?^,, or « 0.08. 
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3.4.2. The "supergain" case 

For the "supergain" case, the DNG shell was given stronger material parameters, 

(62,^2) - (~3£"o,-3//o) , but all of the other initial parameters were identical those in the 

dual case. The supergain configviration then had the following parameters: 

= = (f2,//2) = (-3^0'-3/^0)' / = 10.0GHz, r, =100.0//m, and 

IQI = 2A^ / 1000 A-m with 1^-1.0 A. Figure 3.3 shows the radiated power gain for this 

case, again plotted as a fimction of the DNG shell's outer radius, . The scales in this 

plot were changed considerably from those in Figure 3.2 in order to focus on the strong 

resonance near rj =185.8 //m. Note in particular that the radiated power gain is now 

plotted on a logarithmic scale, and that, astonishingly, the maximum gain rises above 90 

dB, i.e., > 90 dB, near =185.8 jum . This gain would be extremely difficult to 

obtain experimentally, however. It would be difficult to fabricate a DNG shell of width 

-r, « 86 //m, and it would be nearly impossible to obtain the required precision in rj 

using current fabrication techniques. 

3.4.3. The "manufacturable" case 

The dual case presented in Section 3.4.1 above produced a moderate radiated 

power gain over a fairly broad range of DNG shell widths, while the supergain case 

produced a dramatic gain for a precise DNG shell configuration. For the 

"manufacturable" case, we sought a configuration that would be reasonable to fabricate 

and would still produce a significant radiated power gain. The resulting configuration 
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Figure 3.3. The radiated power gain for the "supergain" case, where an infinitesimal 
electric dipole was surrounded by a DNG shell with material parameters 
(£:2,/^2) = ("3^0//(,), inner radius =100.0 //m, and variable outer radius r^. The 

radiated power gain peaked at a value above 90 dB for a very sharp resonance near 
=185.8 /j.m. 

was similar to the supergain case, though the irmer radius was increased by a factor of 10 

to r, = 1.0 mm. The parameters used in the manufacturable case were then given by: 

{e^,ju^) = {£^,/u^) = {£Q,/Ua), (£2»y"2) = (-3^o'-3//(,), / = 10.0GHz, r]=1.0mm, and 

/q/ = 2/i^ /lOOO A-m with /^ = 1.0 A. Figure 3.4 shows the radiated power gain of this 

system as a function of the DNG shell's outer radius, Vj. One strong resonance and 
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Figure 3.4. (a) The radiated power gain for an infinitesimal electric dipole surrounded by 
a DNG shell with material parameters = (-3^o,-3//o), inner radius r, =1.0 mm 

and variable outer radius One strong and a few weaker resonant shell sizes are 

observed. Enlarged views of the first two peaks are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. 
The first peak shows a gain of »1300 slightly before the shell's outer radius, r^, 

reaches 2.0 mm (r^ =1.966 mm). The second, broader peak has a gain of « 24 

when =9.27mm. Though these gains are smaller than those observed in Figure 3.3 

for the supergain case, their corresponding DNG shell configurations are more realistic. 
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other, weaker resonances can be observed. The first peak shows a gain of «1300 

slightly before the shell's outer radius, r^, reaches 2.0 mm =1.966mm). The 

second, broader peak has a gain of » 24 when = 9.27 mm. Though these gains 

are smaller than those observed in the supergain case, their corresponding DNG shell 

configurations are more realistic, and they have a broader bandwidth as preferred for 

many applications. 

3.5. Circuit model for the effects produced by the DNG shell 

The explicit mathematical description of the fields produced by the dipole - DNG 

shell system, presented in Section 3.3 above, and the numerical analyses of those fields as 

presented in Section 3.4 indicate that a DNG shell does in fact increase the real power 

radiated by an infinitesimal electric dipole, assuming a monochromatic input signal and 

steady state conditions. However, as is ofl:en the case in physical phenomena, a 

defensible theory that proves how the DNG shell accomplishes this feat is not as 

straightforward as the mathematical formulation of what the DNG shell accomplishes. 

Many possible models or theories describing the DNG shell's effects could be imagined -

including circuit, field, and particle-based models - but the best that could be expected 

fi-om a particular theory is that it provides insight and improves predictions of the DNG 

shell's behavior, and that it not be proved wrong, since any physical theory is never so 

much "proved right" as "not proved wrong.. .yet." 

Our research that was directed towards developing and testing a circuit model that 

could explain and predict the DNG shell's effects is presented below. Note that. 
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whatever model may be used, care must be taken when defining physical properties in 

DNG media. As shown by the previously discussed DPS^DNG transformations such as 

k^-k and , parameter choices that are often made automatically and 

concepts that were developed for DPS analyses may not hold in DNG media or may 

require different or qualified interpretations. 

3.5.1. Analytical derivation 

A clever approach for obtaining a circuit description of the fields produced by a 

small omni-directional anteima, and thereby obtaining estimates for the impedance and 

radiation Q sensed by that antenna, was developed by Chu [61] and later promoted and 

extended by Harrington [59, 62], Collin [63, 64], and others [39, 65-69]. These authors 

noted that the set of TM^ and TE^ modes are complete and can therefore be used in the 

manner of a Fourier series, i.e., as a summation over a complete modal set, to represent 

any arbitrary field in a source-fi-ee region. Once the fields produced by an antenna were 

thus represented, the anterma's impedance could be approximated by the combined radial 

impedance of the spherical modes at the surface of the smallest sphere enclosing the 

anterma, with radius r = a. Since the spherical modes are orthogonal, the total input 

impedance could be obtained by combining the individual wave impedances in series. 

One of Chu's important contributions involved using the recurrence relations for 

spherical Bessel fimctions to represent the impedance of a particular mode as a continued 

fraction. From this fraction, a mode's capacitive, inductive, and resistive elements could 

be easily identified and added to a circuit representation. This, in turn, simplified the 
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calculation of other properties such as each mode's stored energy. As an example of this 

approach, consider again the fields produced by an infinitesimal electric dipole, i.e., the 

TM^{n = 1, m = 0) mode, described here in terms of Hankel functions as 

E. = 
2n 

H. = sin^ 

Ak 
U,^\kr). 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

The radial impedance for this mode is then given by 

Z = 
Eg _ -1 \krlf\kr)\ 

H. jcoer lf\kr) 
(3.52) 

A continued fraction representation of this impedance is found through Chu's suggested 

use of the recurrence relations for spherical Bessel functions, as follows [61] 

Z = -1 

jcosr 

1 

krhf\kr) 

jcosr 
1 + -

1 

- X K k r y  

- + 

jcosr 1 l{j(o/ur) + ̂ eTJi 

where the definitions ]^\kr)=—— and h^^\kr) = -e 
jkr 

-jkr 1 ] 

kr (kr) 

(3.53) 

were utilized in 

the above derivation. This continued fraction representation for the radial impedance of 

the TM^ (« = 1, = 0) mode can be easily transformed into the circuit model shown in 
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Figure 3.5 through the substitutions C = sr, L-^r, and 7 = ^//77f . The resulting 

circuit then approximates the impedance sensed by an infinitesimal electric dipole with 

length l = la . (The impedance is not exact because the fields within the sphere bounded 

by r = a are not included in the calculation.) Note that the dipole's circuit model 

represents a high-pass filter. Thus, the dipole's transmission capabilities are improved 

for higher frequencies or for an increased antenna length, f, as expected. 

To obtain an approximate circuit description for the behavior of the fields 

surrounding the infinitesimal electric dipole when it is placed within the dipole - DNG 

shell system, one could similarly analyze a continued fraction representation of the fields' 

radial impedance at r = a . However, the source and reflected field components near the 

dipole (i.e., in Region 1) are not orthogonal - they are both TM^. Therefore, the 

contributions fi-om these fields to the impedance or stored energy estimates caimot be 

calculated independently. (In mathematical terminology, this is analogous to the 

I |2 I |2 I |2 
expression ^refll •) This property - along with the fact that the 

coefficient for the reflected fields in this region, Q, is quite complicated since it contains 

effects fi-om all three regions - indicates that the resulting circuit representation for the 

dipole-DNG shell system will not be as straightforward as it was for the infinitesimal 

electric dipole alone. Nonetheless, these complications represent the interesting physics 

of the dipole-DNG system, and the circuit representation, however complicated, may still 

serve as a useful model for understanding those physics. 
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C = sr 

> 
J L  =  ̂ r  ^ R  =  r i  

Figure 3.5. Circuit representation for the radial impedance of the TM^{n = \,m-Q) 

mode, which approximates the impedance seen by an infinitesimal electric dipole when 
r = a = l 12. 

To determine the radial impedance of the dipole - DNG shell system, the 

expressions for Eg and in Region 1, given by Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30), are first 

rewritten in the following simplified form 

^Ttr jcos^r 

-sin^ f 
j(oe,r 

{k,r)\ +C,[k,r j\ (A:,r)]' | (3.54) 

A tt 

= sme[A}^^\k,r) + Ci j,{k,r)], (3.55) 

where the primes represent derivatives taken with respect to kr, and the constant A is 

given by 

A  ̂  - j k f l j  
An 

The radial impedance for the dipole - DNG shell system can then be represented as 
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E\ 
"r.DNG j^\ 

J0)£,r 

A\k,rlf\k^r)\ +C\k^r 

Alf\k,r) + CJ^{k,r) 
(3.57) 

Recurrence relations for the spherical Bessel functions are again used to obtain a circuit 

representation for this radial impedance. Some steps in the process are included below. 

First, the radial impedance for the dipole - DNG shell system is transformed into a 

continued fraction representation as follows: 

^r,DNG 

-1 

jae^r 

-1 

jcos^r 

A]f\k,r) + CJ,ik,r) 

^ ^ k,r\^Ah''^\k,r) + CJ^{k,r)\ 

jas/ 
\ — 

k^r 

1 
- + -

AH,'\k,r) + CJ,{k,r) 

Ah'-^\k,r) + CJ,ik,r) 

Jlx 
!,(2) jcoe^r Al^ \k^r) + CJ^ik^r) 

Ah'^\k^r) + CJ^{k^r) 

(3.58) 

This continued fraction description of the radial impedance can be easily transformed into 

a circuit representation for the dipole - DNG shell system. An example circuit 

representation, similar to Chu's representation for the infinitesimal electric dipole, can be 

written generally as 

1 
^r,DNG 

J ^ C  
- + -

1 

DNG 
1 1 ' 

(3.59) 

jcoldng ^dng 
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where , and represent the capacitance, inductance, and resistance of the 

dipole - DNG shell system, respectively, and are defined as 

Cdng^^x^ (3.60) 

^DNG 

1 + z^ < 
'\C,\Uz)' 

Im(J) 
> 

1+z' |yo(z)yi(z) 
l^r ,2Im(C,) 

hn(^)' Im(^) 

^Re(C.) 
Im(y4) 

> 

+jxiz)yo{z)\ 

(3.61) 

^DNG ~ 

1 + z' 
\C\U^) 

Im(^) 

1 + 
Im(Q) 
Im(^) 

(3.62) 

where the substitution z = k/ was made to simplify the expressions. Note that the 

capacitance of the dipole - DNG shell circuit model is identical to the dipole's 

capacitance in free space. Also note that both the inductance and the resistance of the 

dipole - DNG shell circuit model can be represented as a series combination of the 

associated fi*ee space value (i.e., the component value that was used in the circuit model 

for the infinitesimal electric dipole alone) and an additional factor that represents the 

effects of the DNG shell. 

The series representation for the inductance of the dipole - DNG shell system is 

derived as follows: 

^DNG ~ 
1 + z'M 

,1  +  zXy  

, z ^ M - z ^ N .  
1 + - ^ 

1 + z'iV, 
ju,r + ju,r-

L y 

z^Mj-zX 
1 + z'A^, 

= L,+L^, (3.63) 
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where the variables M and were used to simplify the intermediate steps and are 

given by 

M = |Q|7o(^) 

Im(^) 
(3.64) 

=70(2)71(2) 
|Ci|' ^2Im(C,) 

Im(^) Im(^) 
+ [y'o ( ^ ) y i  (2) + J\ iz)yo (2)]. (3.65) 

Im(^) 

The variable in Eq. (3.63) represents the inductance sensed by the infinitesimal 

electric dipole when it is embedded in free space, 

A=A^ '  (3 .66)  

while L2 represents the rather complicated inductive effects of the DNG shell: 

ju/z 

|C.|7„(2) 2Re(Ci) 
Im(^) Im(^) 

|C.| 

[yo(^)j'o(^)+yo(^)] 

2Im(Ci) 
lm(Ay 

7^^ [7o (^)yi (^ )+y 'l (^)yo (z)] 
Im(^) 

Ci| , 2Im(Ci) 
\m{Af Im(/4) 

[io (^)yi (2)+y'l (z)yo (z)] 

^.(3.67) 

Im(/4) 

Similarly, the resistance of the dipole - DNG shell circuit model can be 

transformed into the following series combination: 

^DNG ~ V\ 
f. ,  _2 , . ^  f A \ + z'M 

V y 
= ^i 1 + -

1 + iV R y 
(3.68) 

I + -/V0 

where the intermediate variable, , is given by 

Im(Q) 

Im(^) 
(3.69) 
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The variable in Eq. (3.68) represents the free space impedance, given by 

^1 = 7i. (3.70) 

while Rj represents the additional resistive effects of the DNG shell: 

= 7i • (3.71) 
1 , Im(C,) 

Im(^) 

The circuit representation for the dipole - DNG shell system described by Eqs. 

(3.59)-(3.71) is shown graphically in Figure 3.6. Note that many other circuit models 

could have been designed using different interpretations of Eqs. (3.61) and (3.62), or 

similarly by using more or different terms in the continued fraction representation of the 

system's radial impedance. The series inductors and resistors could have been replaced, 

for example, by a combination of L-R-C and C-R-L circuit elements, with the 

infinitesimal electric dipole's circuit being used to model the effects from the DNG 

shell's outer radius to infinity. A model of this form would have been more similar to the 

transmission line models that are often used in circuit realizations of DNG metamaterials 

[e.g., 37, 38]. However, other circuit models that we tested either suffered from 

numerical instabilities due to the equations' complicated nature, or they did not lend 

themselves to useful physical interpretations - for example, in some cases the effects of 

the DNG shell could not be extracted and analyzed separately. Therefore, only the 

comparatively straightforward circuit model for the dipole - DNG shell system outlined 

above and represented graphically in Figure 3.6 will be discussed in detail here. 
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Figure 3.6. Example circuit model for the dipole - DNG shell system. 

3.5.2. Numerical analysis 

The behavior of the dipole - DNG shell circuit model described above was first 

analyzed using the parameters for the "dual" case discussed in Section 3.4.1. The 

parameters used for that case were: / = 10.0 GHz; /o=1.0A; 

/ = 2a = /lOOO = 60.0//m; rj=100.0//m; and {s^,/^^) = with 

{e^, 1^2) = {-£q,-, so that the impedances at each interface were matched, 

7i = 72 = ^73 • The effect of the DNG shell was analyzed for an outer DNG shell radius 

ranging from 100.0//m<r2 <1.0 mm, or similarly for a DNG shell thickness in the range 

0 < r < 0.9 mm. 

The circuit model for the dipole - DNG shell system indicates that the system's 

total capacitance and stored electric energy are constant regardless of the characteristics 

of the DNG shell. The system's capacitance, , is given by 

^DNG - ̂DPs = = e^a = 2.65x10 '* pF, (3.72) 
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and the stored electric energy, , is given by 

W^=.5C^^^V,V^ = =47.7^3, (3.73) 

where represents the voltage drop across the capacitor and represents the 

capacitor's impedance. 

By comparison, the additional inductance associated with the DNG shell, L^, 

increases significantly as the thickness of the DNG shell increases, as seen in Figure 3.7. 

It quickly dwarfs the contribution from the free space inductance, L,, given by 

The rate of increase in the DNG shell's inductance is observed to plateau as the shell 

becomes larger, as might be expected since the fields produced by the dipole would 

decay rapidly with increasing distance. As shown in Figure 3.8, the dipole - DNG shell 

system's stored magnetic energy, given by 

represents the current through the inductors, does not equal the dipole's inherent stored 

electric energy and therefore does not provide perfect matching for the chosen range of 

shell sizes, though matching does improve as the size of the DNG shell increases. These 

results support the hypothesis given in the introduction of this chapter, that the presence 

of a DNG shell reduces the intrinsic reactance of an infinitesimal electric dipole. 

Zj =//ir = //ja = 0.38pH. (3.74) 

(3.75) 

where 

(3.76) 
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Figure 3.7. The circuit model's prediction for the additional inductance produced by the 
DNG shell, , for the parameters given by the "dual" case, plotted as a function of the 

DNG shell's outer radius, . Note that the additional inductance produced by the DNG 

shell quickly exceeds the original free space inductance, Z, =0.38pH. The additional 

inductance increases with the size of the DNG shell, with the rate of increase slowing as 
the field strength decays away from the dipole. 
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Figure 3.8. The circuit model's prediction for the stored electric and magnetic energies, 
and W^, for the parameters given by the "dual" case, plotted as a fiinction of the 

DNG shell's outer radius, . These parameters represent the stored energy produced by 

the dipole's fields outside a sphere of radius r- a . The stored electric energy, is a 

constant and is independent of the DNG shell's characteristics. The stored magnetic 
energy, on the other hand, is primarily produced by the DNG shell and does not 
completely match the dipole's intrinsic stored electric energy for the selected range of , 
though the match does improve as the DNG shell size increases. 
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The additional resistive effect of the DNG shell, represented in the circuit model 

by the resistor Rj, is plotted as a function of the DNG shell's outer radius in Figure 3.9. 

This additional resistance starts at a value of zero when no DNG shell is present and then 

quickly exceeds the free space resistance, - 377Q, by several orders of magnitude as 

the DNG shell's size is increased. The magnitude of the current through the modeled 

series resistors, defined by 

= (3.77) 

at first decreases rapidly in response to the increased resistance, as shown in Figure 3.10. 

It later recovers somewhat to a peak of |/^ | = 0.11 mA for an outer DNG shell radius of 

= 605// m. Meanwhile, the magnitude of the current through the inductors, |/^ |, found 

through Eq. (3.76), remains fairly steady at a value near |/^|«/q =1.0 A, regardless of 

the DNG shell's size. 

The circuit's overall input resistance, calculated as the real component of 

as defined in Eq. (3.59), is plotted in Figure 3.11 as a fiinction of the DNG shell's outer 

radius. The results indicate that the combined effects of the increased inductance and 

resistance caused by the dual DNG shell produce a peak circuit resistance, and, therefore, 

a peak dissipated power, for an outer DNG shell radius near rj = 740/im. These results 

compare well to the peak location of the radiated power found in Section 3.4.1, i.e., 

rj w 750//m, indicating that the circuit is a reasonable model for the dipole - DNG shell 

system. 
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Figure 3.9. The additional resistive effect of the DNG shell, represented in the circuit 
model by the resistor 7?2» plotted as a function of the DNG shell's outer radius, Tj , when 

the shell's parameters represent the "dual" case. The value of quickly exceeds the 

free space resistance, = 377Q, by several orders of magnitude. 
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Figure 3.10. The magnitude of the current through the series resistors J?; and , plotted 

as a function of the DNG shell's outer radius, , when the shell's parameters represent 

the "dual" case. Initially, the current magnitude |/^| decreases dramatically in response 

to the significant increase in R2 (see Figure 3.9). It then recovers to a peak value near 

0.11mA for Tj =605//m. Note that the magnitude of the current through the series 

inductors in this case is |/^ |» /g = 1.0 A for all values of r2. 
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Figure 3.11. The input resistance for the total circuit model, calculated as the real 
component of and plotted as a fimction of the DNG shell's outer radius, , when 

the shell's parameters represent the "dual" case. This plot closely models Figure 3.2, 
which showed the dipole's radiated power as a fimction of rj. In particular, the circuit's 

input resistance, and therefore its dissipated power, peak for an outer shell radius near 
^2 =740//m, which corresponds well to peak location of the radiated power found in 

Section 3.4.1, «750//m. 
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The circuit representation for the dipole - DNG shell system produced similar 

results for the other cases analyzed in Section 3.4 as well, cases where the DNG shell had 

stronger values of permittivity and permeability. Specifically, the DNG shell sizes that 

produced the largest circuit input resistance values were often associated with increased 

inductance levels and a peak in the current magnitude through the resistors. The DNG 

shell sizes that produced the peak values in the circuit's input resistance also matched 

very closely with the shell sizes that produced the maximum dipole radiation for these 

cases. 

There was a significant difference between the circuit's performance for these 

more enhanced cases and its performance for the "dual DNG shell" case, however: When 

the DNG shell had stronger permittivity and permeability values, the combined inductors 

experienced a resonance condition such that they served as a capacitor (i.e., their 

inductance became negative) for a range of shell sizes below the size that produced the 

peak resistance. (See Figure 3.12.) When this occurred, most of the current would be 

blocked by the inductors / capacitor and would pass through the associated parallel 

resistors, as demonstrated in Figure 3.13. The peak circuit resistance (and radiated 

power) generally occurred for a shell size slightly greater than the size where the inductor 

emerged from this resonance, within a region where the inductance had peaked strongly 

and was decaying with further increases in shell size, and where the current magnitude 

through the resistors neared /^ = 1.0 A. 
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Figure 3.12. The total inductance, of the circuit representation for the dipole -

DNG shell system shown in Figure 3.6, plotted as a function of the outer shell radius, , 

for the case where (£^2'>"2) = (~3^o'~3//o) and r, = 1.0 mm. A resonant region where the 

combined inductors behave as a capacitor (i.e., a region of negative inductance) is seen. 
The peak in the circuit's overall resistance occurs near =1.97 mm, which was also the 

peak location for the system's radiated power found in Section 3.4.3. The inductance at 
^2 = 1.97 mm has decayed significantly from its resonant value but is still much larger 

than the free space value: « 2.1nH) » = 0.038nH). 
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Figure 3.13. The magnitude of the current through the inductors (/^) and the current 

through the resistors (/^) for the circuit representation of the dipole - DNG shell system 

shown in Figure 3.6, plotted as a function of the outer shell radius, rj, for the case where 

(£2,^2) - ("3^0'"3/^0) =1-0mm. In the region where the inductors behave as a 

capacitor (see Figure 3.12), a large portion of the current is shunted through the resistors. 
At the location associated with the peak radiated power, rj=\.97mm, the current 

through the resistors is nearly equal to the total current, |/^|« /g = 1.0 A . Note that the 

combined resistance in this case is approximately equal to the free space resistance, 

^DNG ^DPS ~ 377Q . 
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3.5.3. Estimate for the radiation Q 

A "radiation Q" value for antennas, similar to the quality factor used to quantify 

the ratio of stored to dissipated energy in circuits and cavities, is typically defined as [63] 

'2coW. 

Q = 

for W. > 

(3.78) 
p " 

2coW 
- ioTW>W^ p " « 

^rad 

where and represent the time-average stored electric and magnetic energies, 

respectively, and represents the time-average radiated power. This definition is 

based on the assumption that the energy stored around the antenna is either 

predominately electric (W^) or magnetic (W^) in nature, and that the antenna possesses a 

matching network such that the total stored energy is either 2W^ or 2W^. Using this 

definition as a guide for approximating a radiation Q from the circuit models discussed in 

the previous section above, and noting that the capacitive energy is originally dominant in 

those models, we obtain the form 

Q = ̂ ^, (3.79) 
"d 

where now represents the power dissipated by the circuit's resistors. 

The radiation Q estimate for the circuit representation of the infinitesimal electric 

dipole in a DPS medium, shown in Figure 3.5, is then given by 
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2(d(.5C\V,\') _ ^""^[cocj _2[l + iR/(ALF] 

.5Rll ~ p /q coCR j_0 

l + (R/coLf 

(3.80) 

Similarly, the radiation Q for the circuit representation of the dipole - DNG shell system 

would be estimated as 

where and were defined in Eqs. (3.60)-(3.62), and where and 

RoffG represent the series combinations of the free space and DNG shell effects. 

Given the parameters used in the dual-DNG-shell case outlined above, and using 

the value =749//m that generated the greatest radiation resistance in the dipole -

DNG shell circuit, the radiation Q values become Q^^pg « 8.1x10® and »1.2xl0^ 

(The parameter does in fact reach a minimum very near the location where the 

circuit resistance is maximum, at = 740//m.) 

For the case where (£2,jU2) = i-3£o,-3/jQ), rj=1.0mm, and r2=2.0mm, the 

quality factor estimate for the dipole - DNG shell system becomes «6.2xl0\ 

while Qjjpg « 8.1x10®. (Since the antenna length I = 2a is the same, Qp,pg maintains its 

value from the dual-DNG-shell case.) For the case where (£2,jU2) = (-3eQ,-3jUQ), 

r(=100//m, and =lS5jum, the quality factor becomes =0.0066, which is 

significantly smaller than the quality factor for the infinitesimal electric dipole in free 

QDNG (3.81) 
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space with a = Tj = 185//m, i.e., 3.45x10'*. Though this last example represents 

an extreme case that cannot be physically realized today, it is intriguing since its quality 

factor is lower than the assumed minimum Q for the infinitesimal electric dipole. 

3.6. Conclusions and future research 

A DNG shell was found to reduce the intrinsic reactance sensed by an 

infinitesimal electric dipole, thereby increasing the real power radiated by the dipole. 

Greater gains in the radiated power, in some cases reaching tens of decibels, were 

obtained for DNG shells with stronger material parameters at locations closer to the 

dipole. A circuit model simulated the behavior of the dipole - DNG shell system well 

and indicated that the DNG shell served to reduce the radiation Q associated with the 

dipole. Additional models of the dipole - DNG shell system, including models which 

more closely resemble the current construction of synthetic metamaterials, could be 

developed as future research initiatives to assist in the physical interpretation of the 

system's behavior. Perhaps a more exciting and more practical line of research, however 

would be to create an antenna - metamaterial system and to test whether the metamaterial 

truly served to increase the antenna's radiated power. Additional prospects for this 

experimental line of research will be discussed in the last sections of the following 

chapter. 
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4. SCATTERING FROM NESTED METAMATERIAL SHELLS 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter describes research into the scattering behavior of nested 

metamaterial shells with various permittivity and permeability characteristics. The 

motivating factors behind this research were: 

• To compare the source results of Chapter 3 with scattering properties, i.e., to 

determine whether the resonant double-negative (DNG) shell configurations that 

maximized the power radiated from an infinitesimal electric dipole would 

correspond to the configurations that produce extrema in the scattered fields and 

resonances within the corresponding nested double-positive (DPS) - DNG shells 

when those shells interact with incident fundamental TM^ waves. 

• To investigate recent findings by Alii and Engheta [e.g., 70, 71] indicating that the 

scattering properties of nested DPS-DNG layers can be reproduced by nested 

"mu-negative" (MNG) - "epsilon-negative" (ENG) layers. In addition, to 

investigate whether the effects produced by the resonant DPS-DNG systems 

described in Chapter 3 could be duplicated by MNG-ENG, DPS-MNG-ENG, or 

other systems that would be easier to manufacture. 

• To analyze how a DNG coating on a metal sphere affects the creeping waves that 

the sphere produces in response to an incident plane wave. 
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The resonant scattering effects were generally found to be reciprocal to the 

resonant source effects discussed in Chapter 3. Additional phenomena observed in the 

scattering results were investigated and explained. Our findings also agreed with those 

promoted by Alu and Engheta, that nested layers of MNG and ENG media can produce 

effects similar to those caused by nested DPS and DNG media. We additionally found 

that the resonances produced by the nested DPS-DNG systems described in Chapter 3 

could be duplicated by MNG-ENG, DPS-MNG-ENG or, better yet, by DPS-ENG 

systems. These results have a significant impact on experimental DNG research since 

"single-negative" (SNG) metamaterials, particularly ENG metamaterials, are much easier 

to produce than DNG metamaterials. It may be quite practical to miniaturize an electric 

dipole (or more precisely, an antenna that produces radial tranverse-magnetic, TM^, 

modes) by matching it with an ENG layer. Lastly, mixed results were obtained when we 

investigated the effects of a DNG coating on creeping waves. On the one hand, some 

interesting physics was observed in the wave interactions with the DNG shell. On the 

other hand, since the DNG medium was dispersive, as required by causality, the creeping 

waves that were scattered by the DNG-coated metal sphere could not be clearly 

distinguished and therefore could not be analyzed in detail. 

In the following two sections, the geometry used in the scattering investigations 

and the equations used to analyze the relevant scattering parameters will be described. 

This will be followed by a presentation and interpretation of the resulting numerical data, 

with subsections arranged according to the research interests listed above. A brief 
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conclusion and discussion of future research possibilities will be presented in the final 

section of this chapter. 

4.2. Problem geometry 

The second research interest listed in the introduction of this chapter required the 

use of a four-region geometry, as shown in Figure 4.1, in order to test the scattering 

properties of a DPS sphere surrounded by layered MNG and ENG shells. This four-

region geometry was also used in numerical investigations of the other research interests, 

as the software was well tested and allowed for any type of material to be used in any 

region. The surrounding area (Region 4) was generally assumed to be free space. When 

analyzing correlations to the Chapter 3 results, Regions 1 and 2 combined represented the 

itmer DPS sphere, and Region 3 represented the DNG shell. In other investigations, 

Regions 1-3 could be represented by DPS, DNG, ENG, MNG, or even metallic media. 

4.3. Mathematical relations for some relevant physical parameters 

4.3.1. Electric and magnetic fields 

The field equations for the geometry presented in Figure 4.1 were similar in form 

to those investigated in Chapter 3, with the extra shell resulting in more complicated 

coefficients and with the source potentially inducing different or additional modes. The 

most complicated source was the sum of several radial transverse-magnetic and 

transverse-electric (i.e., TM^ and TE^) modes, used to simulate an incident pulsed plane 

wave for the creeping wave investigations. The source for the other problems was 
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Figure 4.1. Geometry used to investigate scattering from nested shells with various 
material properties. 

typically the fundamental TM^ mode of the incident plane wave, i.e., the 

TM^in = \,m = \) mode, to best compare with the Chapter 3 data, which represented 

radiation of the TM^(n = 1, w = 0) mode. 

For problems with spherical symmetry, like the scattering problems discussed in 

this chapter, researchers typically model the incident plane wave as a series of spherical 

TM^ and TE^ waves in a marmer analogous to Fourier signal decomposition, i.e., as an 

expansion over a complete modal set, to simplify matching at the shell boundaries. The 

incident plane wave is generally assumed to be propagating in the +z direction with the 

electric field polarized in the +x direction, as shown in Figure 4.2, because the 

mathematics is simpler for this orientation. The results can later be transformed for other 
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Figure 4.2. Geometry for an incident plane wave traveling in the +z direction with its 
electric field polarized in the +x direction. 

orientations. The radial magnetic and electric scalar potentials used to model this 

incident plane wave are then given by [59] 

— cos ̂  X Kr 7„ {k^r) (cos 9) 
CO  ̂

(4.1) 

Fr'' = ̂  sin(l>^a^ k,r {k,r) P„'(cos9), 
(om ^ «=i 

(4.2) 

where the coefficient a„ is defined as 

(2« + l) 

n{n + \) 
(4.3) 

and where £(, represents the strength of the incident electric field; co, k^, and 

represent the radial frequency, wave number, and impedance in Region 4; r, 9, and ^ 

are the spherical coordinates of the observation point, as shown in Figure 4.2; j„(k^r) 
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represents a spherical Bessel function of the first kind, of order n ,  in Region 4; and PI (COS 0) is the associated Legendre polynomial of the first kind, with order n, m where 

w = 1. Note that the engineering convention for time-harmonic fields, , was used in 

the derivation of these potentials. 

Given the radial scalar potentials for the source (incident) signal, the radial scalar 

potentials and, subsequently, the equations for the electric and magnetic fields in each 

region (Regions 1-4) can be obtained in a manner similar to that detailed in Section 3.3 of 

the previous chapter. The scattered fields in Region 4 (and the standing waves in 

Regions 1-3) will have the same 0 and (p variations as the incident fields to allow for 

phase matching at the interfaces between the different regions. In addition, the radial 

component of the scattered fields in Region 4 must take the form of the second order 

Hankel function, to produce outward propagating waves in accordance with 

causality. The radial scalar potentials for the scattered fields in Region 4 are then given 

by 

A:-' C'.' PXcose) (4.4) 

^.4-' = sinCf' k,r (k,r) (cos0), (4.5) 

where the coefficients and will be found by applying the interface boundary 

conditions. 

In Region 3, and similarly in Region 2, the radial component of the scalar 

potentials will consist of spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, given 
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by j„{kr) and y„(kr), respectively, to represent spherical standing waves. The 

variations in 0 and ^ in these regions will again mirror those of the incident wave, and 

of the scattered fields in Region 4, to allow for phase matching at the shell boundaries. 

The scalar potentials for these regions will then be given by 

4'=-^cos«(|;a,V[OA(V)+Cf''y.(V)]^.'(cos«) (4.6) 
«=i 

f; = sin^ I;o. k,r[cf•' j,(k,r) + Cf•'y,{k,r)\Pj(cosff) (4.7) 
<^73 n=l 

4' =5^cos^ k,r[cf-'j,(k,r) + Cf-'y,(k,r)]pJ(cosff) (4.8) 
„=i 

Za„k,r[c,"-'JJk,r) + C,"''yAk,r)Mcosff). (4.9) 

where again the coefficients Cf ^ ^ ^ Cf •^ Cf'\ Cf •^ Cf and 

will be found by applying the interface boundary conditions. 

In Region 1, the limitation of finite fields at the origin requires that only spherical 

Bessel functions of the first kind be used. The same phase matching conditions on the 0 

and ^ variations will apply in Region 1 as well, so the radial scalar potentials in Region 1 

will be given by 

4 = — cos (Z) ^ a„ Cf k,r j„ (k^r) Pi (cos 6) (4.10) 

F'r = ̂  Sin Cf k,r j„ {k,r) P] (cos 6), (4.11) 
(orj^ 
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where the coefficients C„ and C„ will be found by applying the interface boundary 

conditions. 

Using the relations listed in Appendix B, the electric and magnetic fields in each 

region can be derived from the radial scalar potentials presented above. Using those 

relations, and noting from the original differential equation that the following relation 

( q2 \ 
= krbSkr) (4.12) 

r dr 

holds for any spherical Bessel function, b„(kr), the following equations for the electric 

and magnetic fields in each region are obtained: 

Region 1 

El = cosJ^a„n(n + l) Cf j„(k,r) (cos9) (4.13) 

El = -E, cos<I>Y,'^„\ CP j„(k^r) [kr j„(kr)J 
' sm^ Jk^r k = k f  

sin^ Pj'(cos0) (4.14) 

K Yj^n\Cr + jnikr)\ 
J sin^ 

«(« + !)C7„(^.r)/'„'(cos^) (4.16) 

7i " I sm6' jkir 
PUcosd)^ C 

/t=A, 

sin0 P^'(cos 0) (4.17) 

H l =  —  c o s ^  P ^ ' i c o s d )  +  - : f - [ k r  j „ ( k r ) ]  
Hi n-l [ 

^„'(COS^)] 

*=t, sm in(9 j 
(4.18) 
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Region 2 

Et=-
jk^ r  

cos ̂  X a„ «(« +1) [ C f -  J „  i k , r )  +  C f ' ^  y „  { k , r ) ]  (cos 0) (4.19) 

-J^o COS^ 
[C:''Uk2r) + C:''^ y„(k,r)] 

PUcos0) 
sm0 

jk^r 
Cf'[krj„(kr)] +Cf-'[kry„ikr)] sin 0 /'/(cos 

(4.20) 

El=-E^ sin^) £a„ 
[Cf'^ jniKr) + C:'-^ ySk^r)\sm0 P:{COS0) 

Cf ''[krUkr)] +Ct' '[kr y^kr)] 
jk2r 

^„'(cos6') 
sin^ 

(4.21) 

H = 
jlik^ 

• sin^ n{n + \) [cf7„(^.r) + Cf > j„(^,/-)] /'„'(cos^) (4.22) 

Til 
-sin<!> 

[Cf-'Uk,r) + Cf-'y„{k,r)\ 
^„'(cos<9) 

sin0 

jk^ r  
C:''[krUkr)\ +Cf-[^y„(^r)]' sin^ P„"(cos^) 

(4.23) 

//̂ ' =-^cos^ Y,a„ 
Iz «=1 

[O y„(V) + 0 ̂̂ (V)] Sin^ P„"(COS0) 

J k z r  
C:''[krj„ikr)J +Cr'[kry„(kr)l[ 

P„'(cos0) 
sin0 

(4.24) 

Region 3 

Ar 
cos(j) ^a„n{n + \) [cf j„{k^r) + Cf-' y„(^3^)] />„'(cosfi*) (4.25) 

-Eo cos^ J^a„ 
[cr-'j„(k,r) + Cr-y„{k,r)] 

P„'(cos0) 
sm0 

+ C [kr j„{kr)\ +Cf- [kr y^ikr)] 
J y *=t, 

sin^ P„"(cos^) 
(4.26) 
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[Cf'' Uhr) + C:'' y„{k,r)] smO Pi'{cosO) 

\cf '[krj„{kr)\ +Cf -[kr ySkr)] 
J y *=*3 

] f„'(cos<9) 
;=t,J sin^ 

(4.27) 

j?j,k,r 
sin^ |;a„«(« + l)[CO-„(A3'-) + C'^J'„(^3'-)]/'„'(cos^) (4.28) 

[cf-^Mk,r) + Cf'^y„ik,r)] 
PUcosO) 

sin^ 
1 

+ -7—1C"'' [kr j„(kr)] [kr y„{kr)\ 
J y k^k. k=k^ 

sin 6 Pi' {cos 0) 
(4.29) 

= —C0S(i) £a„ 
[ C f j „ { k , r )  +  C f  - ^  y „ { k , r ) ]  s i n 9  P ^ ' { c o s 0 )  

+-]-\c?' y„(^)]' +cfy„(^)]' 
J y k=k. 

I /^JCcos^) 
==A,j sin^ 

(4.30) 

Region 4 

Incident Fields 

K'' = -rf- cos ^ Z a„ n (« +1) (^^r) Pj (cos 0) (4.31) 

K'' = -Eo cos^'^a„ \ j„{k,r) +~^[^ AC^)]' 
k=k^ 

sin0 Pl'{cos0) I (4.32) 

K'' = ~^o sin (Z> X 1 •/« (^4'") sin 0 P^' (cos 6') + —^ [kr (^r)]' 
«=i I jK^ f„'(cos6')] 

sin 6' J 
(4.33) 

//:•' = 

jri^Kr 
sin(2) n{n + \) j„{k^r) Pj(cos0) (4.34) 

y^4., ^ ^ ^a„\ j„ (Kr) j„ ikr)] 
ri^ „=i [ smi? jk^r"-

sin^ P„"(cos^)| (4.35) 

= —cos^ Z «» I JniKr) sin0 P^'(cos0) + -]—[kr J„{kr)\ 
74 «=i I j K r  

f„'(cos^)| 
sin 6* j 

(4.36) 
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Scattered Fields 

/T OP 

K'' = —^ ^a„ «(« + !) Q'"' ^J(cos0) (4.37) 
jk,r tr 

£;-^ =-£o cos^ jcr (V) ^ W]' 
n=i sm t/ J 

sin6* /'„"(cos^) i (4.38) 

E'/ = -E, sin^ !:«„ |C (^4'-) sin^ P:(cos0) + -^Cr (fe-)]' (4.39) 
I I- -I sm0 I 0 J 

/T CO 

n'/ = sin ^ X «««(« +1) Cr hi''(k,r) P„' (cos (4.40) 
J V . K r  «=i 

//;- =-^sin^ jcr //f (V)^^^^ + Tf-Cr['^ 
71 ̂  sm6' jk,r 

sin^ /^"(cos^) I (4.41) 

P 00 1 f 

ny = ^ cos^ Xa„ cr //f (V) Sin0 i'„"(cos^) +—Cf ^r(^)] 
'74 t? j K r  ^  -' it = A4 

.£(f2!^)l .(4,42) 
sin^ J 

All derivatives in the above equations (denoted by the primes) are taken with 

respect to their corresponding arguments. For example, the derivative in the term 

i'„''(cos^) is taken with respect to cos^. The coefficients are found by applying the 

interface boundary conditions, i.e., by making the tangential electric and magnetic fields, 

in this case Eg and , continuous across the shell boundaries at r^, Vj, and . Since 

the radial transverse-magnetic (TM^) and transverse-electric (TE^) fields (derived from 

the radial scalar potentials and F^, respectively) are uncoupled, the Ct and c: 

coefficients can be determined independently. By applying the boundary conditions for 
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Eg at the three interfaces and then applying the boundary conditions for at each 

interface, matrix relations of the form [^„][C„] = [^„]5 where is a 6x6 matrix and 

where and are each 6x1 matrices, were obtained for both the TM^ and TE^ 

modes. The six coefficients, used to specify the TM^ modes, were then found 

through the relation ] ~ [^n ] ' [^n ]' where the matrices were given by 

-[kr -[kry„{kr)\ 

Ka  

k k 
*2.1 

[kr j„{kr)\ [kry„{kr)\ 

0 0 0 

JniKr,) -J„ik^r^) -ySkin) 
% 

0 
j„(k^r^) VniKr^) 0 

0 0 0 

0 

-[kr -[kry„{kr)\ 

h,i'i 

0 

0 

[kr j„{kr)] {kry„{kr)\ 

*3 .'3 

*3 .'2 

*3 .'3 

-\kr h!'^\kr)\ 

k^,ry 

0 0 0 

-J„(k,r,) -yniKr^) 
0 

% % 
0 

yAk^r,) -hi'\k,r,) 
% % ^4 
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C* = 
^A2,y 

^n 
^A3 ,y 
^n 
Cf 

B = 

0 

0 

[h- j^kr)] 
k 

0 

0 

JniKr,) 

(4.43) 

A similar relation was obtained for the six unknown coefficients (used to calculate 

the TE^ modes), where the matrices were given by 

A = 

0 

0 

-A (^21) 
JniKri) 

0 

[kr inikr)] -[kr jnikr)] 
T]^k 

yniKri) 
0 

-[kry^jkr)] 

*2.1 

T]^k 

riik 

[kry„{kr)\ 
7]^k 

0 

0 

JniKr^) 
0 

-[^ jnikr)] 

0 

-yniKr2) 
yn^Kr^) 

0 

Ti^k 

{kr j„{kr)\ 
T]^k 

-[kry^ikr)] 

*3.'3 

rj^k 

[kry^jkr)] 
T],k 

tj.'i 

*3 ,'5 

0 

0 

-hf\Kr,) 
0 

0 

-\_krhf\kr)\ 

k,A 
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cf = 

,1 

/^F3,y 

cr 

B = 

0 

0 

Jni-Kr,) 
0 

0 
(4.44) 

r],k 

The values of these coefficients, and subsequently the values of the electric and magnetic 

fields in each region, were obtained numerically by implementing the above relations in a 

MATLAB program. Symbolic solutions for the coefficients are also included in 

Appendix D for reference. 

4.3.2. Stored energy 

The stored electromagnetic energy was estimated using the following general 

relations: 

=  J 1 I I + ! ^ » r  + \ eJ\ ) sin« dit, dB dr (4.45) 
0 0 ^ 

b n 2n .  . 

f+\Hn r' sin 0 d(t> dO dr, (4.46) 
a 0 0 ^ 

where and represent the electric and magnetic stored energy, respectively, and the 

constants a and b represent the limits of the radial variable, r. The radial limits were 

defined as (a = 0, Z? = r,) for Region 1, (a = r,, b = r^) for Region 2, and [a -rj, b = r^^ 
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for Region 3. Using the field equations listed in the previous section, the electromagnetic 

energy stored in each shell (i.e., in Regions 1-3) was found to be 

Region 1 

W: = ^ Trr^ El X (2« +1) (l^ f + |cf f ) [jl ) - y„_, {k,r, )y„„ {k,r,)] 

Wl =^nrl 
m 2 1 

( r ^ ^ 
£ (2« + oJIq"' P + |cf I' (A,r,) - y„_, {k,r^ {k,r,)] 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

Region 2 

-^nElY,{2n + \) 
^ n=l 

cf'A +\c:'A 

+i\cf''\'+\c"4 

[Jn )] 

- r' [jl {k^r,) - 7„_, {k^r,)7„^, {k^r,)]J 

rl [yl (hh) - y„-^ iKfi )>'„+i )] 

-1' [yl ) - y„-i (^2i )>'„+! (^21 )]J 

+ Re[cf'cf-'' + ) 

^ Irl [2j„{k^r^)y„ (k,r^) - J„_, (k^r^)y„^i (k^r^) - (k^r^)j„,, {k^r^)] ] 

1 -[2y'„ {k^r^ )y„ (^2l) - jn-^ (^2''i )>'»+! (^21) - yn-i )y'„+i )]J 

Wl=^7t 
r r. 

% 
X(2« + l) 

[y' (^2''2 ) - y„-l (^2''2 )A+1 (^2''2 )] I 

- [a" (^2l ) - A-1 (^21 )A+1 (^21 )]J 

(*2''2 ) - yn-X (^2''2 )] | 

- [>'» (^2''l )y..X (^2l )] J 

+ Re [cf-'cf-"' + Cf) 

^ I'*2 [2;„ (^2''2 )>'„ ) - A-1 (^2''2 )>'„+l (^2''2 ) " (^2''2 )A+1 (^2''2 )] 1 
1 - r' [2j„ {k^r^ )y„ (k^r,) - j„_, {k^r^ (^/,) - (^,r, )]J 
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Region 3 

^ n=^ 

cf-n +ic, 

+ llCf'1 +|C; 

'3 \_jn ) jn-\ (^a's )jn+\ )] 

- r! [jl (^s'i) - 7„-, )y„+i iKri )]J 

rl \_yliKr^) - )y„^i {k,r,)] 

- '•2 [yl {^^2) - yr.-x (^a'i )y..i )]J 

+ Re(cf'^cf + cf-^cf ) 

^ jr' [2j„{k,r,)y„{k,r,) -y„_,{k,r,)y„^,{k,r,) -y„_,(k,r,(k,r,)] | 

1 - '•2 [2y„ )>'„ (^3''2) - A-i (^3'•2)>'„+! (^3''2) - y„-i )y„.i )]J 

(4.51) 

wl =f^n Z(2« + l) 
n=\ 

(|cf'|"+|cf'f)| 

+(|c.'"'f+!c."'f)] 

) - in-x )y„„ {k,r,)] 

- rl [jl ik,r,) - y„_, (A3r2 )]J 

(̂ 3''3) - y„-i (Krj )y„^i (k,r,)] 

- fi [yl) - y«-, )>'„+! ihri)]J 

+ Re (cf'^Cf ) 

^ If,' [2J„(k,r, )y„ (k,r,) - j„_, (k,r, )y„^,{k,r^) - j„_, )J„^^ (k^r,)] |  

1 - '•2 [2;„ (̂ j'i )>'« (̂ 3''2 ) - 7„-l (̂ 3'"2 )y.,X (̂ 3''2 ) - (̂ 3''2 )j«.X (̂ 3'*2 )]J 

. (4.52) 

Many symmetries can be seen in these results, including the symmetry between 

the TM^ and TE^ contributions (i.e., between the and terms) and the symmetry 

between the electric and magnetic stored energies, and . Note that for some of the 

work presented in the following sections of this chapter, the energy stored in just the real 

components of the electric and magnetic fields was analyzed. For these situations, 

including cases where the impedance and the wave number were imaginary, the 

following approximated expressions were used: 
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Region 1 

<Re 
^ M=1 

(2« + l){[Re(j^- C)J +[Re(;rf" Cf')]'} 

^ [il (1^ 11) - jn^i (1^ I )y„., (K11)], 
(4.53) 

<Re = 
^ M=1 

(2n + l)< Re 
A,j ^A\ 

>Cm n Re 
yf J /^Fl ^ yCm n 

^71 

X [a' (K I'-,) - Jn-, (1^11 '•i) y;., (1^ I '•,)] 

(4.54) 

Region 2 

Kk.  =^^E!±(2n + l)-
^ n=\ 

{[Re(jf^ c:'-)J+[Re{z:'' CfOT)" 

{''2 [Jn (1^2 I '"2 ) - Jn-1 (|^2 | '*2 ) A+1 (|^2 | 'i )] " [a' (|^2 1 '"l ) " A-1 (|^2 | ̂ ) A+1 (|^2 | ̂ )]} 

+ {[Re(;^;^- cf-)j +[Re(;irf" Cf •^)]')-

{'•2 [y' (1^2 I '•2 ) - y„-l (1^2 I '•2 (1^2 k2 )] - [yl (1^2 11 ) - yn-l (1^2 11 ) y..l (1^2 11 )]} 

+ [Re{zt-' Cf'^) + Re(zf'^ C'^)]-

>•2 [Vn (1^2 h)yn (1^2 h)- j„., (|^2 1 'i (|^2 | 'i ) " (|^2 | '"2 ) A.l (|^2 | '"2 )]| 

-1' [2y„ (1^2 11 (1^2 11 ) - Jn^l (1^2 11 (1^2 11 ) - (|^2 11 ) Jn.X (|^2 | '"l )] J 

<RE=^^£O|:(2« + L)-

Re " 
2 
+ Re /vm 

L I ^72 j I ^2 ) 

{'•2 [;•' (1^2 k2 ) - y„-l (1^2 I 'i ) A+l (1^2 I '*2 )] - 1' [7' (1^2 11 ) - y„-l (1^2 I '•l ) A+1 (1^2 11 )]} 
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A,y f-,Al,y " 
/V/» « 

^2 . 
Re 

. ^2 . 

{'•2 [yl  (1*21 '•2) - y.-i (1*21 'i )y„+i (1*21 '•2)] - r' [yl (1*2 ki) - y„-i (|*211)  (|*211)])  (4.56) 

Re 
A rF. j (^F2. j \  ^ F.v^F2.^^ 

A/W 

^2 
•Re 

Tl2 
+ Re m n 

% 
•Re 

F.y (->F2,y 
n 

V2 

I - .  
[2y„ (1*2 I '•2 )>'„ (1*2 I 'i ) - Jn-l  (1*2 I ^2 ) y„,l (1*2 I '•2 ) - (|*2 | '*2 ) A+1 (|*2 | 'i )]] 

f [2y„ (1*2 kl ) (1*2 11 ) - jn- l  (1*2 11 )>'„+! (1*2 11 ) - >'»-! (|*2 11 )y„+l (|*2 | ''l )] j 

Region 3 

<Re ;r£o^Z(2n + l)-
«=1 

{[Re(;r;^-^ Cf•^)]' +[Re(;rr' C)]'}-

{'•3' [yi (1*3 I '•3 ) - Jn-l  (1*3 I '•3 )a+1 (1*3 ks )] - ̂2 [i" (|*3 k2 ) " J„-l  (|*3 | ''2 ) y'„+l (|*3 | ''2 )]} 

+ {[Re(;^;^-^ Cf->')]\[Re{z:-' Cf •^)J)-

{'•3' [yl  (1*3 h)-y„-i  (1*31r , )y„, i  (|*31'•3)] -'•2 [yl  (1*31 '•2)-y.- i  (1*3 k2 (1*31^2)]} 

Cf-^) + Re(;irf'^ Cr'^)-Re(;^f'- C„"-^)]. 

[2y„ (1*3 k3) y„ (1*31 '•3) - y„-i (1*31 r , )y„, ,  (|*3 k3) - y„-i (|*31 r ,) y„,i (|*31 '•3)] 

[2y„ (1*3 I '•2 )>'„ (1*3 I '•2 ) - J„^l  (1*3 I '•2 ) yn. l  (1*3 I 'i ) - y.- l  (1*3 I '•2 ) y„.l (1*3 I ' •2  )] I-.; 

(4.57) 

<Re + 
^ M = 1 

A,i f^A\j \ 
/vm n 

% 

Re 
F,j  f - ,F3J 

yCm n 

% 

{'•/ [Jl  (1*3 I '•3 ) - Jn -l (1*3 1 h ) y„+l (1*3 h)]-  >-2 [_j l  (1*3 I '•2 ) - A-1 (|*3 | ''2 ) J (1*3 k2 )]) 
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Re 
A,y ^A3,y  ^  

yCm 

% 
Re 

r"-ytm 

Vi 

{'•/ [yl  (1^3 I ''a ) - (1^3 I '•3 ) y„. l  (1^3 I '•3 )] - ̂2 [y l  (1^3 I '•2 ) - y^-1 (1^3 | '"z )y„., (1^3 I '•2 )]} 

Re 
AJ f^AlJ  ^  n 

% 
Re 

f y'i.y r-^^-y ^ 
/C/n n 

% 
+ Re 

/ '  ^FJ f^FiJ  /Vffi n 
% 

•Re 
f ^F.y /-<F}.y ^ 

/•V/n n 

% 

\  r'  \} j„ (1^3 h)yn (1^3 I '•3 ) - A-1 (1^3 I r , )y„, ,  (1^3 k3 ) - (|^3 | ''3 ) Jn. l  (|^3 |  ''3 )]  

2 [2;"„ (1^3 Vl)yni\k,\r^)- j„_, (1^3 I r, ) (|^ 1 '"j ) - y„-l (|^3 | ''2 ) Jn.X (1^3 I 'i )]J 

(4.58) 

where 

y^J _ yFj  
/ C  e  A / m  

I («+l) J.g^j ^ 

,—2n for imag k, r] 1 for imag A:, t] 
(4.59) 

J _ JforreaU,77 
I ._2n ^ • i IJ tor imag k, ij 

^ A , y _ F , y _ \  J ~ "  for real A:, 77 
Xm Xe ] .-(2n+l) ^ • r I (z«+ij forimagA:,7 

. (4.60) 

Some useful relations for Legendre polynomials and spherical Bessel functions, 

obtained directly or derived from various sources [e.g., 59, 60, 72, 73], are included in 

Appendix C for those who may wish to reproduce the preceding results. Note that if the 

symmetries mentioned previously are not assumed (e.g., the symmetry between the 

and Cl terms), the recurrence relation for the spherical Bessel functions will need to be 

applied several times before the simplified forms shown in Eqs. (4.47)-(4.52) are 

obtained. 
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4.3.3. Scattered radial power 

The scattered radial power was found through the following relation: 

ft 

0 0 

(4.61) 

Using Eqs. (4.37)-(4.42) for and H'^'^, the relation for the scattered radial power in 

this case became 

Many of the reference formulas listed in Appendix C were again utilized in deriving and 

simplifying this result. The result can be further simplified by noting that the real 

component of the radial power is physically independent of the radial distance, r, i.e., 

Eq. (4.62) should produce the same result for any value of r. We can then use the value 

r ^ CO and take advantage of the asymptotic approximation for the Hankel function in 

that limit, 

(4.63) 

to obtain the final, simplified result: 

(4.64) 
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4.3.4. Scattering cross section parameters 

As stated in Stratton [72], the scattering cross section is defined as the ratio of the 

total scattered energy per second to the energy density of the incident wave. Using the 

variable definitions presented in the preceding subsections of this chapter, the relation for 

the total scattering cross section is then given by 

<7,..., = (2« + l)(|Cf + Cf). (4.65) 
total 1 r2 1^2 

_ -^0 "-4 n=\ 

2 V a  

A directional measure of the scattering cross section, also called the echo area [59], can 

additionally be defined as 

^echo(P^<l>) = 

/  I  . ^ | 2 \  

Ajrr^ 
\E'f V I I y 

(4.66) 

For the selected problems, we were particularly interested in the radiation scattered back 

at the initial point of incidence, that is, we were interested in the scattered magnitude of 

along the -z axis. (See Figure 4.2 for reference.) In spherical coordinates, we have 

\a=7t, <p=Jt 

(Note that one could also use £ = -Et''' , -E^ , or E^'^ and \0=K,(f>=^ ^ \6=7:,(f>=7t H ^ \0=K,(j>=-nl2 

obtain the same result.) For this problem, then, Eq. (4.66) in the backscatter direction 

becomes 
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backward = COs' ;r • 

Z«« jcr+ sin;rP/(cos;z-) 
I sin;z- ^ 

. (4.68) 

Making use of the asymptotic expression for the Hankel function, given by Eq. (4.63), 

and the following limit relations for the Legendre polynomials [59] 

Plico^G) ^ (-1)" 
sin^ 6~^K 

sin^ Pi (cos^) O^n 

-n{n + V} 

(-1)" 

(4.69) 

(4.70) 

and then taking the dominant terms as r -> oo, we obtain the form 

|;(-ir(2«+i)(c.'"-cr) 
K 

(4.71) 

4.4. Numerical experiments 

The equations listed in Section 4.3 above were implemented in a MATLAB software 

program. The program was tested against well-known cases of scattering from both 

dielectric and metallic spheres. Spheres of radii r^, r^, and r.^ were analyzed to more 

thoroughly test the equations in each region of the nested shell system (i.e.. Regions 1-4). 

Each of the research interests presented in this chapter's introduction was then 

investigated numerically using the MATLAB program. The results are presented and 

interpreted below, with subsections arranged as follows: 1) Software validation using 

well-known scattering cases, 2) Comparisons between scattering properties and the 
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radiating electric dipole results (i.e., the Chapter 3 results), 3) Comparisons between 

nested DPS-DNG, MNG-ENG, DPS-MNG-ENG, and DPS-ENG systems, and 4) Effects 

of a DNG coating on the properties of creeping waves. 

4.4.1. Software validation using well-known scattering cases 

a) Scattering from a dielectric sphere (Mie scattering) 

The fields both internal to and scattered by a single dielectric sphere as a result of 

interactions with an incident plane wave are well known. Assuming the same orientation 

and description for the incident plane wave presented earlier (see Section 4.3 and Eqs. 

(4.31)-(4.36)), the equations for the fields scattered by a single dielectric sphere become 

similar in form to the Region 4 scattered fields presented in Eqs. (4.37)-(4.42), but they 

have simpler, explicitly defined coefficients. The scattered field equations are given by 

f CO 

K =—^cos^ ^n{n + \)b„ (V) ^„'(cos6') (4.72) 
«=] 

K =-E,  cos(i) f]|c„ hl^\k,r) +~^[^ ̂ r(^)] 
smd jk^r^  

sin0 (cos 0)1 (4.73) 

El = -£(, sin^z) c„ h^„^\k^r) sin(9 P^'{cos9) +-f-[kr 
n=l I k=k. 

/'J (cos 0) I 
sin0 j 

(4.74) 

HI =  .  °  s i n £ ) « ( «  + 1) c„ (k.r) (cos6) (4.75) 

H; f \b„ + / j f  (A.)] '  
774 n=i Sine? jK^r 

sin 0 pI ' (cos 0) I (4.76) 
*=*, J 

r 00 ^ f 

=-^ cos^ X1 (^4'') sin0 PH(cos0) + ---[kr (^)] 
% «=1 

. (4.77) 
sm0 J 
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where the coefficients and c„ are known to be [59] 

K = •  

= 

JniK^d)  + V^4-"i Krd 
kr=k,rj 

JniKfd) [kr J„(.kr)] 
kr=k,rj 

Krd Jr  (V</)[^^r(^)] K^d 
h-^k,rj 

>i''\k^rj)[kr j„ikr)] 
kr=k,rj 

kr=k,rj 

a„ (4.78) 

4̂  ̂ A(^)]' - Kra JSK^d) \kr (^)] 
^a„, (4.79) 

lir=kjrj 

where represents the radius of the dielectric sphere, and was defined in Eq. (4.3). 

The subscripts '4' and T were used here to facilitate comparisons with the equations 

presented in the previous section. The parameters with the subscript '4', i.e., e^, and 

, describe the material siirrounding the dielectric sphere and are usually assigned free 

space values. The parameters with the subscript T, i.e., e^, ju^, and k^, describe the 

material parameters of the dielectric sphere. Note that in validating the MATLAB 

program, the materials in Regions 2 and 3 were alternately made similar to the materials 

in Regions 1 or 4, depending on which shell interface was being validated. 

The fields internal to the dielectric sphere similarly correspond in form to the 

Region 1 equations presented earlier in Eqs. (4.13)-(4.18) and are given by 

Et =-^E,cos^ Yd„n(n + \)j„(lc,r)P^(cosd) (4.80) 
jco^.r 

K = -Eo cos^ e„ ^jSKr) y„(^)]' 
^„'(cos^) , . ?7, 

k=k^ ^ 

sin0/'„"(cos0) I (4.81) 

jco^i^r k=k^ 
5^1 (4.82) 

sin0 J 
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/T 
Ht = . ° sin ^ n (« +1) y„ (^,r) P„' (cos 6') 

771^4'" "=i 771^4'" 
(4.83) 

where the coefficients and e„ are known to be [59] 

d = a. (4.86) 
Kr^ hf\kr)\ 4̂ 1 (^40)[^y„(^)]' 

(4.87) 
4̂  ̂ jniK â) ''f (^)]' 

The analytical Mie relations for the fields both internal to and scattered by a 

dielectric sphere matched the results produced by the four-region MATLAB code. Each 

of the shell radii - r^, r^, and - were alternately set equal to the radius of the dielectric 

sphere, , so that the MATLAB code could be tested at each interface. Figure 4.3 shows 

example frequency-domain field distributions for the case when a plane wave with 

/ = 10.0 GHz, polarized in the -i-x direction and propagating in the +z direction (i.e., 

E'=£5 x), was incident on a dielectric sphere with the following properties: 

(^1' M ' ̂ 1) ~ (^2 ' /^2 ' ̂2 ) ~ (^^0' 2/^0' 2^0 ) ' (^3 ' /'s» ^3 ) ~ (^4 » /^4 5 ^4 ) ~ (^0' /^O ' ̂0 ) ' 

K^d - = 2 (i.e., r'd=r^= 4.8 mm ), and r, = Tj / 2, rj = 1.2 . The plots produced by 

the four-region software and the known Mie scattering equations were indistinguishable, 

so only one set of plots is presented here. The fields are seen to concentrate in the shell 
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Figure 4.3. The real components of (a) Eg and (b) produced by both the four-region 

software and the well-known Mie equations for the case when an incident plane wave 

described by E' =£^6'^''*' x with / = 10.0 GHz interacts with a dielectric sphere with 

(£•1,//;) = (2fo,2//o). The plane wave in this case was modeled with the first twenty 

TM^ and TE^ modes ( = 20 ). The sphere radius was given by = rj = 2 / ̂ , = 4.8 mm, 

i.e., the 2""^ shell interface was validated in this case. The fields are concentrated in the 
region of higher dielectric, and the power flows in the +z direction, as expected. 
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where the dielectric parameters are higher, as expected, and the scattered fields cause 

slightly stronger total fields in the -z direction. The structure of the plane wave is clear 

with the = 20 mode summation, and the energy in the plane wave is seen to propagate 

in the +z direction, as expected. 

Since individual modes of the incident plane wave, particularly the lowest TM^ 

mode, were to be used in several investigations, the dielectric sphere's response to 

selected individual modes was validated as well. The sub-plots in Figure 4.4 show the 

real component of Eg produced when each of the first four incident TM^ modes interact 

with the dielectric sphere described above, i.e., with a sphere described by 

(^15 5 ~ (^2 5 /^2 ' ̂2 ) ~ (^^0 ' 5 2^0 ) ' (^3' /^3' ̂ 3 ) ~ (^4' /^4 ' ̂4 ) ~ (^0' /^O ' ̂0 ) ' 

- 2 =^2= 4.8mm), Tj = Tj /2, and ^3 = 1.2 rj. The first four incident TM^ 

modes are seen to excite partial oscillations in the sphere corresponding to dipole, 

quadrupole, sextupole, and octupole distributions, respectively. These plots correspond 

well with those originally sketched by Mie and reproduced in Stratton [72], once the 

plots' axes are aligned. 

The Poynting vector produced by the scattered fields in each of the four cases is 

additionally presented in Figure 4.5. The scattered power is positive, or directed 

outwards, and the scattered radiation patterns resulting from the first four TM^ modes 

again correspond to dipole, quadrupole, sextupole, and octupole distributions, as 

expected. 
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Figure 4.4. (a)-(d) The real components of Eg produced when the first four TM^ modes 

are incident on the dielectric sphere described in Figure 4.3. These plots agree with 
Mie's original sketches of the first four partial, electric-type oscillations induced in a 
dielectric sphere by an incident plane wave [72]. The plots are seen to correspond to 
dipole, quadrupole, sextupole, and octupole field distributions. 
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Figure 4.5. (a)-(d) The Poynting vector of the scattered fields in the X-Z plane, calculated 

as .5Re(£'^/fJ) and produced when the first four TM^ modes are incident on a 

dielectric sphere with the material characteristics described in Figure 4.3. The scattered 
power is directed outward in each case, and the plots are seen to correspond to dipole, 
quadrupole, sextupole, and octupole radiation patterns, as expected. 
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The total scattering cross section, , described by Eq. (4.65), and by 

association the scattered radial power, , described by Eq. (4.64), were also verified 

using the well known results for a single dielectric sphere. The total scattering cross 

section for the single sphere is given by [72] 

where 

^total 
n=\ ^ 

2 t], 

|2 I |2 

4  + K  (4.88) 

ci„ = •  

-A Jn )[kr j„ (^)]' + Hjn iK^d ) in (^)]' 
kr=kAi kr=k^rj 

kr=h''d kr=k,r. 

(4.89) 

¥ = •  

-A Jn(.K^d)[kr j„ikr)\ +/u^{kJk,)' j„{k,r^)[kr- j„(^)]' 
kr=k^rj kr=k,r„ Vd 

Ml iK^d )  [^  7„ (^)] '  ) '  in  iK^d )  (^)]  
kr=k,rj 

(4.90) 

kr=k,rj 

As before, the subscripts '1' and '4', representing the material in the dielectric sphere and 

surrounding free space, respectively, were used to facilitate comparisons to the four-

region results. 

The known total scattering cross section for a single dielectric sphere was 

compared to the output of the four-region MATLAB code for a case similar to those 

described above, that is, for = = 

(£^,/i^,k^) = (£^,/u^,k^) = (£^,/^g,k„), r, and r, =1.2^^ - but in this case, =r^ 
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was varied, and = 30 modes of both the TM^ and TE^ types were summed. As seen in 

Figure 4.6, the four-region equations matched the known single-sphere results very well. 

b) Scattering from a metal sphere 

Both the four-region formulation of the backward echo area, <ybackward' presented 

in Eq. (4.71), and the MATLAB program's ability to simulate scattering from a metal 

sphere were tested by comparing the program's output to the known formulation of the 

backward echo area produced by a single metal sphere, given by [59] 

backward 
(-l)"(2n + l) 

kr=k^r^ 

(4.91) 

where r^ is used here to designate the radius of the metal sphere. In addition, the 

backward echo area was compared to the Rayleigh approximation for small radii 

(a; 7^4 <0.1), given by [59] 

9X1 
backward W J -

(4.92) 

As seen in Figure 4.7, the backward echo area predicted by the four-region equations 

matched well with the knovm values over a wide range of shell radii. For the case 

presented in Figure 4.7, the incident plane wave was described by E' = x with 

/ = 10.0 GHz and was again modeled with N = 20 modes of both the TM^ and TE^ 

kind. In the four-region simulation. Regions 1 and 2 were used to model the metal sphere 
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Figure 4.6. The normalized total scattering cross section, produced when an 

incident plane wave described by E'= and / = 10.0 GHz interacts with a 

dielectric sphere with ) = {28^,2) and variable radius. The solution given by the 

four-region equations matches well with the known solution for a single dielectric sphere 
[72]. Scattering from the second interface, , was tested in this case. 
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Figure 4.7. The normalized backward echo area, crbackward ^ ' produced by a single metal 

sphere with variable radius . The data generated by the four-region solution, the 

known solution as presented in Harrington [59], and Rayleigh's small radius 
approximation correlate well. Scattering from the second interface of the four-region 
problem was tested in this case, i.e., r^=r^- The incident plane wave had a frequency of 

/ = 10.0 GHz and was modeled with TV = 20 modes of both the TM^ and TE^ kind. 
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while Regions 3 and 4 represented the surrounding free space, i.e., scattering from the 2"'' 

interface, rj=r^, was tested. Note that the metal sphere was simulated in the four-region 

equations by setting (fj, //j) = , //j) = (l 0^ £•(,, 10"® //g). 

The four-region MATLAB estimate of the time-domain impulse response for a 

metal sphere was also validated, to assist with the creeping wave investigations. The 

incident pulse was modeled by a Gaussian signal with an effective frequency near 

10.0 GHz, as shown in Figvire 4.8a and given by 

= (4.93) 

This signal was transformed into the frequency domain and shifted to start from the 

(r, 9-7t, ̂  = O) observation point at ^ = 0. The transformed signal was then multiplied 

by the value of Eg{co) at the observation point, which for far-field studies was given by 

EI'^ in Eq. (4.38). The result was then transformed back to the time domain, and the real 

c o m p o n e n t s  w e r e  p l o t t e d  f o r  v a r i o u s  b i s t a t i c  a n g l e s ,  s p e c i f i c a l l y  f o r  6  =  7 i , 5 7 r 1 .  

The scattered signals (i.e., the impulse response of the metal sphere) as shown in Figure 

4.8 match well with those predicted by Kennaugh and Moffat [74]. 
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Figure 4.8. (a) Eg(t) for an incident Gaussian pulse with 10.0 GHz, +x 

polarization, and +z propagation, and (b)-(h) the resulting signals (i.e., the inpulse 
response) scattered by a metal sphere with k^r^=2, as observed at r = 2.3A^ and 

0 - n,5nI. A total of iV = 70 modes was utilized. 
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4.4.2. Comparisons between the scattering and radiation results 

The effects of an incident fundamental TM^ wave on the nested DPS sphere -

DNG shell system described in Chapter 3 - e.g., the amount of energy stored within the 

inner sphere, the scattered radial power, and the cross section parameters - were analyzed 

for various DNG shell characteristics. First, the three main cases presented in Chapter 3 

were analyzed. The DNG shell parameters for those cases are given by: 

1. (^3 =-.^0,//3 =-//(,) and ^2 =100.0//m 

2. (£•3 =-3£q, /^3 =-3jU(i) and r^ = 100.0//m 

3. (fj =-3^0, /^3 =-3j Uq) and r^ = 1.0mm. 

Recall that the Region 3 described here corresponds to Region 2 in the Chapter 3 

geometry, and the distance r^ represents the inner radius of the DNG shell, which was 

labeled r, in Chapter 3. (See Figure 4.1.) In each of the three cases listed above, 

Regions 1, 2, and 4 consisted of a free space material such that = £2 = £4 = £„ and 

//[ = /^2 = /^4 = >"0 • The incident frequency was again set at 10.0 GHz, and the incident 

electric field strength was £0=1.0 V/m. 

To determine the correlation between the scattering phenomena and the radiating 

electric dipole results of Chapter 3, we investigated the energy stored in the irmer DPS 

sphere, the scattered radial power, and the scattering cross section parameters described 

in Section 4.3 as a frmction of the DNG shell's outer radius, r^. We anticipated that 

resonances in these parameters would occur near the values of r^ that had previously 
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produced the maximum radiated power from the infinitesimal electric dipole. To 

facilitate comparisons with the infinitesimal electric dipole results presented in Chapter 3, 

i.e., the TMXn = \,m = 0) results, we only analyzed the effects of an incident 

TM^n = \,m = \) mode in these investigations. (Recall that the complete incident plane 

wave is  composed of  many TM^ and TE^ modes with m = \ . )  

The total energy stored in the iimer sphere was calculated as the sum of , 

W]', and - defined in Eqs. (4.47)-(4.50) - with n-\. The results are shown in 

Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11. The three figures correspond to the three sets of DNG shell 

parameters listed above. The Chapter 3 plots of the dipole's radiated power gain versus 

the DNG shell's outer radius are included in these figures for reference. In each case, a 

direct correlation is seen between the radiation and scattering results: The DNG shell 

parameters that allowed the infinitesimal electric dipole to radiate the most power also 

caused the maximum energy from the incident TM^{n = \,m = \) wave to be stored in the 

inner DPS sphere. 

We next examined the radial power scattered by the DNG shell, given by Eq. 

(4.64), for the same three configurations. The results are shown in Figure 4.12. For the 

first configuration - i.e., for DNG shell parameters and 

(£^3 = -£•(), //j = -//(,) - the resonance seen in the radiated power and stored energy plots 

at ^3 = 750//m now appears to be dominated by another behavior. The scattered radial 

power does not appear to have a resonance at =750//m, but instead is increasing 

throughout this region as the DNG shell size increases. The findings differ for the second 
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Figiire 4.9. The gain in (a) the power radiated by an infinitesimal electric dipole 
surrounded by a DNG shell and (b) the total energy stored within the inner DPS sphere 
when a TM^{n = \,m = \) wave is incident upon the surrounding DNG shell. The gain in 

both (a) and (b) is compared to the free space case. The two plots correlate well. For this 
set of plots, the DNG shell's inner radius was 100.0//m, and its material parameters 
were 
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Figure 4.10. The gain in (a) the power radiated by an infinitesimal electric dipole 
surrounded by a DNG shell and (b) the total energy stored within the inner DPS sphere 
when a TM^(n = l,m = l) wave is incident upon the surrounding DNG shell. The gain in 

both (a) and (b) is compared to the free space case. The two plots correlate well. For this 
set of plots, the DNG shell's inner radius was 100.0//m, and its material parameters 

were . 
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Figure 4.11. The gain in (a) the power radiated by an infinitesimal electric dipole 
surrounded by a DNG shell and (b) the total energy stored within the inner DPS sphere 
when a TM^{n = 1, w = 1) wave is incident upon the surrounding DNG shell. The gain in 

both (a) and (b) is compared to the free space case. The two plots correlate well. For this 
set of plots, the DNG shell's inner radius was 1.0 mm, and its material parameters were 

(-3^o,-3//o). 
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Figure 4.12. The scattered radial power plotted as a function of the DNG shell's outer 
radius for the following cases: (a) Inner DNG shell radius 100.0//m, DNG material 

parameters (-^g,-//(,), (b) Inner DNG shell radius 100.0//m, DNG material parameters 

(-3Sq,-3jUq) , (c) Inner DNG shell radius 1.0mm, DNG material parameters 

(-3Sq,-3jUq) . Compare these plots to Figures 4.9-4.11, respectively. For case (a), the 

previous resonance at 750//m appears here to be dominated by another behavior. The 
resonance seen in case (b) correlates well with the resonances seen in the radiated power 
and energy stored plots. In case (c), we see a combination of the case (a) and case (b) 
behaviors - the previous resonance at 2.0 mm is visible, but the scattered power appears 
to be dominated by another effect as the DNG shell size increases. 
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configuration, where rj^lOO.OyWm and (e^=-3£g, ju^=-3^q). In this case, the 

scattered radial power has a peak at the same DNG shell size that produced a resonance 

in the stored energy and in the dipole's radiated power. The results for the third case, 

where r^=\.Q mm and (^3 = ju^=~3juf^), look like a combination of the first two 

cases: The scattered radial power shares its first resonance with the stored energy data 

and the dipole's radiated power data, but it has additional resonances as well. 

The total scattering cross section and the backward echo area, and o-^ackward' 

for the same three DPS sphere - DNG shell configurations described above are shown in 

Figures 4.13 and 4.14, respectively. The patterns seen in these plots are similar to those 

observed in the scattered radial power plots, as may be expected. These plots are 

therefore included for reference but do not necessarily provide new information. 

When the plots of the scattered radial power are extended to larger DNG shell 

sizes such that the shell's dimensions are on the order of a wavelength, the phenomenon 

of new or different scattering resonances becomes clearer, as observed in Figure 4.15. 

Resonances associated with the signal's wavelength in the DNG medium then appear to 

be producing periodic maxima and minima in the scattered radial power. Upon closer 

inspection, we find that the magnetic fields in the DPS-DNG system have only real 

components when the scattered radial power is a maximum. In contrast, the electric 

fields are completely imaginary, indicating that the electric and magnetic fields are out of 

phase by 90° and that the DPS-DNG system is responding as a resonator to the incident 

TM^{n = l,m = l) wave. Similarly, minima in the scattered radial power are associated 
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Figure 4.13. The total scattering cross section plotted versus the DNG shell's outer radius 
for the following cases: (a) Inner DNG shell radius 100.0//m, DNG material parameters 

{-£q,-jUq), (b) Inner DNG shell radius 100.0//m, DNG material parameters 

(-3Sq,-3jUq) , (c) Iimer DNG shell radius 1.0mm, DNG material parameters 

(-3£^q,-3//q) . The behavior seen in these plots is similar to that observed in the plots of 
scattered radial power, shown in Figure 4.12, as expected. 
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Figure 4.14. The backward echo area, plotted versus the DNG shell's outer 

radius for the following cases: (a) Inner DNG shell radius 100.0/im, DNG material 
parameters (b) Irmer DNG shell radius 100.0//m, DNG material parameters 

(-3£:q,-3//q) , (c) Irmer DNG shell radius 1.0mm, DNG material parameters 

(-3£g,-3jUQ). The behavior seen in these plots is similar to that observed in the plots of 
scattered radial power, shown in Figure 4.12. 
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Figure 4.15. The scattered radial power for the same cases, (a)-(c), presented in Figure 
4.12, but now the DNG shell's outer radius has been extended to 30.0 mm, the free space 
wavelength of the incident signal. A scattering phenomenon associated with the signal's 
wavelength in the DNG material appears to be taking effect as the order of the DNG shell 
size reaches that wavelength. 
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with real electric fields and imaginary magnetic fields, and the DPS-DNG system appears 

to behave as a TE^ resonator at the associated DNG shell configurations. 

The energy stored in the real components of the electric and magnetic fields is 

plotted as a function of the DNG shell's outer radius in Figure 4.16. Examples for each 

of the three DNG shell configurations are shown. Correlations between the peaks and 

nulls shown in Figure 4.16 and those seen in the scattered radial power plots of Figure 

4.15 are evident. Examples of the real electric and magnetic field components within the 

DPS-DNG system when it is behaving as a TE^ or a TM^ resonator are shown in Figures 

4.17 and 4.18. An example for the first DNG shell configuration is shown in Figure 4.17, 

while Figure 4.18 shows an example result for the second shell configuration. 

For completeness, example data for a less symmetric case are provided as well. 

In this case, the DNG shell's irmer radius was again set to = 100.0//m, but the relative 

permittivity and permeability were skewed such that while = -//(,. The 

scattered radial power and the energy stored in the real field components for this case are 

presented in Figure 4.19. Though these data may not be as symmetric as the data 

presented for the previous cases, e.g., in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, the same correlations 

between the configuration's TE^ and TM^ resonances and the minima and maxima in the 

scattered radial power are observed. 
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Figure 4.16. The energy stored in the real components of the electric and magnetic fields 
within the DPS sphere - DNG shell system, plotted as a function of the DNG shell's outer 
radius. (Note that the energy stored in the DNG shell dominated and was assumed to be 
positive for these purposes.) The same cases, (a)-(c), used in previous figures including 
Figures 4.12-4.15 were again used here. The larger DNG shell radii analyzed in Figure 
4.15 were also utilized here. The peaks of the scattered radial power, shown in Figure 
4.15, are seen to correlate with the maxima of the energy stored in the real component of 
the magnetic fields, while the correlation between the scattered radial power and the 
stored electric energy is opposite. 
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Figure 4.17. The real components of (a) Eg and (b) at points where the DPS-DNG 

system is behaving as a TE^ or a TM^ resonator - at =13.1 mm and =8.3mm, 

respectively. For these data, the DNG shell's inner radius was 100.0//m, and the shell's 

material parameters were {-e^, - /ig) • The scattered radial power is at a minimum for (a) 
and a maximum for (b). 
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Figure 4.18. The real components of (a) Eg and (b) at points where the DNG shell is 

behaving as a TE^ or a TM^ resonator - at =10.4 mm and = 8.6 mm, respectively. 

For these data, the DNG shell's inner radius was 100.0//m, and the shell's material 

parameters were {-SSQ, -3jUQ). The scattered radial power is at a minimum for (a) and a 
maximum for (b). 
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Figure 4.19. The (a) scattered radial power and (b) energy stored in the real components 
of the electric and magnetic fields for a less symmetric case. For these data, the DNG 
shell's irmer radius was again set at 100.0//m, but the shell's relative permittivity and 

permeability values were offset such that = -3^^ while = ->"0 • Though the 

resulting plots are less symmetric, the correlations between plots (a) and (b) are very 
similar to those seen in the previous cases, e.g., in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. 
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4.4.3. Comparisons between DPS-DNG, MNG-ENG, DPS-MNG-ENG, and DPS-ENG 

systems 

One motivation for the numerical experiments presented in this section was to 

investigate recent findings by Alu and Engheta [70, 71] indicating that the properties of 

nested DPS-DNG systems can be reproduced by nested MNG-ENG systems. In addition, 

we wished to investigate whether the effects produced by the DPS-DNG systems 

described in Chapter 3 and in the previous section of this chapter could be reproduced by 

DPS-MNG-ENG or even DPS-ENG systems. This issue is relevant because "single-

negative" (SNG) metamaterials such as ENG and MNG layers are much easier to 

produce than DNG metamaterials. An ENG metamaterial is the easiest to produce. 

First, the four-region MATLAB software was tested against previous results 

obtained by the Engheta group [70, 71, 75]. In particular, the magnitude of the scattering 

coefficient for the incident TM^{n = \ ,m = \)  mode, labeled in our terminology, 

was compared against the Engheta group's results for the following cases: 

1. Inner DPS sphere with , //j) = (fj, //j) = (4£(,, //q ) 

Outer DNG shell with = (-3£^Q,-3/io) 

2. Inner ENG sphere with ,//,) = (fj, >"2) = {~^^o' Mo) 

Outer MNG shell with = (3£Q,-3/ig) 

3. Inner DPS sphere with = (^£2,jU2) = (4£'o,//o) 

Outer ENG shell with [e^,jUT^) = (-3fo,//(,). 
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In each case, the surrovinding region was assumed to be free space with 

(£'4,//4) = , the outermost shell radius was set to ^3 = /l^ /20, and the inner shell 

radius, rj, was varied. The magnitude of the scattering coefficient was then plotted as a 

function of r^l r^. 

The first case represented a system similar to those we had studied previously, 

and our results matched those of the Engheta group: A peak of = 1 was observed for 

^2 7^3 = 0.32. (See Figure 4.20a.) Note that this value also corresponds well with the 

Engheta group's analytical estimate for the resonant value, r^l. The analytical 

estimate was obtained through an investigation of the natural modes of the sphere-shell 

system, i.e., by setting the determinant of the matrix A in the relation [^][C'] = [5] (as in 

Eq. (4.43), but with fewer terms) to zero. In the limit of small radii (A:Qr3«l), the 

Engheta group obtained the following analytical relation for the resonant value of 

given incident TM^ modes of order n [71] 

r-, 

n res, TM 

(4.94) 

The following relation was also found for resonant TE  ̂ modes of order n 

r.  
(4.95) 
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Figure 4.20. (a) The magnitude of the scattering coefficient and (b) the energy stored in 
the real components of the electric and magnetic fields as the result of an incident 
TM^(n = \,m = \) wave, plotted as a function of where ^2 is the radius of an inner 

DPS sphere with = and rj =.^^,/20 is the radius of an outer 

DNG shell with parameters {^£^,JU J^) = [-3£ Q,-3JUQ) . A resonance is observed at 

^*2 /Tj = 0.32, in agreement with the results provided by the Engheta group [75]. 
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The energy stored in the real components of the electric and magnetic fields, 

approximated by Eqs. (4.53)-(4.58), was also plotted versus the ratio (See Figure 

4.20b.) Note that, as in the previous section, the energy in the DNG shell dominated, and 

the total energy was plotted as a positive number. As may be expected from the results 

presented in the previous section and the Engheta group's analytical derivation process, 

we found that the ratio that produced resonant scattering of the TM^ mode was associated 

with a TM^ resonance in the sphere-shell system, i.e., it represented a configuration 

where the magnetic field was purely real and the electric field was purely imaginary. 

The software program required some slight modifications to support the second 

and third comparison cases listed above. For instance, care had to be taken with the 

impedance calculation so that the imaginary component would have the proper sign for 

the SNG materials. That is, the impedance was redefined more properly as 

The results for Cases 2 and 3, shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22, then agreed with those 

provided by the Engheta group. The numerical resonances for these cases occurred at 

7^3 = 0.70 and ^2 /Tj = 0.30, respectively, while the analytical estimates for the 

resonant values (assuming small radii) were given by r^lrj= 0.71 and r^lr^= 0.33 . As 

(4.96) 

with the following conditions 

= -JyfM 

= -jyfs. 

(4.97) 

(4.98) 
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Figure 4.21. (a) The magnitude of the scattering coefficient and (b) the energy stored in 
the real components of the electric and magnetic fields as the result of an incident 
TM^ {n = \,m = V) wave, plotted as a function of r^l where is the radius of an inner 

ENG sphere with , //j) = (fj' >"2) = {~^^o  ̂ Mo) '  and r^=Ag/20 is the radius of an outer 

MNG shell with parameters [s^,ju^) = {3£f),-3^g). A resonance is observed at 

r2/r^= 0.70, in agreement with the results provided by the Engheta group [75]. 
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Figure 4.22. (a) The magnitude of the scattering coefficient and (b) the energy stored in 
the real components of the electric and magnetic fields as the result of an incident 
TM^{n = \,m = \) wave, plotted as a function of r^lr^, where is the radius of an irmer 

DPS sphere with = = and is the radius of an outer 

ENG shell with parameters = . A resonance is observed at 

^2 7^3 = 0.30, in agreement with the results provided by the Engheta group [75]. 
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expected, the TM^ resonances coincided with purely imaginary electric fields and real 

magnetic fields in the sphere-shell system. 

The findings thus far supported the Engheta group's results. Consequently, new 

research questions were additionally pursued. The first investigation addressed the 

following question: Could the resonant TM^ properties observed in the DPS-DNG 

systems discussed in Chapter 3 and in the previous section of this chapter be reproduced 

using MNG-ENG systems? The results fi"om Case 2 above suggested that this may be 

possible. To investigate this possibility, the magnitude of the scattering coefficient -

for the incident TM^{n = \,m = \) mode - and the energy stored in the sphere-shell 

system were analyzed numerically as a function of I for the following configurations: 

1. Outer shell radius - 8.32 mm, irmer shell radius variable, and: 

a) DPS sphere ,//,) = (^2,//2 ) = (^o')» DNG shell(^3, //j) = ) 

b) MNG sphere (^i,//j) = (fj,//2) = (^0, -Mo)'  ENG shell(^3, ju^)  = , //g)  

2. Outer shell radius =185.8//m, inner shell radius variable, and: 

a) DPS sphere (^„//j) = (^2,//j) = (^0.>"0)' DNG shell(^3,jUj) = {-Ss^,-Sju^) 

b) MNG sphere (f,,//j) = (fj,/^2) = (^0,-Mo)^ ENG shell(^3,ju^)^ {-3So,3/^^) 

3. Outer shell radius = 2.0 mm, inner shell radius variable, and: 

a) DPS sphere ,//j) = (fj'/"2) = (^0'>"0)' DNG shell(^3,^^) = ,-3/u^) 

b) MNG sphere ,//j) = (fj»//2) = (^o'->"0)' ENG shell(^3,jU^) = ,3jUo). 
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The (a) cases listed above correspond to the DPS-DNG systems investigated in Chapter 3 

and in the previous section of this chapter, with rj chosen as the outer DNG shell radius 

that produced the maximum radiated power. The MNG-ENG systems listed as the (b) 

options above represent the new configurations that were expected to reproduce the 

earlier DPS-DNG results, given the Engheta group's findings that DPS-DNG and MNG-

ENG systems have similar properties. Note that for TM^ resonances with similar shell 

dimensions, the permittivity values in the (a) and (b) configurations should be similar. 

(See Eq. (4.94).) 

The magnitude of the scattering coefficient for Case 1 listed above is shown in 

Figure 4.23 for both the (a) and the (b) configurations. The electromagnetic energy 

stored in the sphere-shell system for these configurations is shown in Figure 4.24. 

Though the results for this case, which was previously shown to have a broad resonance, 

are not as dramatic or as clear as the narrow resonance / high gain cases that will be 

described later, the (a) and (b) configurations do produce similar scattering results, and 

the maximum scattering magnitude occurs near the anticipated value of 

= 100.0//m/8.32 mm = 0.012. (The value = 100.0//m was the inner shell radius 

used in earlier work.) Interestingly, the stored energy plots for the (a) and (b) cases are 

significantly different, and the MNG-ENG case does not achieve a fiill resonance. 

The correlation between the DPS-DNG and the MNG-ENG systems is perhaps 

most dramatic for the second case, previously termed the "supergain" case, as seen in 

Figures 4.25 and 4.26. In both the (a) and (b) configurations, a strong TM^ resonance is 
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Figure 4.23. Magnitude of the TM^{n = \ ,m = X) scattering coefficient plotted as a 

function of r^lr^ for (a) an inner DPS sphere with = = / outer 

DNG shell with = and (b) an inner MNG sphere with 

(fj,//j) = (^2,//2) = (^0') / outer ENG shell with ,^3) = {~^o^Mo)- The outermost 

radius was = 8.32mm. Though the plots are similar and maximize near the expected 

value of ^2 /tj = 0.012, the MNG-ENG configuration does not achieve a full resonance. 
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Figure 4.24. The energy stored in the real components of the electric and magnetic fields 
as the result of an incident TM^(n = 1, w = 1) wave, plotted as a fiinction of /rj for (a) 

an inner DPS sphere with [e^,iu^) = {s2, / j .2)  = {£O^MQ) I outer DNG shell with 

(f3,//3) = (-£'o,-/io), and (b) an inner MNG sphere with = = / 

outer ENG shell with (£•3, //j) = , //q ). The outermost radius was ^3 =8.32 mm. The 

two cases appear to be significantly different, and full resonances are not observed. 
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Figure 4.25. Magnitude of the TM^{n = \ ,m = \)  scattering coefficient plotted as a 

function of r^lr^ for (a) an inner DPS sphere with (£•!,//;) = (£-2,/^2) = (^o'/^o) ! outer 

DNG shell with (£'3,//3) = (-3£'(,,-3/^(,), and (b) an inner MNG sphere with 

= = ! outsr ENG shell with [£^,ju^) = {-2>SQ,3jUQ). The 

outermost radius was Tj =185.8//m. Both plots have a resonance near the expected 

value of ^2 /Tj = 0.538. 
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Figure 4.26. The energy stored in the real components of the electric and magnetic fields 
as the result of an incident TM^ in = \,m = \) wave, plotted as a function of for (a) 

an inner DPS sphere with (£'p//j) = (f2'/"2) = (^o'>"o) ! outer DNG shell with 

(£^3,//3) = (-3£^o, -3//o ), and (b) an inner MNG sphere with (fj, //j) = (^2, /^2) = (^o'~Mo) 

/ outer ENG shell with = . The outermost radius was = 185.8/^m. 

Both plots demonstrate a TM^ resonance near the expected value of r^lr^ = 0.538 . 
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observed near the anticipated value of = 100.0//ni/185.8//m = 0.538. The stored 

energy plots show similar, if slightly offset, patterns with resonant peaks in the real 

magnetic fields and nulls in the real electric fields. 

The results for the third case, considered to have the most realistic geometry, 

again showed a strong correlation between the DPS-DNG and the MNG-ENG systems. 

These results are shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.28. The (a) configuration produced a peak 

scattering magnitude at the expected value, rj/rj =1.0 mm/2.0 mm = 0.5, while the 

resonance for the (b) configuration was offset at r^l r^=Q.39. Though the stored energy 

plots for configurations (a) and (b) varied somewhat, each configuration possessed a 

definite TM^ resonance. 

Though the resonant ratio values and the magnitudes of the stored energy plots 

varied between each of the (a) and (b) configurations described above, the similarities 

between the DPS-DNG and the MNG-ENG resonant behaviors strengthened the 

possibility of matching an infinitesimal electric dipole with an MNG-ENG system rather 

than with a more complicated DPS-DNG system. However, although MNG and ENG 

metamaterials are easier to manufacture than DNG metamaterials, it would still be 

difficult to manufacture a dipole embedded within an MNG sphere. It would be more 

practical to manufacture an electric dipole within a DPS (e.g., free space) sphere and then 

surround that sphere with MNG and ENG layers in an attempt to duplicate the effects of 

the DNG shell. Therefore, the possibility of matching an infinitesimal electric dipole 

with a resonant DPS-MNG-ENG system was additionally explored. 
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Figure 4.27. Magnitude of the (« = 1,/w = 1) scattering coefficient plotted as a 

function of r^lr^ for (a) an inner DPS sphere with = (£-2,//2) = (^o'y"o) ^ outer 

DNG shell with {^e^,= {-36^,-3, and (b) an inner MNG sphere with 

(£'i,//j) = (f2,//2) = (^o'~/^o) ! outer ENG shell with [£^,ju^) = {-l)£^,2>/UQ). The 

outermost radius was - 2.0 mm. The plots indicate that resonant configurations exist 
in both cases, though at a different radius ratio. 
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Figure 4.28. The energy stored in the real components of the electric and magnetic fields 
as the result of an incident TM^{n -\,m = \) wave, plotted as a function of Ifor (a) 

an inner DPS sphere with (£i,//j) = (£2,//2) = (^o'>"o) ! outer DNG shell with 

(£'3,//3) = (-3£o,-3//o), and (b) an inner MNG sphere with (£^,,//i) = (£r2,//2) = (^o'~>"o) 

/ outer ENG shell with {^e^,/u^^ = {-3SQ,3>jUQ). The outermost radius was =2.0mm. 

Though the plots are different in shape, they both indicate a TM^ resonance. 
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In particular, we investigated whether nested MNG-ENG shells with the same 

total inner and outer radii as the DNG shells described in the (a) cases above could 

produce similar TM^ resonances. Note that the strength of // in the MNG shell and the 

strength of e in the ENG shell would need to be increased in order to balance the 

reactance produced by the DPS sphere, the positive permittivity in the MNG shell, and 

the positive permeability in the ENG shell. With these constraints in mind, the following 

DPS-MNG-ENG configurations were investigated: 

1. Inner DPS sphere with (fj, ) = (fg, //g) and radius r, = 100.0/^ m 

MNG shell with (^2' /^2) = (^o' "2/^^), inner radius r,, variable outer radius 

ENG shell with = (-2£-o,//o), irmer radius , outer radius = 8.32mm 

2. Inner DPS sphere with , //j) = ) and radius r, = 100.0// m 

MNG shell with (fj' /^2) = (^0' "^>"0)' inner radius r,, variable outer radius 

ENG shell with , inner radius , outer radius = 185.8//m 

3. Inner DPS sphere with (fj, //j) = , //q ) and radius r, = 1.0 mm 

MNG shell with (£2,/^2) = ' inner radius , variable outer radius 

ENG shell with , irmer radius , outer radius = 2.0mm. 

Numerical data for these cases are presented in Figures 4.29-4.31. The magnitude of the 

scattering coefficient, the energy stored in the DPS-MNG-ENG system, and the 

determinant of the matrix A given by Eq. (4.43) are shown. In each case, a peak in the 

scattering magnitude is observed for a particular set of shell dimensions, i.e., for a 
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Figure 4.29. (a) The magnitude of the scattering coefficient, (b) the energy stored in the 
real field components, and (c) the determinant of the matrix A as the result of an incident 
TM^n = wave, all plotted as a function of -r^)l{r•^-r^). These data were 

obtained using a DPS-MNG-ENG system with {^e^,|u^)-[sQ,|UQ), = (^o'~2//o), 

and (£'3,//3) = (-2£:o,//q). The shell radii =100.0//m and = 8.32mm were used in 

this case. A fiill TM^ resonance is not observed. 
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Figure 4.30. (a) The magnitude of the scattering coefficient, (b) the energy stored in the 
real field components, and (c) the determinant of the matrix A as the result of an incident 
TM^{n = \,m = \) wave, all plotted as a function of {r^ "'i) • These data were 

obtained using a DPS-MNG-ENG system with (£-i,// j) = (£'q,//(,), ^2) = l^o) 

and (^3,/i3) = (-5^0,//(,). The shell radii =100.0//m and =185.8/^m were used in 

this case. A TM^ resonance is observed near the value {r^ "l) = 0-40 . 
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Figure 4.31. (a) The magnitude of the scattering coefficient, (b) the energy stored in the 
real field components, and (c) the determinant of the matrix A as the result of an incident 
TM^{n = 1, w = 1) wave, all plotted as a function of {r^ -r^)l{r^ ~^i) • These data were 

obtained using a DPS-MNG-ENG system with = (£(,,//(,), 

and (£'3,//3) = (-5^0,//q) . The shell radii = 1.0mm and = 2.0mm were used in this 

case. A TM^ resonance is observed near the value {r^ ~^\) = 0.37 . 
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particular value of (rj -r^)l{r^ ~^i) • As in the Case 1 data presented earlier, the Case 1 

data here do not appear to represent a full resonance. In contrast, the resonances 

observed in the Case 2 and Case 3 data are correlated with natural TM^ modes, and the 

determinant of the matrix A in those cases is seen to approach zero. These data indicate 

that the effect of a DNG shell on the radiation generated by an infinitesimal electric 

dipole could, for some configurations, be reproduced using nested DPS-MNG-ENG 

systems. 

The results of the Engheta group's third configuration led us to investigate one 

final, especially interesting possibility. The third configuration consisted of a DPS sphere 

surrounded by an ENG shell, and, as seen in Figure 4.22, this configuration produced a 

resonance with the incident TM^(n = 1, m = l) wave near the anticipated analytical value 

of Tj/Tj =0.33. Could the infinitesimal electric dipole discussed in Chapter 3 then be 

matched with a simple ENG shell, rather than with a DNG shell or layers of MNG and 

ENG shells? If so, this would have a significant impact on the possibility of matching 

antennas with metamaterials, since ENG metamaterials are much easier to produce than 

either DNG or MNG metamaterials. 

In a manner similar to the investigations described previously, the scattering 

coefficient and the energy stored in three DPS sphere - ENG shell systems were analyzed 

as a function of The three DPS-ENG systems were designed to correspond to the 

three DPS-DNG systems discussed in Chapter 3. For the first case, the outer radius of the 

ENG shell was set to the value that produced the maximum scattering coefficient in the 
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investigations discussed above. For the other two cases, the outer radius of the ENG 

shell was set to the outer radius of the DPS-DNG system that produced the maximum 

radiated power in the Chapter 3 results. The following three DPS-ENG configurations 

were then analyzed: 

1. Outer shell radius = 8.32 mm, inner shell radius variable, 

DPS sphere (fj ,//,) = (^2' /^2 ) = (^o' y"o)' ENG shell (^3, //j) = (-.^o, //„) 

2. Outer shell radius =185.8/im, irmer shell radius Vj variable, 

DPS sphere (^,,//;) = (fj,/^2) = (^0^>"0)' ENG shell{s^,^^) = ,ju^) 

3. Outer shell radius = 2.0 mm, inner shell radius rj variable, 

DPS sphere (fj, //j) = (^2, //j) = (^o' -"0)' ENG shell (£-3,//j) = (-3£'o, //q ) -

The results for these cases are presented in Figures 4.32-4.34. The results are promising -

note in particular that Cases 2 and 3, which correspond to the "supergain" and 

"manufacturable" cases from Chapter 3, appear to experience TM^ resonances. 

We briefly returned to the MATLAB code used in the Chapter 3 analyses to 

investigate correlations with the DPS-ENG scattering results, that is, to investigate 

whether an ENG shell alone could produce a resonance in the power radiated by an 

infinitesimal electric dipole. In particular, we investigated whether the third, most 

realistic DPS-ENG system described above - a free space sphere surrounded by an ENG 

shell with (£•,//) = (-3^o,//o) and with millimeter-sized radii - would increase the 

dipole's radiated power over the free space case. Figure 4.35 shows the power gain 
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Figure 4.32. (a) The magnitude of the scattering coefficient and (b) the energy stored in 
the real components of the electric and magnetic fields as the result of an incident 
TM^{n = \,m = \) wave, plotted as a fimction of Iwhere is the radius of an inner 

DPS sphere with ,//,) = (^2' >"2 ) = (^o' >"o)' and = 8.32 mm is the radius of an outer 

ENG shell with parameters (£3,//j) = {-s^,/^q). A Ml TM^ resonance is not observed in 

this case. 
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Figure 4.33. (a) The magnitude of the scattering coefficient and (b) the energy stored in 
the real components of the electric and magnetic fields as the result of an incident 
TM^in = wave, plotted as a function of /rj where is the radius of an irmer 

DPS sphere with = (^2'/"2) = (^o'>"o)' and 7-3 =185.8//m is the radius of an outer 

ENG shell with parameters = . The TM^ resonance seen near 

r2 /rj = 0.5379 is similar to that observed in the MNG-ENG simulations. 
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Figure 4.34. (a) The magnitude of the scattering coefficient and (b) the energy stored in 
the real components of the electric and magnetic fields as the result of an incident 
TM^{n = \,m = \) wave, plotted as a function of r-^ /where is the radius of an inner 

DPS sphere with (£:j,// j) = ( £ ' 2 , / / 2 )  = (^ o 'j"o) '  and = 2.0mm is the radius of an outer 

ENG shell with parameters = . The TM^ resonance seen near 

rr^lr^= 0.44 is similar to that observed in the MNG-ENG simulations. 
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Figure 4.35. The gain in the power radiated by an infinitesimal electric dipole surrounded 
by an ENG shell with (£",//) = {-3)6^,, as compared to the free space case. The outer 

radius was set to 2.0 mm while the irmer radius was varied. A peak gain is seen for an 

irmer radius near the value predicted from Figure 4.34, =0.44x2 = 0.88mm. The 

radiated power gain is on the order of that produced by the corresponding DPS-DNG 
configuration. 
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when the outer ENG shell radius was set to 2.0 mm while the inner shell radius was 

varied. A peak power gain over several hundred is seen for an inner shell radius near 

= 0.44x2 = 0.88mm, as expected given the resonance location r^lr^ «0.44 observed 

in Figure 4.34. These results are comparable to those obtained previously using the DPS-

DNG system, both in terms of the radiated power gain and the width of the resonance, 

and they give promise to the possibility of using an ENG coating to increase the power 

radiated by an electrically small dipole, or more generally for increasing the power 

radiated by antermas that produce TM^ waves. 

4.4.4. Effects of a DNG coating on creeping waves 

While investigating the scattering properties of the various metamaterial 

configurations described above, we became interested in analyzing a scattering property 

in the time domain. In particular, we wondered whether a creeping wave might become 

distorted - specifically, shifted forward in phase - if a metal sphere were coated with a 

DNG layer. Using the geometry labels presented at the beginning of this chapter, 

Regions 1 and 2 were used to model the metal sphere. Region 3 represented the DNG 

shell, and Region 4 was specified as free space. 

The metal sphere was modeled with the following material parameters; 

(£-j,//j) = (f2,/i2) = (10^^0,10"®//(,). The transmission and reflection coefficients at the 

metal sphere interface were later altered to simulate perfect reflections, but this produced 

few if any changes in the output data. The radius of the metal sphere was originally 
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specified by the relation |^31^2=2 so that the incident pulse (approximately one 

wavelength long) could be distinguished from the creeping wave, while the number of 

required modes, »10|A:3|r2, could be kept reasonably low. (Note that the creeping 

wave that is shed in the backward direction should be observed at a time delay of 

T = r^{2 + 7r)lv^ after the first scattered pulse is observed, where Vj is the signal's group 

velocity in Region 3.) 

The incident pulse was designed to have an effective frequency of 10.0 GHz and 

a low DC component. These conditions were originally met with a bipolar pulse. The 

pulse was additionally assumed to be approximately planar in the region where it 

interacted Mdth the sphere, given that the suggested number of modes was used. The 

DNG shell was originally given the material parameters (£^3,//3) = (-£^q,-//(,) and 

^3 ~ '2 + -2 K' again to keep the number of modes low. However, as discussed in Chapter 

2, the DNG medium was additionally required to be dispersive for the results to be 

causal. When the medium was not dispersive, the creeping wave would "jump forward" 

non-causally in time. A plasma or lossless Drude model was therefore used to introduce 

dispersion into both the permittivity and permeability relations (and, hence, the wave 

number relation) for the DNG shell, i.e.. 

f „2 \ 
(0„ 

£ — E 1 — £>3 ^0 1 2 
(O 

(4.99) 
J 

\ J 

(4.100) 
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^3 = kf, 

( 2 A 

V / 

(4.101) 

where the plasma frequency, (o^, was set to produce the desired material parameters at 

the effective frequency of the incident pulse. For instance, to produce a DNG shell with 

(£'3,//3) = (-fo,-/io) at =2;T-10'°rad/s, the plasma frequency was set to 

The presence of dispersion made it difficult to resolve the creeping wave. In the 

extreme case of the bipolar pulse, only a small fraction of the pulse's spectrum was 

"seeing" a DNG medium with parameters near {e^,fj.^, and a significant 

fraction of the spectrum experienced a DPS medium, as shown in Figure 4.36. The 

creeping wave was then too distorted to resolve an accurate arrival time or phase shift. 

On the other hand, when the number of cycles in the input pulse was increased in an 

attempt to narrow the pulse's frequency spectrum, a larger sphere size was needed to 

separate the incident, scattered, and creeping waves. This not only caused a significant 

increase in the number of required modes, but it also meant that the pulse traveled a 

longer distance in the dispersive medium, in part negating the improvements made by 

narrowing the pulse's frequency spectrum. This phenomenon is observed in Figure 4.37 

for the case of a 5-cycle pulse with =10.0 GHz, where the metal sphere's radius was 

defined by \k^\r2 = 7, and the number of modes set at N -10. 
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Figure 4.36. (a) An incident bipolar pulse with = 10.0 GHz, (b) the normalized 

frequency spectrum for the incident pulse as compared to the dispersion of the DNG 
shell's permittivity fimction, and (c) an example backscattered signal. The radius of the 
metal sphere was determined by \k.^\r2 = 2, and the number of modes used was N = 2Q . 

The permittivity of the DNG shell was set to be -Sq at the effective frequency. The 
frequency components of the input pulse were strongly dispersed, as anticipated from (b), 
so the specific arrival time and shift of the creeping wave contribution in (c) was difficult 
to discern. 
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Figure 4.37. (a) An incident 5-cycle pulse with 10.0GHz, (b) the normalized 

frequency spectrum for the incident pulse as compared to the dispersion of the DNG 
shell's permittivity function, and (c) an example backscattered signal. The radius of the 
metal sphere was determined by the relation \k^\r2 =7, and the number of modes used 

was N = 10. The permittivity of the DNG shell was set to be -Sq at the effective 
frequency. The frequency components of the input pulse, though much narrower in 
bandwidth than those seen in Figure 4.36, were still strongly dispersed, as expected from 
(b), so the specific arrival time and shift of the creeping wave contribution in (c) was 
difficult to discern. 
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Another confounding issue involved the negative refraction as the incident pulse 

was transmitted between DPS and DNG media. This meant that the pulse did not simply 

"creep" around the sphere, but rather was refracted back towards the source from many 

points on the front half of the sphere initially. Other components of the signal were 

ducted arovind the sphere and continued to shed radiation back, in a dispersed maimer. 

Due to the complexities of the simulation and the computer memory involved in 

generating a "big picture" view of this creeping wave phenomenon, we switched at this 

point to FDTD simulations to obtain a better visualization. Some snapshots from an 

example FDTD simulation are shown in Figure 4.38. In this simulation, a smoothed, 10-

cycle pulse with center frequency 10.0 GHz was incident upon a metal cylinder with 

radius 3A. The cylinder was coated with a DNG layer of .2A thickness, with an index of 

refraction given by the Drude model and set to be n = -l at the center frequency. 

Negative refraction at the DNG shell boundary is observed, and ducted signals are seen to 

shed radiation long after the incident pulse has passed. 

In summary, though the interactions between the incident pulse and the DNG 

shell were intriguing, the required dispersion in the DNG shell made the creeping wave 

difficult to distinguish, so a straightforward comparison between the arrival time and 

phase shift in creeping waves produced by DPS and DNG shells was not possible. 

4.5. Conclusions and future research 

In conclusion, we found that the scattering properties of nested DPS-DNG shells 

were largely correlated to the radiation results presented in Chapter 3; that combinations 
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(c) 

Figure 4.38. Snapshots from an FDTD simulation of an incident pulse interacting with a 
DNG-coated metal cylinder, (a) Negative refraction is observed as the incident signal 
meets the DNG layer, (b) The initial reflection and ducting are observed, (c) Shedding 
from ducted signals continues long after the initial signal has passed through the region. 
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of DPS-DNG, MNG-ENG, DPS-MNG-ENG, and DPS-ENG shells could behave as TM^ 

resonators and could produce both scattering and radiation resonances; and that the 

creeping wave generated when a metal sphere is coated with a DNG shell takes a 

complex form that is difficult to analyze. The most promising finding in terms of future 

research is the possibility that a TM^ -producing antenna could be matched with an ENG 

coating. Future research should focus on designing and constructing a realistically sized 

antenna, coated with an ENG layer, and then testing the combined antenna - ENG system 

to determine whether the antenna's radiated power is in fact significantly increased by the 

presence of the metamaterial. Additional research may continue to build on that begun 

by Alii and Engheta, to find uses for the resonant transmission and reflection 

characteristics of layered metamaterial shells. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

On the topic of causality in DNG media, it was verified that a DNG medium must 

be dispersive in order to be causal. The development of an explicit time-domain solution 

describing propagation in a dispersive DNG medium was considered beyond the scope of 

this dissertation, since approximations for a dispersive DPS medium are still under 

development after several decades of research. Instead, approximate time-domain 

relations for signal propagation in a non-dispersive DNG medium were developed. 

These relations were found to produce the best correlations to numerical FDTD 

simulations for short propagation distances and narrow-band signals, i.e., for cases with 

low dispersion, as may be expected. In addition, a uniform asymptotic approximation for 

the propagation of a unit-step-modulated sine wave in a single-resonance Lorentz 

dielectric medium was found to provide an approximate signal arrival time and mirrored 

frequency dispersion characteristics for propagation in a dispersive DNG medium near 

specified frequencies. Numerical FDTD and FFT simulations were also observed to 

support the prospect of causality in dispersive DNG media. The development of a 

uniform asymptotic approximation for signal propagation in a double-Lorentz medium -

a dispersive, causal medium that models DNG characteristics in a specified frequency 

range - was recommended as the next step in this line of research. 

Potential applications of DNG metamaterials to antenna systems were then 

presented. A DNG shell was observed to match the intrinsic reactance sensed by an 

infinitesimal electric dipole, thereby increasing the dipole's radiated power. Greater 

gains in the radiated power, in some cases reaching tens of decibels, were obtained for 
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DNG shells with stronger material parameters at locations closer to the dipole. A circuit 

model was additionally observed to simulate the behavior of the dipole - DNG shell 

system well, and this model indicated that the DNG shell served to reduce the radiation Q 

associated with the dipole. The development of additional models for the dipole - DNG 

shell system, including models which more closely resemble the current construction of 

synthetic metamaterials, was suggested as a fiiture research initiative. The realization of 

an anterma - metamaterial system and investigations as to whether the metamaterial truly 

served to increase the anterma's radiated power were also presented as exciting and 

practical prospects for future research. 

The scattering properties of nested metamaterial shells were then discussed. The 

scattering and radiation properties of nested DPS-DNG shells were found to be largely 

correlated, i.e., the scattering and radiation results were reciprocal for electrically small 

configurations. Combinations of DPS-DNG, MNG-ENG, DPS-MNG-ENG, and DPS-

ENG shells were observed to behave as TM^ resonators. The most promising finding in 

terms of future research was the possibility that a -producing antenna could be 

matched with an ENG coating. It was suggested that future research should focus on 

designing and constructing a realistically sized anterma, coated with an ENG layer, and 

then testing the combined anterma - ENG system. Additional research may continue to 

build on that begun by AM and Engheta, to find uses for the resonant transmission and 

reflection characteristics of layered metamaterial shells. 
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APPENDIX A. UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATION FOR SIGNAL 

PROPAGATION IN A DISPERSIVE LORENTZ MEDIUM 

The following uniform asymptotic approximations were used by Oughstun and 

Cartwright in their most recent investigations regarding the propagation of a unit-step-

modulated sine wave in a single-resonance Lorentz dielectric medium [58]. Note that the 

following equations assume the physics time-harmonic convention, e'""'. Under this 

convention, the complex phase function for the single-resonance Lorentz dielectric model 

is given by 

^ [co, d) = i(0\n{a)) -0^ = ico 

vl/2 

1 ^ 
co^ -(o\+ 2iSco 

-e (A.1) 

where 

0  = c t l z  (A.2) 

represents a dimensionless space-time parameter. The Sommerfeld precursor for the 

stated problem is then given by 

£^(2,0 = Re - i z p ( 0 ) l c  
roi^Wo -a(0) + 2a{e)e-""^y,{e)J, 

z 1 
-a{G) 
c J 

(A.3) 

for all 9>\ ,  where J^(-) respresents the Bessel function of the first kind, of order v, and 

the remaining non-standard variables are defined as follows: 

(A.4) a{6) = -Im 

y0(^) = /Re (A.5) 
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ro(^)4 
laie) 

Aa\e) 

1/2 

+ •  
-1 

2«(^) 

-Aa\G) 

1 / 2  

7xiP) = 
Aa{0) 

laiO) 

1 / 2  

Aa\e) 

-1 

-®c laiO) 

-Aa\e) 

1/2 

The locations of the distant saddle points, o) .  (0), are approximated as 
SPp, 

under the following definitions 

2/ i2  , , 0)£ 

e'-\ 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

m = ^  
-d^+- " 

e - \  

eio) 
(A. 10) 

The uniform asymptotic approximation for the Brillouin precursor in this case is 

given by 

£^(z,0 = -Re zaQ{0)/c 'iT -iiitn •Ai «! {G) e 
-i2frl3 

UJ 
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-h,{G)+—^—h,{e) 
CO -0)^ 

SP^ 

+ 'iY" ,-M./3.Aia) a^{d)e 
-/2;r/3 

VZy 

2/3  

1 

2al'\0) -co^ 
-h,(d) + h,{0) 

SP, (o„„. -co^ 
(A.11) 

where Ai(-) represents the Airy function, and the other non-standard variables are 

defined as follows: 

(A.12) 

«;"(«)=-
,  1 /3  

(A. 13) 

1 / 2  

M0) = 
-2a;" (6>) 

(A. 14) 

1 / 2  

M & )  =  
2a;" (6>) 

(A.15) 

The locations of the near saddle points, a? ^, are approximated as 
SPf/ 
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±\w{e)\--sg{e) 

_.1S^ 

3 a 

fov\<0<0, 

for 0 = 0, 1 ' 

for 0 = 0, 

(A.16) 

where 

1^(0)^ 
, 9 

0^-0^+^ 

--S' 

a 

T T 
0'-0'+^ 

COn 

, , 3a)„ 
0'-0'+^a 

(0, 0 y 

1 / 2  

g(0)^ 

, , 2o)l 
0'-0'o+^ 

3 ^ 

2  ,  , 3 ® '  

(A. 17) 

(A. 18) 

a = l- JAcoI+5COI), (A.19) 

and where 0^ = «(0) and the value 0 = 0^ occurs where the two near saddle points 

combine into one second-order saddle point. 

For carrier frequencies that are below the material's absorption region, i.e., for 

Q<q}^< -d^ , the main portion of the unit-step-modulated sine wave in the single-

resonance Lorentz dielectric medium is given by 

^c(^'0 = T^Re 
2n 

/y \ -in erfc r . vA /y \ -in erfc iA(0) -
I V c 

e" + -
ITIC 

A(^) 
•, 0<0, (A.20) 
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2n 
LLe.c LLe.c [ V c 

Ittc 

A(^,)V z 

+ Re 
-^('»oA) 

le'^ 

(A.21) 

^c(^'0 = :^Re 
in 

' r . 
i/u- in erfc -iA(0) -

, 
V c 

cfi) 1 \kC 
+ -

A((9) V z 

+ Re 

(A.22) 

; e>e. 

where 

1 / 2  

m = [^[(o^,.,0)-(l>{oJ,,0)\ , (A.23) 

and where 6^ represents the point where the contour path crosses the simple pole at (o^, 

s u c h  t h a t  I m ( A )  =  0  a t  ^  .  I n  a d d i t i o n ,  t ^ = 0 ^  z ! c  a n d ,  i n  t h i s  c a s e ,  =  i  •  

For carrier frequencies that are within the region of normal dispersion above the 

Lorentz medium's resonant frequency, i.e., for co^. > ^col +0)^-3^ , the main portion of 

the signal is given by 

E^(z,t) = —Re 
2n 

1 

n> r 

1 

n> iA(0) -
\c 

1 ITUC 
e' + J—e " 

A(^)V z 
; (A.24) 

2n 
iy^ ^ erfc e' +-

(A.25) 

+ Re le'' ; e = ê  
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Ec{z,t) = ̂ 'Re 
zn 

r f r . iy < iTC erfc 

I V c 

'(l>(a>^,e) 1 \^c 
+ -

A(6')\ z 

+ Re 

(A.26) 

; e>e^ 

where in this case 

A(^) = 
1 / 2  

(A.27) 

Lastly, for carrier frequencies within the region of anomalous dispersion, where 

•yjoyl -5^ <(o^< yjajg +<2)^-S^ , the main portion of the signal depends on the imaginary 

component of the phase, Y{(o,9) = Im[^(<u,^)]. When 7(<y^,l) > 0, the main component 

of the signal is given by 

E^(z,t) = -^Re 
2;r 

iyu \ -in erfc r iyu \ -in erfc 
I yc 

^(a>,,e) 1 |;rc 
+ -

- in erfc 
^(e>cfi) 1 \nc 

+ -
A„(^)V Z 

(A.28) 

; e<e^ 

Eci.z,t,) = —KQ 
ZTV 

iy^ erfc 

+ i7t erfc 

4i<Ocfi,) 1 \kc a) 

e^- + J—e' " 

-«t(®cA) 1 \nc 
e" ^ J—e " (A.29) 

+ Re ; e = e^ 
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E^{z,t) = ̂ KQ 
2n 

i/u erfc 
-«>(»,,0) 1 |;rc 

A^(6')V 2 

+ ITT erfc -fA,(ff>J-
-<li(a>cfi) 1 IkC 

+ -
Kid)H 2 

(A.30) 

+ Re /e' ; e>e. 

and when Y{(o^,V}<0, the main component of the signal is given by 

^c(^'0 = :^Re 
2n 

iy^ < -in erfc 
1 Izc 

e" H J—e " 
Arf(<9) V z 

+ in erfc -'AMJ-
1 \nc 
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(A.31) 
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+ Re le" 
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£c(z,0 = 7^Re 
2n Wu 1 

-4i(a>cfi) 1 \nc 
+ -

A^(^)\ z 

+ in erfc -'•A.WJ-
1 InC 

H  J — "  
A„(^) V z 

(A.33) 

+ Re le'-

In both cases, the following relations hold: 
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A.(^) = 

A„(^) = 

i l / 2  

1/2 

(A.34) 

(A.35) 

The reader is referred to [56-58] for further details. 
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APPENDIX B. RELATIONS BETWEEN SPHERICAL FIELD COMPONENTS 

AND RADIAL SCALAR POTENTIALS 

The relations between the radial scalar potentials and the electric and magnetic 

fields in spherical coordinates are given by [59]: 

E = 
jcoe 

( ^2 

y 
(B.l) 

rsin^ 5^ jcoerdrdO 
(B.2) 

r dO jcosrsinO drd^ 
(B.3) 

H = 
J(0/U 

( 
(B.4) 

H .  M dA ^ £ d'F, 

^ rsin^ 5^ jco/^rdrdO 
(B.5) 

r dO jco/ursmO drd(l> 
(B.6) 
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APPENDIX C. RELATIONS FOR LEGENDRE AND BESSEL FUNCTIONS 

Some useful relations for Legendre polynomials and Bessel functions, obtained 

directly or derived from various sources [e.g., 59, 60, 72, 73], are included here for those 

who may wish to reproduce the results found within this dissertation. 

Relations for Spherical Bessel Functions 

. ^ sinfb") .. sin(^) cos(^r) 
jAkr) = jAl<r) = ^ 

kr '  (krf kr 

,, ^ cos(kr) .. . cos(kr) sin(^7") 
yo(kr) = — ^ — ;  yi(kr) = -

( a2 a 
, 2  

+ k 
dr yur y 

(C.l) 

kr (kr) kr 

hn\kr) = jn{kr)-jyn{kr), (C.2) 

:n+\ -jkr 

hfm (C.3) 

kr b„(kr}= kr b^^kr) (C.4) 

W-T^lK-,(kr) + K„m] (C.5) 
Zn +1 

[krb„(kr)] =-^[nb„_^(kr)-(n + \)b„^,ikr)] (C.6) 
Zn + l 

K(l<r) = bW<r)-^b,(,kr). (C.7) 
kr 

\bl (krydr = '-[bHkr)-b„_, (kr)b„, (fe-)] (C.8) 

~ -'"-1 " -'"•1 ""-1 '*^'1 
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Relations for Legendre Polynomials 

/t 

Jp/" (cos 9) P" (cos 9) sin 9 d9 = 

0 for n' 

2  {n  +  m) \  

2n  +  \  {n-m) l  

^ , 2n{n + l) ^ ^ (C.IO) 
for n  -n ,  for m = \  

2n + \ 

m' P„'"(cos^)P„"(cos^) 

(sin 9f 
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sin 9 d9 

(C.ll) 
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j^sin^ P„'"'(cos^) sin^ = 
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71 

I P^ (cos 9)P^, (cos^) + Pj,(cos^)Pj (cos^) sin 9 d9 = 0 (C.14) 

« f 

JpJ (cos P^ (cos^) sin^ d9 = 0 (C.15) 
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sin^ 9^n 
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APPENDIX D. SYMBOLIC SOLUTION FOR SCATTERING COEFFICIENTS 

Given the following symbolic matrices A and B with the same non-zero 

components as the matrices discussed in Chapter 4 

^11 A\2 AU 0 0 0 

0 All ^23 ^24 ^25 0 

0 0 0 A34 A35 A36 

AA\ ^42 AA?> 0 0 0 

0 A51 A53 ^54 ^55 0 

0 0 0 A64 A65 A66 

0 

0 

0 

B6\ 

the deteminant of A and the six coefficients of the matrix [C] = [/l] ' [5] are given by 
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det(/i) = -A33* A34* All* A42* A25* A66 + A53* A34* A41* A12* A25* A66 

- A53* A65* A11* A42* A24* A36 + A53*A65* A41 * A12* A24* A36 

- A53* A41* A12* A25* A64* A36 + A53* A11* A42* A24* A35* A66 

+ All* A43* A34* A52* A25* A66 - A53* A4I* AI2* A24* A35* A66 

+ A53* All* A42* A25* A64* A36 + All* A43* A65* A52* A24* A36 

- A41* A13* A65* A52* A24* A36 - A11* A43* A52* A25* A64* A36 

-A11*A43*A52*A24*A35*A66-A11*A42*A23*A54*A35*A66 

- A41* A12* A23* A34* A55* A66 - A41* A13* A34* A52* A25* A66 

- A41* A12* A23* A65* A54* A36 + A41* A13* A52* A25* A64* A36 

+ A41* A13* A52* A24* A35* A66 - A22* A41* AI3* A55* A64* A36 

- A22* A41* A13* A54* A35* A66 - A22* A11* A43* A34* A55* A66 

-A22* All* A43* A65* A54* A36 + A22* A41* A13* A65* A54* A36 

+ All* A42* A23* A34* A55* A66+ All* A42* A23* A65* A54* A36 

-All* A42* A23* A55* A64* A36 + A41* A12* A23* A55* A64* A36 

+ A41* A12* A23* A54* A35* A66 + A22* A11* A43* A54* A35* A66 

+ A22* A41* A13* A34* A55* A66 + A22* All* A43* A55* A64* A36 

C(l, 1) = {A12* A25 * B31* A43* A54* A66 - A12* A24 *B31*A43* ASS * A66 

+ A12* A24* A36* A43* ASS*B61-A12* A25* A36* A43* A54* B61 

+ A13* A2S* A36* A42* AS4* B61-A13* A2S*B31* A42* A54* A66 (D.4) 
+ A13* A24* A66* A42* ASS*B31 - AI3* A24* B61* A42* ASS* A36) 

/dst(A) 

C(2,l) = (A25*831* A41* A13* AS4* A66 -A25* B31* A11* A43* AS4* A66 

+ A24*B31* All* A43* ASS* A66-A24*B31* A41* A13* ASS* A66 

+ A24 * A36 *A41*A13* ASS * B61 - A24* A36* All* A43 * ASS * B61 (D.5) 
- A2S* A36* A4I* A13* AS4* B61 + A2S* A36* A11* A43* AS4* B61) 

/det(^) 

C(3,1) = {A2S* A36* A41* A12* AS4* B61-A2S* B31* A41* A12* AS4* A66 

-A2S* A36* All* A42* A54* B61+ A25* 831* All* A42* AS4* A66 

+ A24* A66* A41* A12* ASS* B31 - A24* A66* All* A42* ASS* B31 (D.6) 
+ A24* B61* All* A42* ASS* A36- A24* B61* A41* A12* ASS* A36) 

/det(^) 
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C{A,\) = {-B31* A22* All* A43* A55* A66 + B31* All* A42* A23* A55* A66 

+ B31*A22*A41*A13*A55* A66-B31* A41* A12* A23* A55* A66 

~ B31* A4I* A13* A52* A25* A66 + B31* A53* A41* A12* A25* A66 

+ B31* All* A43* A52* A25* A66 + A36* A41* A13* A52* A25* B61 

+ A36 *A41*A12* A23 * A55 * B61 - A36* All* A42 * A23 * AS J * B61 (D.7) 
~ A36* A22* A41* A13* ASS* B6I+ A36* A22* A11* A43* ASS* B61 

~ A36* AS3*A41*A12* A2S* B61 - A36* All* A43* AS2* A25* B61 

+ A36* A53* A11* A42* A25* B61 -B31* AS3* A11* A42* A2S* A66) 

/det(A) 

C(5,1) = (A36* A22* A41* A13* A54* B61 - A36* A41*A13* AS2* A24* B6I 

- A36* A41* A12* A23* AS4* B61-A36* A22* All* A43* AS4* B61 

+ A36* All* A43* A52* A24* B61 + A36* All* A42* A23* AS4* B61 

~A36* AS3* All* A42* A24* B61 + A36* AS3* A41* A12* A24* B61 

+ B31* A41* A12* A23* AS4* A66-B31* A22* A41* A13* AS4* A66 (D.8) 
+ B31* A22* All* A43* AS4* A66 + B31* A41* A13* AS2* A24* A66 

~B31* All* A43* AS2* A24* A66-B31* All* A42* A23* AS4* A66 

+ B31* AS3* All* A42* A24* A66-B31* A53* A41* A12* A24* A66) 

/det(^) 

C(6,1) = (-AS3* A34* All* A42* A2S* B61 + AS3* A34* A41* A12* A2S* B6I 

-AS3* A6S* All* 

+ AS3* All* A42* 

-AS3* A41* A12* 

+ A11*A43*A34* 

-A41* A13* A6S* 

-All* A43* AS2* 

-All* A42* A23* 

+ A41* A12* A23* 

+ A41*A13*AS2* 

+ A11* A42* A23* 

+ A11* A42* A23* 

+ A22* A41* A13* 

+ A22*A41*A13* 

-A22* All* A43* 

-A22* A41* A13* 

/det(^) 

A42*A24* 

A2S*A64* 

A2S*A64* 

AS2*A2S* 

A52*A24* 

A24*A3S* 

AS4*A3S* 

ASS* A64* 

A2S*A64* 

A34* ASS* 

A6S*AS4* 

A34* ASS* 

A6S*AS4* 

A34* ASS* 

ASS* A64* 

B3I + AS3* A6S* A41* 

B31 + AS3* All* A42* 

B31-AS3* A41* A12* 

B61 + A11* A43* A6S* 

B31-A11* A43* AS2* 

B61-A41* A13* A34* 

B61-A41* A12* A23* 

B31-A41* A12* A23* 

B31 + A41* A13* AS2* 

B61-A11* A42* A23* 

B31 + A41* A12* A23* 

B61 + A22* All* A43* 

B31-A22* A41* A13* 

B61 + A22* All* A43* 

B31-A22* All* A43* 

A12*A24*B31 

A24*A3S*B6l 

A24* A35* B6l 

AS2*A24*B3l 

A25*A64*B31 

AS2*A25*B61 

A34* ASS* B61 

A6S*AS4*B31 

A24*A3S*B61 

AS5*A64*B3l 

AS4*A3S*B61 

AS4*A3S*B6l 

AS4* A3S*B61 

ASS* A64*B31 

A6S*AS4*B3l) 

(D.9) 
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